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 1 BEFORE:

 2

 3 Dr. Jack Kitts, Commissioner;

 4 Angela Coke, Commissioner.

 5

 6 PRESENTERS:

 7

 8 Participant 1;

 9 Participant 2;

10 Participant 3;

11 Participant 4;

12 Participant 5;

13 Participant 6;

14 Participant 7;

15 Participant 8;

16 Participant 9.

17

18 PARTICIPANTS:

19

20 Alison Drummond, Assistant Deputy Minister,

21 Long-Term Care Commission Secretariat;

22 Rose Bianchini, Senior Policy Analyst, Long-Term

23 Care Commission Secretariat;

24 Ida Bianchi, Senior Legal Counsel, Long-Term Care

25 Commission Secretariat;
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 1 Adriana Diaz Choconta, Senior Policy Analyst,
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 3 Angeline Hawthorn, Senior Policy Analyst, Long-Term

 4 Care Commission Secretariat;

 5 Dawn Palin Rokosh, Director, Operations, Long-Term
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 7 Tiffany Fearon, Family Councils Ontario.
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 1 -- Upon commencing at 4:00 p.m.

 2

 3             COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Hi.  Good

 4 afternoon, everyone.

 5             IDA BIANCHI:  Good afternoon,

 6 Commissioner Kitts.

 7             And just for the group, Commissioner

 8 Coke is also here in the meeting.

 9             COMMISSIONER ANGELA COKE:  Good

10 afternoon.

11             PARTICIPANT 1:  Hello.

12             IDA BIANCHI:  I think we have ten

13 participants again, so we'll just give it a few

14 more minutes to let everyone in the meeting.

15             COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Sounds good.

16             -- OFF-THE-RECORD DISCUSSION --

17             IDA BIANCHI:  Good afternoon, everyone.

18 And I think I've met you all, but I'll just state

19 for the transcript my name is Ida Bianchi, and I'm

20 one of the lawyers with the commission.

21             I am facilitating this meeting today

22 together with my colleague Alison Drummond who is

23 the assistant deputy minister of the secretariat

24 that supports the commission's work.

25             You'll see in the background -- their
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 1 faces aren't visible, but -- a number of my

 2 colleagues with the commission.  Rose Bianchini,

 3 Adriana Diaz Choconta, Dawn Palin Rokosh, and

 4 Angeline Hawthorn have been busy setting up this

 5 meeting because it's a bit more challenging in the

 6 environment we're in to have this kind of a

 7 meeting.  So thanks to my colleagues.

 8             I'd also like to point out that

 9 Tiffany Fearon who works with Family Councils

10 Ontario is present on the call.  And Family

11 Councils Ontario, from the start of this

12 commission's work, has been really helpful, first

13 of all, during a wonderful presentation to the

14 commission about their work and about the issues of

15 families and also partnering with us to get the

16 word out that we want to hear from families.  So

17 thank you, Tiffany, very much.

18             We also have two of our commissioners.

19 We have three -- this commission has three

20 commissioners.  Commissioner Marrocco may join us,

21 but the other two are already present.  That would

22 be Dr. Jack Kitts who is leading the session today

23 and Ms. Angela Coke who is going to be listening.

24             The session is being recorded, and

25 you'll see someone named McKaya McDonald who is our
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 1 transcriptionist.  She's preparing the transcript,

 2 and the transcript is going to be put on our

 3 website so that the public can hear your stories.

 4 That, to us, is very critical that your story be

 5 told.

 6             Our commission has made great efforts

 7 to be as transparent as possible because this is a

 8 story that the public needs to hear.  So we're very

 9 grateful to you coming to us and participating in

10 this session.

11             You're going to be identified on the

12 transcript only by your participant number.  So

13 that gives you a bit of a degree of anonymity, but

14 I just want to underline now that that's not a

15 guarantee of confidentiality.  Someone could go

16 into the transcript and figure out who you are.

17             So if you're really concerned about

18 information that you want to share with us that it

19 not be on the website, by all means, call one of us

20 after the meeting, and we can take that information

21 and make sure that the commissioners hear it.

22             So I'd like to start by telling you

23 we'll be posing two questions to you.  And at the

24 pre-meeting, we did talk about those questions

25 and -- to give you some time to reflect on it
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 1 before the meeting.

 2             As I said at the pre-meeting, we know

 3 that there's lots that you want to say, and we

 4 would like to hear it.  But given our time

 5 constraints and the number of people that want to

 6 speak to the commission, we've had to limit your

 7 answers to four minutes, which seems so

 8 insufficient, I'm sure, to you, as it does to us.

 9 But if you could please keep your comments to four

10 minutes, we would appreciate it.

11             If you -- for example, if you, in the

12 first question, have things that you want to say

13 that you didn't get to say, I would suggest that

14 you -- you can go back to it when we go to

15 Question 2.  So just keep that in mind as you're

16 speaking to the commission.

17             I'm going to call upon you in the order

18 that you came into the meeting, so Participant 1

19 goes first, unless Participant 1 feels really

20 nervous about going first in which case I can call

21 on somebody else.  But with the smile I'm seeing, I

22 think it will be okay.  You're on mute,

23 Participant 1.

24             PARTICIPANT 1:  Okay.  Can you hear me

25 now?
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 1             IDA BIANCHI:  I can.

 2             PARTICIPANT 1:  Okay.  Good.  All

 3 right.  So --

 4             IDA BIANCHI:  Oh, no, no.  We're not

 5 ready.  I was just going to say that if you don't

 6 want us to call on you first, I can go to another

 7 participant.  We're not ready to proceed with the

 8 questions yet, so I --

 9             PARTICIPANT 1:  Oh, I see.  Okay.

10             IDA BIANCHI:  That's okay.

11             PARTICIPANT 1:  I'm just not sure how

12 much of I should divulge of my ID, or maybe I'll

13 just stick with Participant 1 and --

14             IDA BIANCHI:  Yeah, makes sense.

15             PARTICIPANT 1:  -- and not bother

16 with -- not bother with an intro at all of who I am

17 and what I'm doing or...

18             IDA BIANCHI:  Sure.  And if any of you

19 want to skip your turn, you just let me know, and

20 we can come back to you after if you're feeling

21 like you're unable to speak when I call upon you.

22             The commissioners are really interested

23 in hearing what you have to say.  And so without

24 further ado, I'm going to turn it over to Dr. Kitts

25 who is the commissioner leading the meeting today
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 1 to open the meeting.

 2             Commissioner Kitts?

 3             COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Okay.  Well,

 4 thank you very much, Ida.  And hello, everyone.

 5 I'm delighted you're able to join us here today.

 6             This is a really important session for

 7 us, so thank you for being here.  As Ida said a

 8 little earlier, my name is Jack Kitts, and I'm one

 9 of the three commissioners on this commission.

10             I'm joined by my colleague Commissioner

11 Angela Coke.  And the third commissioner, Frank

12 Marrocco, wasn't able to join us today, so Angela

13 and I will be here with you.

14             As you are, in no doubt, aware, this

15 commission was set up to investigate the spread of

16 COVID-19 in the long-term care homes and the impact

17 it's had on the residents, families, and staff.

18 And you're the -- you're the family members of the

19 loved ones, so...

20             But before we get on, I want to give a

21 bit of a primer on commissions in general and our

22 commission, more specifically.

23             Governments will often set up

24 commissions of inquiry after a tragic event has

25 occurred.  The purpose of a commission is to
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 1 investigate why the tragedy happened and to make

 2 recommendations on how to prevent it from happening

 3 again.  Most commissions begin their investigations

 4 after the tragedy has occurred.  In our case, we're

 5 conducting our investigation as the crisis

 6 continues to unfold.

 7             Our final report and recommendations

 8 will be submitted to government at the end of April

 9 this year.  However, we have submitted two interim

10 letters of recommendations to government because we

11 believe they will help manage the pandemic as it

12 continues to unfold.

13             Our commission is independent of

14 government.  Our role is to report our findings and

15 recommendations to the government.  The decision to

16 accept and implement our recommendations is that of

17 government.

18             As I stated earlier, an important part

19 of our investigation is to learn how residents,

20 staff, and family members have been impacted by the

21 spread of COVID-19 in long-term care homes.

22             So today, as Ida said, we're asking you

23 to help us understand, truly, the impact as seen

24 through your eyes and tell us what you would

25 recommend to prevent such tragedies in the future.
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 1             We understand that many of you are

 2 nervous and have shown a lot of courage

 3 participating in this meeting today, and we want

 4 you to know that we truly appreciate -- because,

 5 again, realizing the impact, knowing your

 6 experience, hearing it directly from you is very

 7 important for both the public and government to

 8 understand what truly happened here.

 9             Now, before we begin, I will ask you to

10 join me in observing a moment of silence in memory

11 of those residents and staff of long-term care

12 homes who have lost their lives in COVID-19.

13             Thank you very much.  And I will now

14 pass it back to Ida and Alison to take us through

15 the meeting.  Thank you.

16             IDA BIANCHI:  All right.  I'm going to

17 start with the first question, and I'll read it

18 out.  And if you'd like me to read it out again

19 before your turn, just let me know when I call on

20 you.

21             Participant 1, please tell us about

22 your experience caring for a loved home in the

23 long-term care home during the pandemic.  How has

24 the pandemic impacted you or your loved one?  Is

25 there anything in particular that concerns you?
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 1             And you're on mute, so just before you

 2 start, you need to unmute yourself.

 3             PARTICIPANT 1:  Okay.  Unmute.

 4             Hi.  First of all, I just want to say

 5 thank you to everyone for the effort that you're

 6 putting into this commission and for the hope that

 7 hopefully will be forthcoming down the pipe.

 8             So I know you've probably heard these

 9 stories over and over, and they all seem to have

10 the same theme.  So I won't elaborate on my

11 personal story of my experience.

12             But to -- just to start off, with the

13 start of the pandemic, my mom has been in long-term

14 care for 12 years.  She has MS and some dementia.

15 And trying not to get emotional, but it's a very

16 difficult subject.

17             And the strongest impact with this

18 whole COVID and the start of it was not just that

19 it was COVID, but it was the unpreparedness of the

20 leadership and the management in the long-term care

21 facility.  And I'm hearing this from, you know,

22 people across the country that there was this

23 unpreparedness of how to deal with a crisis.

24             And in my eyes, that should not exist.

25 I mean, a crisis occurs with any outbreak.  It
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 1 could be a flu.  It could be a war.  It could be a

 2 physical disaster.  But to see not just long-term

 3 care but the whole country in such a status of

 4 unpreparedness for this crisis really, really

 5 leaves me very concerned.  So that's on the large

 6 scale.  That's on, you know, the country's scale.

 7             Then it comes to long-term care and to

 8 the facility that my mom is in.  And like I said,

 9 there has been issues -- there have been issues

10 that have been existing way before COVID.  And the

11 main concern is the lack of transparency, the lack

12 of communication, the lack of involvement and

13 inclusion of residents living in long-term care,

14 their family members, and even their frontline

15 staff.

16             Many people have been left -- and I

17 think majority of Canadians will attest to this.

18 They have been left in the shadows.  They are not

19 able to contact the managers or the management or

20 the owners of the facilities whether they're

21 privately owned or non-profit.  They all seem to be

22 only interested in the bottom line, the financial

23 equation.

24             So in that process, you know, we end up

25 with a crisis on hand.  We end up with human
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 1 beings, as my mother had to experience for a year,

 2 the hardships that she had to endure.  And the

 3 hardships were so severe that she almost died.

 4             But she didn't die from getting COVID.

 5 She died from -- almost died from neglect, and it

 6 was the neglect in the care that brought her to the

 7 brink of extinction.  And this is what I have my

 8 biggest grief with is the fact that these

 9 facilities, whether they're privately owned or not

10 for profit, they are not putting the residents

11 first.

12             They are putting the profits first.

13 And in that process, the seniors, these vulnerable

14 people, are suffering.  And I can attest to the

15 lack of care because I was unable to go and take

16 care of my mom.  She's been there for 12 years.  I

17 have been her caregiver all along.

18             I've got a nursing background for many

19 years of nursing, and I would do her care because

20 they never had enough staff.  They never had enough

21 products.  They never had supplies.  But staffing

22 is the biggest issue.

23             And, you know, I can't justify that a

24 facility stays in business when they claim to be

25 non-profit; they have no staff to provide the care
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 1 for their clients.  These people are paying to stay

 2 in these facilities.  These are not prisons or

 3 institutions.  These people are paying rent to live

 4 in these facilities.

 5             And whoever owns these facilities are

 6 not being responsible in their commitment to

 7 provide the care that their mission statement

 8 states they give.  They're being negligent, and

 9 nobody is holding them accountable to that.

10             For a non-profit organization, how do

11 you justify them not having enough staff to take

12 immediate care of a person who's restricted to

13 their room for five -- 50 days?  As just an

14 example, one of the outbreaks was 50 days, 24/7 in

15 their room with two PSWs to take care of 31 of

16 these people on one unit.  That's without a major

17 outbreak.

18             The home has not had a major outbreak,

19 and that's only thankful to the frontline staff

20 because they are doing what they can with what they

21 can.  And to go back to what I was heading into was

22 that, you know, it's a non-profit organization, and

23 every year the ED expects and gets a lucrative

24 financial bonus for meeting the bottom line.

25             And in order to meet that bottom line,
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 1 one example is getting rid of, you know, 10 or 12

 2 PSWs in September so they can have a clear budget

 3 for the end of the year, and she gets her bonus.

 4 This is non-profit.  Can you explain to me how that

 5 is not a criminal offence?

 6             In the meantime, you know, the

 7 residents have no care to take care of them.

 8 Nobody's allowed in.  The families were all

 9 restricted from going in.  Caregivers like

10 myself -- I'm an essential caregiver with umpteen

11 years of nursing practice and experience, and

12 management ignores everything.

13             They don't even discuss any of these

14 policies or restrictions or directives that they

15 put in place with combination with Public Health.

16 They've left the families completely out of the

17 equation.  And so, you know, we could have been a

18 great help to taking care of our loved ones and to

19 make sure that they don't deteriorate to the point

20 of extinction.  My mother had to end up in the

21 hospital for simply dehydration and a UTI.  That's

22 just neglect.

23             IDA BIANCHI:  Thanks, Participant 1.

24 I want to speak to --

25             PARTICIPANT 1:  Is it over already?
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 1             IDA BIANCHI:  A little bit more, but

 2 that's okay.  I didn't want to -- I didn't want to

 3 stop you sooner.  I did want to address one thing

 4 you said earlier about -- maybe it's your concern

 5 that we've heard this before, that the

 6 commissioners have heard it.

 7             It doesn't matter that we've heard it

 8 before, if we have, and we have heard stories

 9 similar to that.  But what's important for us to

10 understand is the scale of how many people suffered

11 the same things so that we can draw conclusions or

12 that the commissioners, rather -- I'm not one of

13 the commissioners -- that they can draw conclusions

14 based on what they're hearing.

15             So thank you so much for sharing that.

16 And to the rest of you, if your experiences are

17 similar to Participant 1, that doesn't mean we

18 don't want to hear them.  So with that, I'll just

19 go to Participant 2.

20             PARTICIPANT 1:  Okay.  Thank you.

21             IDA BIANCHI:  Thank you.

22             PARTICIPANT 1:  Thanks.

23             IDA BIANCHI:  Participant 2, are you

24 there?  Okay.

25             PARTICIPANT 2:  Thank you.  I'd like to
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 1 thank the commission for giving me the opportunity

 2 to tell our family's story.

 3             And it starts with -- at the beginning

 4 of the pandemic when we weren't allowed to visit,

 5 and we were unable to contact my mother.  We

 6 couldn't get through to her by telephone.

 7             And this was confusing for us because

 8 in front of her wheelchair is normally one of those

 9 hospital tables that normally fits across a bed.

10 And on that table, she has her phone and her water,

11 and that's where she would take her meals if she

12 wasn't going to the dining room.

13             So we called all hours of the day, and

14 we weren't able to contact my mother.  So we kept

15 calling the nursing station.  And on occasion, we'd

16 have somebody talk to us who would reassure us that

17 the residents were in their room and everything was

18 okay.

19             And it was after one of these telephone

20 calls one evening where the person that I spoke to

21 told me that they were receiving their meals in

22 Styrofoam containers that I woke up in the middle

23 of the night at 4 o'clock in the morning thinking

24 "oh, my God.  She's not strong you have to open a

25 Styrofoam container."  My mother was 105 at that
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 1 time.

 2             And so I contacted a woman whose father

 3 was down the hall who had a camera and a tablet in

 4 the father's room.  I asked her if she could do the

 5 same for us, and so she did.  So by late March, we

 6 had a tablet and a camera in the room.  And I

 7 arranged it with the families so that my mother was

 8 monitored from 7 o'clock in the morning until

 9 midnight.  So what we saw is both heartbreaking and

10 infuriating.

11             First of all, we saw a lack of PPE, and

12 then we saw rationing of PPE.  Because we were able

13 to talk to the caregivers through the camera, we

14 were able to hear a little about their story as

15 well as see the horrors that they were going

16 through.

17             So even though the guideline was early

18 on, two masks a day per caregiver, they were

19 rationed to one mask a day.  And what was most

20 upsetting -- and this went on for months because

21 the hospital that's -- or the long-term -- our

22 long-term care is in the Sunnybrook catchment, and

23 Sunnybrook didn't come to the table until 30 or 40

24 people in the home had died.

25             They were very late unlike some
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 1 hospitals that jumped in realizing that, because

 2 the error in judgment has been -- was made as to

 3 where the surge would happen, obviously Sunnybrook

 4 had its own problems and didn't respond to the

 5 needs of our long-term care home.

 6             When they did, there was IPAC which was

 7 very helpful.  But until they showed up there, the

 8 virus rampaged through the place.  By the end of

 9 April, 26 of the staff had been infected.  And by

10 the end of June, of 168 residents, 72 had died, 48

11 directly to -- assigned to COVID.

12             But what we saw was a lot of

13 well-meaning caregivers who had absolutely no idea

14 of the use of PPE.  They thought it was for their

15 own personal protection.

16             And we go to the point where these

17 people were so run off their feet that we decided

18 that any human contact for my mother was better

19 even if it meant infected human contact.

20             So gloves weren't changed; masks

21 weren't changes.  A woman I know whose both parents

22 were on the same floor as my mother was allowed in

23 because her father was dying, and she was with her

24 father.  And one of the caregivers came in to

25 perform some service for her father who was
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 1 coughing and sputtering in his final hours, and

 2 then this woman went across the hall to go into her

 3 mother's room who was yet to be infected, and she

 4 had to stop her at the door and say "you can't go

 5 in there with that dirty PPE."

 6             But there was no concept on these

 7 well-meaning people of what PPE was for.  So when

 8 Sunnybrook finally did come and talk to people

 9 about infection control, things improved

10 drastically.

11             But the image I have of my mother who

12 was always a very active person in her community

13 and very intelligent and engaged woman who would

14 set out her clothes the day before so that they all

15 matched and had her pearls --

16             So of all the pictures I have of my

17 mother over the years, first as a young nurse/first

18 responder during the bombing of London to all the

19 beautiful family occasions we have, the one that's

20 burned into my mind forever is her lying there in a

21 wet diaper without even a blanket to cover her with

22 her arm up, stretched in the air begging for water

23 and asking God why he had forsaken her when the

24 priests always told her that he would never abandon

25 her.  So it's not something that you forget.
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 1             And it wasn't only my mother who was

 2 crying alone in the dark.  It was other people.

 3 One of the women down the hall who was allowed in

 4 with her mother when she was dying -- her mother

 5 passed at 3 o'clock in the morning, and she walked

 6 through all the halls of the place looking for

 7 somebody to come and declare her mother dead, and

 8 she couldn't find anybody in the whole building.

 9             We found out later that they do have to

10 have -- the funding envelope provides for one

11 registered nurse for the two buildings: the

12 retirement home that's connected and the long-term

13 care home.  At 10 o'clock in the morning, somebody

14 finally showed up -- she sat with her mother's body

15 all that time -- and asked her to put her mother's

16 body into a body bag.

17             Another woman I know whose father fell

18 out of bed, and she called and called and called.

19 Couldn't contact anybody.  And --

20             (TECHNICAL INTERRUPTION).

21             IDA BIANCHI:  Can we -- I'm sorry.

22             Participant 2, I'm not able to hear

23 you.  Is that just me, or is everybody having the

24 same problem?  Everyone's --

25             Sorry, Participant 2, we can't hear
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 1 you.

 2             PARTICIPANT 2:  Um...

 3             IDA BIANCHI:  Okay.  You're back.

 4 Sorry.

 5             PARTICIPANT 2:  Am I back?

 6             IDA BIANCHI:  You are.

 7             PARTICIPANT 2:  You can hear me?

 8             IDA BIANCHI:  I can, yes.

 9             PARTICIPANT 2:  Okay.  So how it

10 impacted me is I saw my mother's human rights

11 stripped away from her, the human rights that she's

12 guaranteed under the Ontario Human Rights Code.

13             There was no equal treatments to

14 services, good, and facilities.  What we saw was

15 something that you would expect to see in a

16 third-world country where people were not given

17 water or were given cold food, or food withheld,

18 having their diapers unchanged, and no human

19 contact.

20             In fact, the animals in the Humane

21 Society had their needs met better than my mother

22 did this spring, and I'm left with one question.

23 And the question is how can we call ourselves a

24 civilized society when we allow companies to profit

25 off the neglect of our elderly?
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 1             IDA BIANCHI:  Thank you, and I'm very

 2 sorry that you have to have that enduring image of

 3 your mom.  That's really tragic.

 4             PARTICIPANT 2:  Horrible, yeah.  Thank

 5 you.

 6             IDA BIANCHI:  Participant 3?

 7             PARTICIPANT 3:  Thank you for the

 8 opportunity for family members to have a voice.

 9 Caregiving for my loved one did not stop when my

10 mom entered long-term care.  Myself or another

11 family member were with her daily whether it be

12 reminiscing over tea, attending activities,

13 assisting with physio, taking her to outings, or

14 being with her at supper.

15             While her physical care was being met

16 by the facility, our family provided the support

17 that allowed Mom a decent quality of life.  Then we

18 were locked out March 14th.

19             Immediately, I made arrangements with

20 staff to have window visits as my mom was on the

21 ground floor.  Every day for close to six months, I

22 called her on the phone as I stood outside the

23 window.

24             Mom was okay for about the first six

25 weeks.  She seemed to understand why we could not
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 1 go in.  She was generally alert and able to engage

 2 in the conversation.  We would have tea with the

 3 window between us.

 4             As time went on, Mom started to

 5 deteriorate before my eyes.  She could no longer

 6 hold the phone.  It had to be put on speaker.

 7 Conversation was almost nonexistent.  She could not

 8 hold her teacup.  And more and more often, she was

 9 asleep in her wheelchair.

10             With the activities within the

11 long-term care facility curtailed for months, Mom

12 was left without meaningful engagement.  I could

13 see what the isolation from family and the lack of

14 social interaction was doing to her.

15             Every day brought further cognitive,

16 mental, and physical decline.  I tried the outdoor

17 and indoor masked, distanced visits, but Mom did

18 not recognize me with the mask on, and I had to

19 shout at her.  It was better for me -- for her to

20 see my face through the window and to hear a

21 soothing voice and a wee song.

22             Five months to the day that I was

23 locked out, Mom told staff she wanted to give up.

24 Who could blame her being locked out in a pandemic

25 prison away from your support persons and those you
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 1 love?  What was there to live for?

 2             That day, she was in bed, and the staff

 3 moved her closer to the window.  She woke up once

 4 and reached out for my siblings and me, but we

 5 could only put our palms against the window.  That

 6 is the image which haunts me every day.

 7             I really thought that she would pass

 8 away without any of us being allowed back in.

 9 However, Mom had deteriorated enough that I was

10 allowed in a few days before September 9th when the

11 guidance was that caregivers were to be allowed in.

12             During the time that caregivers were

13 allowed out -- were locked out, sorry, Mom fell out

14 of bed twice.  I was not allowed in to comfort her.

15 She choked and had CPR and suction done.

16             I was allowed a one-hour compassionate

17 visit.  After this choking incident, I was called

18 and asked if there should be a change in texture of

19 her meals.  I had no way of assessing if she was

20 having additional difficulties swallowing as I was

21 not allowed in to watch her eat.

22             Her muscles atrophied, and she lost her

23 ability to walk.  She has a permanent swollen big

24 toe due to unknown trauma, and she was so bored

25 that she started licking her lips which has
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 1 developed into such a habit that her lip area is

 2 now raw.

 3             Today she is content and happy that my

 4 sister and I are allowed in to be with her as

 5 essential caregivers one at a time.  We do her

 6 hair, daily exercises, polish her nails, play

 7 cards, draw, read, or on days when she is tired, we

 8 just hold her hand and reminisce.

 9             I am thankful to the frontline staff.

10 Being able to communicate with them regularly

11 helped, but they also had to follow the rules even

12 if they could see what the isolation from family

13 was doing.

14             Mom, being locked up away from her

15 support system, was just cruel and inhumane.  She

16 is a human being and deserved so much better.

17 Thanks.

18             IDA BIANCHI:  Thank you, Participant 3.

19 It's very difficult to hear these stories, so I can

20 only imagine how difficult it is to have

21 experienced it.

22             Participant 4?

23             PARTICIPANT 4:  Hi.  Thanks for the

24 opportunity.  I hesitate to say that I feel very

25 lucky when I listen to the other stories.  They're
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 1 heartbreaking.

 2             My mom's 93.  She has three children

 3 left, me and my two sisters.  She's been in

 4 long-term care for two years, and she has advanced

 5 dementia.  And she's now wheelchair bound, and --

 6 but she's still -- you know, up until the lockdown,

 7 she was still engaging with us quite a bit.

 8             And between my sisters and I, we would

 9 visit -- one of us would visit almost every day.

10 She just actually lives right down the street from

11 me which is -- which was wonderful.

12             But just prior to the lockdown, due to

13 her declining kidney function and -- you know, she

14 was limiting what she was eating.  She was put on

15 palliative protocols.  So, you know, we were sort

16 of figuring that she was starting to be at the end

17 of her life.  So the -- when the lockdown came, we

18 were quite frightened that perhaps we wouldn't see

19 her again.

20             I will say I'm very grateful that the

21 home she's in -- it's a non-profit home and, quite

22 frankly, relative to some of the stories, I mean,

23 the care has been phenomenal.  That being said,

24 even before -- you know, with the dementia, we --

25             Without my sisters and I there, she
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 1 just doesn't get any emotional support.  I mean,

 2 definitely she's well taken care of on the Zoom

 3 calls that we had during the lockdown.  I could see

 4 that she was clean, and she looked reasonably

 5 happy.

 6             But no one really engages with her.

 7 She just basically rolls up and down the halls.

 8 But I guess relative to what I've heard, that --

 9 you know, that seems actually fabulous.  I can't

10 believe that I'm saying that.

11             And I noticed, like, we were very

12 lucky, too, because the staff in her particular

13 area -- she's in a locked down area within the home

14 because she's in wanderers.

15             And so, in fact, the staff in that area

16 were restricted to that particular spot, and so we

17 didn't have trouble about people moving around the

18 home, and there haven't been any outbreaks.

19             There's been a couple little scares

20 with a couple of staff members, but no residents

21 have succumbed to COVID-19 or even had it at all.

22 So in that case, you know, I feel very, very lucky.

23             But the problem is -- I guess my

24 biggest concern has been that, in the pandemic, she

25 has just lost, really, all of her emotional
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 1 support.  And being that -- she's become less and

 2 less communicative.  The visits, like one of the

 3 other participants mentioned, sitting 10 feet away

 4 from her and shouting at her has been really

 5 useless.

 6             She's kind of lost all her language in

 7 the last couple of months.  So now that we've been

 8 able to go back in over the last -- or up until

 9 recently over the last few weeks, she's lost most

10 of her language.  I noticed that in going every

11 day, when we were able to, you know, when we would

12 get tested and were able to go in, she was starting

13 to bounce back.

14             But that was one -- a big problem, too.

15 Because we found that when we were getting tested

16 weekly, like, you'd have maybe -- you'd wait two or

17 three days to get your tests back, and then you

18 would go in for a couple of days.  And it was a

19 struggle between my two sisters and I.

20             We would also -- I would have to ask

21 the home to change who were the essential

22 caregivers because one of the biggest problems

23 we've had is that, to me, very arbitrary that

24 there's only two essential caregivers allowed into

25 the home, and I believe that's province-wide.
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 1             But in our case, we're three sisters

 2 that all provided equal amounts of support to my

 3 mother.  So it's been a bit -- like, it was a bit

 4 of a Sophie's choice.  Like, who gets to go and

 5 visit her?  And when --

 6             What I didn't realize -- and I guess

 7 maybe it's poor communication -- is that once you

 8 were named an essential visitor and when you were

 9 on the list, I had no idea until I was informed

10 that that was going to relate to getting the COVID

11 vaccines, you know, as a priority.

12             So luckily for me, I didn't

13 know that -- like, I would have had to pick which

14 of the three of us would get our vaccines, and so

15 that's been really a tension amongst me and my

16 sisters.  And it's kind of heartbreaking to sort of

17 have to leave one person out of being able to get

18 the vaccines and priority.

19             That, to me, has been really horrible

20 because, you know, there's always tensions in a

21 family with someone in long-term care to begin

22 with.  But that's been just terrible.  We're not

23 even talking right now because, well, there's

24 offence of "well, why did you get it, and why

25 couldn't I?"
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 1             And as much as I -- I'd asked the home

 2 to see if there was anybody that maybe wasn't using

 3 theirs.  I mean, obviously that's not fair either.

 4 But that would be, for me, probably one of the

 5 biggest impacts is this notion that somebody is

 6 suddenly allowed to have only two people visit.

 7 And that's just -- I don't know who that works for,

 8 but it certainly hasn't worked for us as a family.

 9             IDA BIANCHI:  Well, what's lovely about

10 that, Participant 4, is that what I've heard from

11 talking directly to staff is that many residents

12 don't even have anyone visiting them.

13             PARTICIPANT 4:  Well, no, and that's I

14 feel -- like I say, I feel almost lucky in the

15 situation we're in, but it's not very lucky.  So

16 what I'm --

17             IDA BIANCHI:  No, no.  All I'm -- I

18 didn't mean to imply that you were lucky.

19             PARTICIPANT 4:  No, no.

20             IDA BIANCHI:  I meant -- I just meant

21 to say that it's lovely that your mom has such

22 devoted children.  It's lovely to hear.

23             PARTICIPANT 4:  Yeah, well, and I guess

24 that's the thing.  Because like Participant 3, it's

25 like the rug gets pulled out.  There's -- she has
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 1 nothing now, and I can't even communicate to know

 2 if that affects her, you know?  Like, she can't

 3 tell me.  I just know that she's livened up a bit

 4 since we've been allowed to go back in.

 5             So I guess, for us, it's just been this

 6 feeling like a big wall was put up.  And as much as

 7 I communicate as much as I can with the home, I

 8 really -- I feel like she's just been left like a

 9 baby in traffic, and it's heartbreaking and very

10 guilt-inducing, though I know that the home is

11 doing the very best they can.

12             So I'll leave it there because I know a

13 lot of people have a lot worse things to say than

14 that.

15             IDA BIANCHI:  Thank you, Participant 4.

16             Participant 5?

17             You're on mute.  There you go.

18             PARTICIPANT 5:  Okay.  Thank you.  I

19 just had to find the right button.

20             My mom's 98.  She has some dementia

21 with difficulty learning new things and -- but she

22 still knows what goes -- what's going on.  She

23 might not always understand it fully but fairly

24 good.  She loves to socialize.  She's confined to

25 her wheelchair, so very dependent on others.
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 1             Prior to COVID, I was coming in five to

 2 six days a week for two to four hours every day,

 3 and other family members were also coming in, and

 4 she was still enjoying life.  Then COVID hit.  Mom,

 5 fortunately, is in a city-run home where only one

 6 resident tested positive without any severe

 7 implications that I know of.  And the residents'

 8 basic needs have been looked after, and this home

 9 seems to have the PPE and doing appropriate

10 screening and everything.

11             However, there's other major impacts

12 due to the pandemic similar to what Participant 4

13 was saying.  All residents are significantly

14 declining mentally, socially, physically, and

15 spiritually because of other things that -- they're

16 being physically looked after but just in the most

17 minimal, basic ways.

18             And it's really -- so -- and they're

19 suffering mainly due to lack of family interaction,

20 lack of activities and stimulation, and shortage of

21 staff.

22             Our family was locked out, as many of

23 you, for six months.  So for six months, Mom was

24 being looked after by strangers, totally.  And the

25 first three months, there was no ability to visit
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 1 her at all.  Then they started to allow either an

 2 outdoor visit where you had -- separated by 8 feet

 3 with two fences between you or a window visit where

 4 the window was closed plus you're 8 feet from the

 5 window, and you're talking over the phone.  So not

 6 an effective way to go.  Or you could do a Skype

 7 call.  And, actually, the Skype call worked pretty

 8 good.

 9             However, you could only do one of

10 those, an outdoor visit or a window visit or a

11 video call, once a week for 30 minutes.

12             So she went from having so much

13 contact -- and as a matter of fact, originally, we

14 didn't even have a phone in her room because she

15 was getting confused in it.  But fortunately we got

16 that installed during the early part of the

17 pandemic.

18             The other thing that was hard on the

19 residents is confinement in their room.  Mom was

20 confined to her room for four to five months out of

21 the ten months.  That's when, really, there was no

22 outbreak.  I'm going to say no outbreak.  The fact

23 that, to me, a worker tested positive but no one

24 else got it, to me, isn't what I consider an

25 outbreak.
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 1             Mom was confined to her room for eight

 2 weeks straight because, every week, another

 3 resident -- another worker would test positive.

 4             People living in their own houses are

 5 complaining -- who have no physical limitations are

 6 complaining during COVID about how devastating and

 7 emotionally draining it is.  So when people in

 8 long-term care are in a situation like that, it's

 9 hard.

10             So my mom, who's extremely social, was

11 confined to her room.  What do you do 24 hours a

12 day, 7 days a week looking at the walls?

13             The other thing that we all know is the

14 long-term care staff -- was very understaffed.

15 Mom's in a pretty good one, so it was better than

16 most.  But I've calculated out how much one-on-one

17 time does she have with PSWs considering that PSWs

18 have a few other duties to do other than just one

19 on one.

20             And I figured she has less than

21 30 minutes a shift of them to do all the personal

22 care that's needed.  30 minutes a shift to get her

23 out of bed, get her dressed, brush her teeth, take

24 her to the toilet, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.

25             They have to do everything on a
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 1 whirlwind, and they're very, very pleasant, but Mom

 2 just feels like she's being pulled here and pulled

 3 there.  And it's not the staff.  The staff has been

 4 exceptional.  We're very fortunate.

 5             The other thing is there's more than

 6 just physical care.  There's the activities and

 7 stimulation that's important.  So even prior to

 8 COVID, there was only three to five short

 9 activities a week that Mom was involved in, and

10 then they stopped all that.

11             Now, I must commend our long-term care.

12 They hired some extra people whose role was to just

13 do some interaction.  But it's still, of course, a

14 limited amount, but at least there was some people

15 trying to just spend a little bit of time.

16             The other concern is the staff

17 vaccinations.  Vaccinations are going to be a game

18 changer here.  But Mom's home, 45 percent of the

19 staff are not wanting to get vaccinated, and they

20 think that's a legit -- the staff -- certain staff

21 are defending that.  My brother overheard someone

22 the other day -- one of them talking about that

23 when he was in there.

24             The only way residents will get COVID

25 is from staff and essential workers that come in.
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 1 If they don't come in with it -- so if they get

 2 vaccinated, you're really eliminating the risk, and

 3 then life can get back to normal.  You can stop --

 4 you don't have to have as many restrictions.

 5             IDA BIANCHI:  Okay.  Thank you,

 6 Participant 5.

 7             Participant 6?

 8             PARTICIPANT 6:  Hello, everybody.

 9 Thank you for the opportunity to speak today.  I'm

10 trying not to get emotional, but I can't help it.

11             My mom's currently in the hospital

12 right now, the last two weeks, so I'm speaking from

13 a point of -- I'm living this reality in a very

14 hard way; not to do with COVID, but similar to

15 Participant 1 where it's -- sorry, I think it was

16 Participant 2, pardon me.  I keep on forgetting.

17             But Mom went into a comatose state, and

18 I went from my regular visit to feed her lunch and

19 found her totally unresponsive.  In fact, I thought

20 she was dead.

21             She was in the main dining area ready

22 for lunch.  And anyhow, as a result, rushed her to

23 the hospital with a blood pressure of 210 over 80,

24 and we're dealing with that right now.  So I don't

25 want to get into that too much because I do want to
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 1 stay on track with your timeline, and what I want

 2 to actually share.

 3             And I'm sharing on behalf of members of

 4 our family council, other family who was -- who

 5 have loved ones in long-term care, as well as my

 6 own personal experience.  And what I'd like to

 7 share with you is a presentation that I prepared

 8 last week while my mom was still in hospital

 9 because I just think it's so important, and I think

10 this opportunity to share experiences is even more

11 important now than ever before.

12             IDA BIANCHI:  Please go ahead.

13             PARTICIPANT 6:  Sorry, let me just get

14 my face off this.  I don't want to see myself.

15 There we go.

16             So I've prepared this presentation.

17 Basically a quick summary:  For Question Number 1,

18 I'm looking at Slides 1 through 4 and a basic

19 introduction of my story, my mom's story, and what

20 we did.

21             This picture is actually taken in the

22 hospital in emerge with my mother.  That's my hand

23 holding hers and the reality of what's currently

24 happening.

25             COVID-19 is a global pandemic and it's
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 1 affected every area of life as we know it.  During

 2 this time, our seniors who have made this country

 3 what it is today are suffering the most.

 4             In particular, those in long-term care

 5 are asked to remain in isolation away from those

 6 they love without the same touch, without

 7 programming, way of life as they know it and

 8 they've learned -- and what they've learned to

 9 adapt to.

10             As a daughter, a primary caregiver for

11 my mother, a wife, a mother of two teenagers who

12 have their own level of stress through this

13 pandemic, the stress of COVID-19 has been

14 overwhelming.  And I fall into that category of the

15 "sandwich generation."  However you want to

16 categorize it, it's a reality.  You're dealing with

17 your own family and dealing with your loved ones

18 who are ageing.

19             I don't know how I can go to the next

20 slide...

21             Okay.  Thank you.  So my mom was

22 actually a retired nurse.  She is 81 years of age

23 and worked as an ob-gyn nurse in Toronto for over

24 33 years.  She developed Parkinson's disease and

25 has been slowly losing her independence, physical
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 1 strength, memory, and her ability to speak.

 2             My mom always believed in helping

 3 others and treating everyone the way you would want

 4 to be treated.  Parkinson's is a degenerative

 5 disease.  And prior to moving into the long-term

 6 care, Mom was active in the community running

 7 seniors programs.  She exercised, went to church

 8 regularly, was social, and loved spending time with

 9 her grandkids, family, friends, and even her new

10 puppy.  Without exercise, music, touch, and church,

11 her Parkinson's disease has advanced as well as her

12 dementia.

13             In our current COVID situation, any

14 social or group programs have been cancelled.

15 Residents are asked to stay in isolation in their

16 rooms for most of the time, and there's only

17 limited activity.  Residents are permitted to leave

18 their room and cannot visit with loved ones or

19 other residents.

20             Mom's current long-term care situation

21 has been doing a great job.  I'm very grateful for

22 what they have been doing.  Previously, last year,

23 in the spring, late spring, they got up to 38

24 residents that tested positive for COVID, 10 staff,

25 and the loss of 14 lives.
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 1             Thankfully, the current situation is

 2 zero resident cases and four staff in isolation.

 3 And I do believe it's because they did put diligent

 4 strategies in place that helped to isolate and end

 5 the spread of COVID with residents through the use

 6 of proper PPE, staff training, resident and

 7 essential caregiver testing, the vaccinations, and

 8 obviously the government-mandated protocols.

 9             Recreation staff has -- have arranged

10 FaceTime and WhatsApp calls with loved ones which

11 was better than no visits at all.  They did have

12 Santa and special holiday meals through the

13 Christmas holidays and music in the dining room and

14 in the hallways.  Virtual concerts have been played

15 in common rooms, and I was also part of a family

16 council thing where we worked with elementary

17 school kids providing cards -- Christmas cards to

18 the seniors so that they do feel interacted and

19 connected with society.

20             So I can continue that part after for

21 Question 2.  I think that falls into that.

22             IDA BIANCHI:  Okay.

23             PARTICIPANT 6:  Thank you.

24             IDA BIANCHI:  Thanks, Participant 6.

25             Participant 7?
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 1             PARTICIPANT 7:  Hi.

 2             IDA BIANCHI:  Hi.

 3             PARTICIPANT 7:  First of all, it's my

 4 brother who's in long-term care.  And similar to

 5 Participant 6, he has Parkinson's, but he has

 6 late-stage Parkinson's.  He's had it for about 18

 7 years, and it is progressive.

 8             So it's very difficult to -- even when

 9 there were outdoor visits, to visit because he is

10 not mobile.  He cannot see, and he's in the whisper

11 mode.  So to be able to talk to him, you pretty

12 much have got to be right nose to nose, and you can

13 imagine that that's not going to be any part of a

14 visit during COVID time.

15             So to answer the question about how has

16 it impacted my family member, I'm not quite sure

17 whether or not I can really clearly answer that

18 question.  I last saw him on an outdoor visit in

19 August, and I did an annual care conference by Zoom

20 with him in his room and one of the caregivers

21 there to help me through the care conference, and

22 he really wasn't participating in that.

23             But I am part of the family council for

24 the home that he lives in, and we got pretty active

25 pretty early with what we could do because we were
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 1 seeing things that didn't make sense to us through

 2 people talking to other people and just lack of

 3 communication.

 4             So one of the impacts that we had was

 5 trying to figure out how to improve the

 6 communication for people that wanted to know what

 7 was going on in the home, particularly as we had

 8 two outbreaks.

 9             We had one outbreak that was back in

10 April that lasted for 45 days.  So throughout that

11 period of time, there was a lot of stress going on

12 with all families trying to find out what was

13 happening, the numbers...

14             And what we ended up doing there is --

15 with the deal that we made with the executive

16 director, we didn't want to read anything in the

17 newspaper.  We wanted the nightly report and that

18 the family council would provide support to do that

19 nightly report, and we did that for 45 days.  So I

20 think that helped us a bit.

21             Whether or not it -- that would have

22 been something we would have expected from the

23 home, we just agreed with the home that we could

24 support that need.  As the group decided that what

25 we had heard out with other homes -- and you may
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 1 have experienced as well -- is there was a lot of

 2 robot calls going on that just called with a very

 3 robotic voice saying whatever numbers that they

 4 had, and there was no one to answer any questions.

 5 So we took a little bit of a different stance.

 6             As I said, we had two outbreaks.  One

 7 was 45 days back in April, and the last one was

 8 December 26th, but it only lasted for the 14 days.

 9 And in both cases, it was a staff member, one staff

10 member, who brought it into the home.

11             The one thing I wanted to talk about

12 that made it very difficult for us was the types of

13 news reporting that we initially had to rely on for

14 a while and how difficult that made it for a number

15 of people and, particularly, the measurements that

16 they were using such as "we are improving the

17 number of tests that we were doing in long-term

18 care," and that seemed to be something that was the

19 measurement they were running with.

20             I really do believe that that was a

21 wrong measurement.  It should be how much test

22 results.  Because I will tell you one of the things

23 that happened at our home after Doug Ford said all

24 staff and residents will be tested for COVID back

25 in April, we, at one point, had 121 swab tests
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 1 outstanding for 17 days before the results came in.

 2             And as everybody knows, at that point,

 3 whatever the results were, they were -- it was not

 4 a result that anybody could do anything with.  So I

 5 think that impacted the majority of all family

 6 members at the home I was at.

 7             The final thing that I'll mention as

 8 far as when the test results did start to come

 9 back -- there seemed to be a confusion as to who

10 was getting the phone call and the information for

11 the test results whether or not it was coming from

12 the public health unit, whether or not it was

13 coming from the lab.

14             And back in the day when we did not

15 have single-site employees, the test results were

16 coming back from the health unit which was where

17 the staff member lived, not where the staff member

18 was working.  And that created, again, much

19 confusion and poor communications.  So I'll end it

20 there and turn it back over to you.

21             IDA BIANCHI:  Thank you very much.

22 Thanks.  Participant 8?

23             PARTICIPANT 8:  Hi.

24             IDA BIANCHI:  Hello.

25             PARTICIPANT 8:  Hi.  So, again, thank
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 1 you.  So 16 years ago -- I'm going to read, if you

 2 don't mind, because I'm going to start to cry if I

 3 don't focus on something.

 4             IDA BIANCHI:  Okay.

 5             PARTICIPANT 8:  16 years ago, my

 6 parents entered a series of private retirement

 7 residences and public long-term care facilities.

 8 I've been their sole caregiver for that period of

 9 time.

10             My mother is deceased, but my father

11 has lived in long-term care for five and a half

12 years, so I am familiar with the problems in both

13 public and private settings.  And to be honest, I

14 think, for the most part, they're the same in both

15 types of facilities.

16             My dad is in his hundredth year.  He

17 has always been a sweet, kind man helping other

18 people.  But from the outset of COVID and the

19 introduction of extreme lockdown measures, his

20 physical and his mental health, as the others have

21 spoken about, has deteriorated incredibly as a

22 result of the extreme isolation, being in his room

23 all the time, the absence of family support, and

24 the lack of adequate human resources.

25             He has dementia and doesn't understand
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 1 the pandemic, and I'm sure this is a big problem

 2 when you try to explain why you're wearing masks

 3 and you're doing all of this.

 4             He's now afraid to be alone, and he

 5 sits outside one of the satellite nursing stations

 6 much of the day when I and the other caregiver that

 7 I've recently hired privately are not there.  All

 8 he sees is a revolving door of masks and faces in

 9 masks, and he doesn't understand why he's not

10 having any visitors.  It's heartbreaking to watch.

11             And after today, when I had my 33rd

12 COVID test so I can continue to see him, I'm

13 emotionally exhausted and continue in a day-to-day

14 struggle with the facility he lives in to ensure

15 he's getting the level of care he deserves.

16             While it's tempting to blame COVID for

17 all that's wrong in long-term care, I have

18 witnessed a lack of funding, inadequate staffing,

19 deficient and variable management of care, and lack

20 of provincial or federal oversight for many years

21 now.  All of this has been swept under the carpet.

22             And I'm in my 70th year, a senior

23 caring for another senior, because the system our

24 parents are in can't cope, and it's time to make

25 some changes.
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 1             So my dad -- I'd like to give you just

 2 a little -- a sample of what his life has been

 3 like.  He lives on a floor with 15 to 20 elderly

 4 residents in their 80s, 90s, and over a hundred.

 5 Most have dementia.  There are only two PSWs -- and

 6 this was a major thing, and someone else had spoken

 7 about this as well -- and many of which are new and

 8 inexperienced at any given time.

 9             When my dad needs to go to the toilet,

10 get up, get dressed, go to a meal, have a shower,

11 or go to bed, it takes two PSWs to extract him from

12 his bed or his wheelchair and put him in a huge

13 mechanical lift to complete the task.

14             And what happens to the other residents

15 on that floor, the other 18 people, for example, in

16 the same situation as him if they need something

17 while the two PSWs are in his room?

18             Well, good question.  There's no one

19 else on the floor attending to the other residents

20 unless there's an emergency.  Many of the residents

21 on this floor require this high level of care on an

22 ongoing basis, and they're heard daily -- and

23 because I'm there, I see all of this.

24             They're heard daily crying out for

25 needs to be met or out of loneliness, and no one is
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 1 available to respond.  It's not the fault of the

 2 PSWs or the nurses who are working so hard.  But

 3 despite the ever-increasing needs of residents, the

 4 staffing ratios are not increasing.

 5             This is really dangerous because

 6 there's a revolving door of PSWs, RPNs, and nurses

 7 over three shifts of the week.  That's potentially

 8 15 or more different staff members interacting with

 9 my father on any given day and 60 or more on a

10 weekly basis.  He's afraid, basically.

11             With this constant turnover, it's not

12 possible either -- and this is a huge thing.  They

13 can't familiarize themselves with the care plans of

14 these residents, so there are serious consequences

15 if mistakes are made.

16             We, the family members, are often the

17 ones who catch the mistakes or the oversights:

18 feeding the wrong type of food, transferring

19 residents incorrectly, dispensing the wrong

20 medications.

21             Sadly, the vast majority of these

22 elderly patients cannot speak for themselves.  I

23 often find myself training the new PSW staff and

24 telling them what's in the care plan because no one

25 else does.  "He needs his leg protectors."  "He's
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 1 supposed to have a headrest on."  "He uses a straw

 2 to drink."  Sometimes there's not even anyone to

 3 help him have a drink.  And "his nails haven't been

 4 cut in weeks."

 5             But rest assured, though, the time is

 6 spent by staff filling out charts.  So if things

 7 look good on paper and administrators are happy

 8 with the statistics...

 9             But it's never really clear that

10 there's any accountability or anybody supervising

11 what's gone on on the floor.

12             Finally, when concerns arise with the

13 care of our loved ones, family members are often

14 left out in the cold.  And, again, someone else

15 mentioned this.

16             Communication is poor between the

17 ever-changing staff and family caregivers.  The

18 PSWs are afraid to speak with family members in

19 regard to anything substantive in case they are

20 reprimanded even though they are the ones caring

21 for our family members all day long.  We are not

22 recognized as legitimate members of the care team.

23             And, more importantly, we don't have

24 access on day-to-day information about our loved

25 ones' care.  We have no one to consult or complain
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 1 to if we see serious health or safety issues at

 2 play despite the fact that the designated family

 3 caregivers are there day in and day out.

 4             When complaints are launched, there are

 5 a litany of excuses.  I call it "supervision by

 6 omission."  No one's really on charge or on top of

 7 the deficiencies until something goes wrong and

 8 somebody gets injured or a family member complains.

 9             So in closing off my first few minutes,

10 I would like to say that I have read the interim

11 report of the commission, and I am in 500 percent

12 agreement with the findings to date and the

13 recommendations.  Thank you.

14             IDA BIANCHI:  Thank you.  Thanks very

15 much for the feedback, too, on the recommendations.

16             Participant 9?

17             PARTICIPANT 9:  Boy, ditto for

18 Participant 8.  Everything she said, I could have

19 said.  So I can get right to my point.

20             I think we're at the point now -- I'll

21 just tell you a bit -- a little bit about my

22 mother.  She's on a secure unit.  That means she's

23 locked up for walking.  She got sent to prison.

24 Her Section 7 Charter Rights were violated.

25 There's no duty of fairness.  There's no duty of
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 1 procedural fairness.

 2             The government has recognized this --

 3 they recognized it by including Section 30.1 of the

 4 Act which allows for procedural fairness and cures

 5 this injustice.  The governments have refused to

 6 proclaim it into force.  That's all it needs is to

 7 be proclaimed into force.

 8             And it establishes a special advisor

 9 which allows people like me, a substitute

10 decision-maker to review the decisions that are

11 made on the mandatory transfer to prison in

12 long-term care, and that is what secure units are.

13             So for all of you that are seeing the

14 lockdown for the 24/7/365 for the last ten months,

15 my mother's lived in that for three years.  And

16 what was her crime?  She was a walker.

17             She was a nurse that worked until she

18 was 74 on a secure unit.  She was nurse in charge

19 in the building at night.  Yeah, the one RN on.

20 She had to run up and down to every floor, and then

21 something happened after my father died, and her

22 brain blew out.

23             So I had her in the home care.  I had

24 her in the day program.  I did everything.  You've

25 seen the newspaper article in the Toronto Star
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 1 about me.  I would have never put my mother in

 2 long-term care if I knew that somebody would have

 3 committed a mandatory transfer of her into

 4 long-term care prison.

 5             And now you see the effects.  Because

 6 for the last three years, I have watched people

 7 dying after they fall.  They may fall -- well, just

 8 so you know, falls are only recorded if it's an

 9 injury or if they go to the hospital.  If they fall

10 and die four months later, that's not a fall death.

11 That's a death just because they were dementia and

12 ageing.

13             My mother's secure unit has no infinity

14 walk.  That means she paces up and down a hallway.

15 Walkers follow each other.  There may be a group of

16 five of them that gets trapped behind a door

17 together.  They fall.  Injuries happen.  They get

18 hurt.  It's a tragedy.

19             We have no infinity walk.  I have

20 talked to our administrators about it.  I've talked

21 to the region about it.  They worked on a dementia

22 strategy for the last two and a half year.  They

23 never talked to caregivers once.  I'm angry.  I'm

24 really angry.

25             And in terms of COVID-19 on the secure
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 1 unit, you cannot control those residents.  They

 2 walk.  They touch everything.  They're shoppers.

 3 Who the heck would put all those residents together

 4 on one unit?  You know why they're on that unit?

 5 Because the home has no way of monitoring them and

 6 finding them.

 7             They have no cameras in the home,

 8 there's no GPSs on them, and there's not staff to

 9 distract a wanderer.  Or maybe like we found out

10 now, the only reason my mother wanders at night is

11 because the sleep hygiene is horrible.  They leave

12 lights on, doors open, overhead lights above her

13 bed, wake her up at 3 o'clock in the morning and

14 get her out of bed.

15             How did I discover this all?  A

16 security camera.  What else did we discover?

17 Anything else we bring up and try to communicate

18 through the home is a problem.  Our rights aren't

19 recognized.  They're not recognized under

20 Section 30 of the Act.

21             This is not a question about capacity

22 or consent.  I have a capacity.  I'm a substitute

23 decision-maker.  I can make decisions.  I mean, at

24 least the last time I looked I had capacity, but

25 I'm prevented from looking at any of those records,
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 1 appealing any of those decisions.

 2             And the transfers back and forth are

 3 bad.  I've seen, during COVID-19, they transferred

 4 someone off his floor who lost 12 pounds, went into

 5 a total withdrawal, and then got the pleasure of

 6 getting COVID-19.

 7             It's criminal what they're doing, and

 8 it has to be stopped.  There is a solution for it.

 9 It's criminal that they're risking their lives now

10 during COVID-19.  They can't isolate these people.

11 We just went through a 14-day isolation, the second

12 one, as a result of exposure from staff.

13             If it gets into that unit, the doctor

14 has told me they will be sedated.  That will

15 further damage their brain.  They have dementia

16 already.  Let's sedate them?  No.  Very bad idea.

17 That's what will happen.

18             I've asked can they move them off into

19 a hotel or another location so we don't house

20 positive and negative residents together that can't

21 be isolated.  I'm treated like an idiot.

22             Right now, I'm going to get called up

23 in front and disciplined at the director of seniors

24 services -- yes, it's a municipal home -- to be

25 disciplined basically for breaching privacy laws
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 1 and my communications as Family Council chair.

 2             Somebody better tell them that the

 3 privacy laws don't apply to me.  I'm not an

 4 employee.  I'm speaking out because we have to rip

 5 the bandage off, all of us, and we've got to do

 6 something about these things.  We have to do it

 7 right away.

 8             And whether it's caregiver rights

 9 enshrined in the legislation already for SDMs like

10 there is in Section 30.1, which just needs to be

11 proclaimed, we've got to do it.  We've got to start

12 empowering caregivers.  We've got to start

13 empowering staff, or this is going to continue for

14 the other next 15 years, and I won't be here for

15 that.  And my mother didn't want to be here for

16 that either.

17             If she could have done maid, she would,

18 but she doesn't have the right to do that with

19 dementia.  And she worked in long-term care, and

20 she cared about people.

21             So I'm angry.  Yeah, I'm really angry.

22 And they better start validating our -- and thank

23 you to the commission for listening to family

24 members and validating our concerns.  That's all

25 I'll say, and then I'll go to solutions after.
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 1             IDA BIANCHI:  Thanks, Participant 9.

 2 And I'm sorry about your troubles with the

 3 municipality.

 4             Anyway, I'm now going to turn it over

 5 to my colleague Alison Drummond who's going to

 6 question -- or pose the second question and gauge

 7 your thoughts on that.  Thank you.  Thanks for your

 8 time.

 9             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you.  And

10 thanks very much, Ida.  And so the next question is

11 more forward-looking.  And so I'll read it to you

12 in full, and as before, if anybody wants to go over

13 it again when we get to you, that's -- I would be

14 happy to do that.

15             So the full question is reflecting on

16 your experience, is there anything that could have

17 been done that would have made the situation

18 better?  What's the most important thing that the

19 commissioners need to know as they consider

20 recommendations?

21             And so I'll turn to Participant 1, and

22 we'll go through in order again.

23             PARTICIPANT 1:  Hi.  Well, after

24 hearing Participant Number 8 who covered everything

25 that I could imagine or even list in my umpteen
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 1 lists and Participant Number 9 who has expressed

 2 the anger that I'm sure everybody harbours

 3 regarding the situation, it's time to act.  It was

 4 I'm to act years ago.  The government was aware of

 5 these problems years ago.  The government needs to

 6 take action immediately if not yesterday.  This is

 7 not just COVID.  COVID just put the fuse on the

 8 bomb.

 9             What we need to see is we need to see

10 change, and we need to see it immediately.  The

11 management that is in place now in most long-term

12 care facilities has been proven to be inadequate.

13 The administration is inadequate.  The boards'

14 directors are inadequate.  Family members and

15 residents and even staff are unable to even reach

16 some of these administrative personnel to discuss

17 anything with them.  There's absolutely no going

18 forward with the existing management, and I'm

19 speaking from my mom's facility.  We have had

20 issues for years.  Nothing is being done.

21             The government needs to mandate a

22 change, and I've noticed that the commissioners

23 have made recommendations to the provincial

24 government, which Minister Fullerton has addressed,

25 and I'm happy to see that there is some
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 1 advancement.

 2             However, it looks good on paper.  When

 3 is this going to happen?  We need this to happen

 4 immediately.  People are dying from neglect.

 5 People are dying, and nothing is being done.

 6             So what I could see as an improvement

 7 is everything that was mentioned by Participant 8.

 8 All those issues need to be addressed and fixed

 9 with management, and that starts with strong

10 leadership, competent leadership right from the

11 get-go.  So whoever owns these facilities, whoever

12 manages these facilities, they need to be reviewed,

13 and they need to be reviewed immediately.

14             Now, you recommend that they do site

15 visits and inspections, and this whole system has

16 been functioning like this for years.  It's corrupt

17 in many instances.  It's corrupt, and there's

18 nobody to monitor them.  There's no one who can go

19 in and check every facility to see how it's being

20 managed.

21             We have had personal issues with

22 management, with Board of Directors who simply

23 discard our issues, fail to listen.  Family members

24 need to be heard.  Residents need to be heard.  We

25 need to be included in the decision-making for
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 1 policies that are put in place in these facilities.

 2 Right now, we don't have a say.  We can't even

 3 reach them to get an answer for something as simple

 4 as a vaccination date.

 5             I think people are tired of being left

 6 out of the equation for these decisions, these

 7 important decisions, which affect the lives of our

 8 loved ones.  And I don't see anything changing

 9 unless the government really looks into or even the

10 public, you know, agencies like Family Council of

11 Ontario.

12             They should have family councils across

13 Canada, not just in Ontario.  We need to have

14 advocates who have a voice, and we need to have

15 these advocates recognized as such and taken

16 seriously by all these facilities, by all the

17 managers and administrations to be part of the

18 decision-making and the policies that they make.

19             It's frustrating.  It's disheartening

20 to see what is happening.  I mean, we've heard from

21 umpteen senior advocacy groups, you know, in the

22 last year during COVID, and they have solutions,

23 you know?  There is -- there is some

24 recommendations.  And, like, the staffing study

25 that was released, you know, it has answers.
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 1             But who's going to implement it?  Who's

 2 going to make sure that it's implemented?  And the

 3 other factor that I'm concerned about is the

 4 federal government, you know, allows so much money

 5 and funding to provincial governments to take care

 6 of healthcare in their province, and I want to know

 7 where that money goes.

 8             Because just as an example, the

 9 $461 million that was allocated for the PSWs'

10 increase in pay this last year which was mandated

11 by the federal government, given to the provincial

12 government.  On October the 1st, they were supposed

13 to roll it out.  They held onto this money until

14 the end of December and into January making an

15 interest on that instead of giving the money where

16 it's due.

17             And so allocation of funding from

18 federal government and provincial government going

19 to these facilities, that needs to be monitored.

20 Who's responsible for dishing out the money when

21 they get it?

22             It's same with the hospitals.  Money is

23 being handed out, you know, hand over fist to all

24 these institutions, and where's the allocation of

25 the funds?  Who's responsible for where that money
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 1 goes?  Is that public knowledge?  No.  We never get

 2 an answer.

 3             Families and public don't get an answer

 4 where the money has gone.  When we call the office

 5 for the provincial constituents office, you know,

 6 then they realize that people are aware that

 7 they're hanging onto this money that was given to

 8 them prior to October to be handed out.

 9             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much,

10 Participant 1.  I'm going to --

11             PARTICIPANT 1:  We need action now.

12             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you.

13             PARTICIPANT 1:  Thanks.

14             ALISON DRUMMOND:  I'm going to go onto

15 Participant 2, if I may.

16             PARTICIPANT 2:  Thank you.  I've

17 written down some suggestions.

18             I think, firstly, we should assign

19 hospitals to the long-term care homes in the

20 catchment.  It shouldn't be a by-choice thing.  It

21 should be a designation and a responsibility that

22 the hospitals have.

23             Two, I think IPAC in-services should be

24 done on a regular basis and be mandatory for

25 everybody who works in long-term care homes.
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 1             Three, I think, of course, there should

 2 be inspectors again.  And when they go into the

 3 homes, I think they should actually inspect the

 4 floors, not just talk to the people in the office.

 5             I know this is a big ask, but I think

 6 it would be nice if staff was required to

 7 quarantine during a lockdown, and that would stop

 8 some of the spread of the infection.

 9             Obvious one is increase the funding.

10             And I think we should do away with

11 for-profit long-term care homes and start investing

12 in long-term care infrastructure just like we do

13 for schools.  Like, it's unconscionable to think

14 that we would farm out the care for, say, neonatal

15 units to for-profit organizations, and yet we do

16 that for equally our most vulnerable people.

17             So, you know, I think it's time to put

18 that one to rest and start looking at how we

19 support the residents -- people who live in this

20 province.

21             This is the second commission in recent

22 years, and I'm asking that they please do something

23 with the recommendations.  Gives people back the

24 dignity.  And to use the expression "put your money

25 where your mouth is" and actually uphold the human
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 1 rights of our most vulnerable taxpayers, and get

 2 Ontario out of this third-world mortality towards

 3 the aging.

 4             And, also, I think that the people who

 5 are the decision-makers should not be permitted to

 6 have policy jobs on boards of long-term care

 7 commissions because it looks like it's a payback

 8 for policy implementation, and that's just wrong.

 9             And I think that our current story of

10 Ontario has to change.  Right now, the story is

11 that if you're a taxpayer and you pay your taxes

12 all your life, at the end of your life when you're

13 most vulnerable, your government just might leave

14 you alone without water or food in the dark to die

15 alone, and this just has to stop.  Thank you.

16             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.

17             I couldn't hear all of that.  I don't

18 know if other people were having problems.  Could

19 you just repeat your third recommendation about the

20 inspectors?

21             PARTICIPANT 2:  Sorry, yes.  I think,

22 of course, there should be inspectors.  And when

23 inspectors go into the homes, I think that they

24 should actually walk the floors and not just talk

25 to the people in the office.
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 1             Because what was happening when the

 2 inspection did happen in our home is that they

 3 never got a chance to see people suffering from

 4 dehydration and hunger.

 5             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.

 6 I really appreciate it.

 7             I'm going to move on to Participant

 8 Number 3 now, if I may.

 9             PARTICIPANT 3:  Thank you.  While I

10 understand the initial lockout of all family due to

11 a new virus, there were supposed to be pandemic

12 plans in place.  Preventive measures such as the

13 use of PPE, screening, distancing, and testing

14 should have been immediate strategies.

15             Caregivers should have been allowed

16 back into long-term care once standard processes

17 were in place.  Isolation also kills, and there's a

18 lot of deterioration without meaningful engagement.

19             The first day I was allowed back in, I

20 was shocked at the deterioration of all residents.

21 Caregivers must be legislated as essential.  It is

22 a constant battle for loved ones to access the

23 family caregivers even now.

24             Additionally, on-floor, skilled

25 staffing must be increased immediately.  There was
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 1 not enough staff -- there was not enough on-floor

 2 staff before the pandemic and certainly less now.

 3             Best practices for IPAC measures needs

 4 to be implemented and adhered to -- particularly

 5 adhered to.  We need rapid response teams to go in

 6 quicker when outbreaks are declared.  Waiting means

 7 too many residents and staff are infected, and the

 8 residents stuffed due to lack of staffing.

 9             There needs to -- there needs to be the

10 unannounced inspections with measures to enforce

11 violations such as fines and actually revoking

12 licenses.  There has to be accountability for care.

13 Right now, there is none.

14             And, finally, we have to make sure our

15 loved ones receive the care that they are entitled

16 to and are treated with dignity, respect, and

17 humanity.  We are in a humanitarian crisis right

18 now with the current wave, and there are

19 preventible deaths happening every single day, and

20 that breaks my heart.  Thanks.

21             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.

22 I'm going to go to Participant Number 4 now,

23 please.

24             PARTICIPANT 4:  Hi.  Thanks.  I guess I

25 have a couple of things I think we could have all
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 1 benefitted from: clear and more frequent

 2 communication about the lockdown and the regular

 3 changes that were occurring.  Because, you know, as

 4 much as I was spending all my time at it, I still

 5 found it very confusing and had to keep

 6 double-checking, you know, how many people, when,

 7 how, which tests, how often the tests had to be

 8 administered in order to be able to visit.

 9             I think my biggest recommendations --

10 residents need to be treated as individuals and not

11 as a collective known as, you know, "old,"

12 "elderly," "long-term" -- because I feel that in

13 all of this, everyone is sort of treated the same

14 way regardless of how they were -- what their

15 lifestyle choices were prior to the pandemic.

16             So in our case, we visited, very

17 regularly, my mother.  And, as many of you, you

18 were visiting your loved one regularly, yet the

19 pandemic was the great equalizer, that they all got

20 reduced to nothing.

21             I mean, some people, very sadly, didn't

22 have visitors beforehand, and so I don't know

23 how -- you know, how different life was under the

24 lockdown for them.  But I know for our family and

25 for many of yours that it was just a drastic
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 1 change.

 2             I would love to see that -- you know,

 3 going forward, that we make use of on-site, rapid

 4 testing as opposed to this notion where you would

 5 have to go -- I mean, obviously vaccines is going

 6 to change all that.  But if, in future, such

 7 situations of on-site rapid testing could be

 8 deployed and used so at least you could, you know,

 9 have some contact that you required with your loved

10 ones.

11             But I think even before this pandemic

12 occurred -- and not to be morbid about it, but even

13 before this terrible situation, which only

14 solidifies my belief -- and, I'm sure, probably

15 other people feel the same way -- I have no plans

16 ever to go into long-term care -- and I'm sure none

17 of you do either -- certainly under the situation

18 that exists now.

19             And I think that the covers need to be

20 pulled off of this one because I alert all my

21 friends -- obviously, my age group, we're all

22 dealing with ageing parents.  And I think people

23 really need to understand the realities of

24 long-term care.

25             And I'm speaking from a situation where
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 1 I think my mother's actually in probably the best

 2 situation I've ever heard of when I compare with my

 3 friends and when I listen to all of you.

 4             But I have absolutely no plans, and

 5 I've made it very clear to my family that there's

 6 going to be a Plan B.  Because even in the best of

 7 times, that's not a place for anyone, certainly no

 8 one that's worked their entire lives and paid

 9 taxes.

10             And, quite frankly, I think the

11 Thelma & Louise is a much better approach, and I

12 would like all people to be aware of where they're

13 heading.  And I think, you know, people need to go

14 in --

15             My personal idea is that all high

16 school students right from the age of being a

17 teenager should be required to go in and work in a

18 long-term care home.  I think people need to be

19 sensitized as to where we're all heading if we

20 don't make other plans.

21             And it's a sad fact, but the pandemic's

22 just sort of confirmed my resolve that I won't be

23 doing that.  I don't know what I'll be doing, but

24 it won't be that.  Anyway, that's -- those are my

25 thoughts for today.  Thank you.
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 1             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.

 2             Participant 5, did you have

 3 recommendations?

 4             PARTICIPANT 5:  Yes.  I agree that many

 5 changes are needed, and we can't go through the

 6 typical bureaucratic long process before changes

 7 are implemented.

 8             I think it was a shame that essential

 9 caregivers were locked out for six months.  It's

10 just beyond a thought that any reason that had to

11 be done for that like the time.

12             It's -- the essential caregivers are

13 essential.  They're critical to the resident's

14 well-being.  It gives family connection.  It

15 provides consistency, familiar faces, critical

16 social interactions, and simulation.

17             We do an extensive amount of personal

18 care and support supplementing the staff, and

19 things can be done to keep residents safe even with

20 essential caregivers in there, especially now with

21 the vaccine and rapid testing.

22             Isolation -- what can be done to try to

23 minimize the amount of confinement to -- alone in a

24 room?  We need to minimize this.  People will

25 decline, and they'll go crazy and give up all hope
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 1 of life.

 2             Can we require all those entering the

 3 building to be vaccinated and be tested?  Almost

 4 assured to eliminate the virus getting in and,

 5 therefore, eliminate the need -- the likelihood of

 6 having to minimize the -- the likelihood of someone

 7 getting -- needing to go into lockdown.

 8             Do not lock down the whole building if

 9 the person who had the virus was just in a small

10 area of the building.

11             Staffing levels definitely need to be

12 increased.  Most residents in long-term care these

13 days need everything done for them.  It's not like

14 it was 20 years ago where a fair number of them had

15 a degree of independence.  So they need a lot of

16 help and support.  30 minutes a shift to perform

17 one-on-one care is not -- is not adequate.  So this

18 was issues prior to COVID, and it's just been

19 accentuated.

20             When -- but COVID is here or when a

21 pandemic is on, staff have more duties and things,

22 take more time because of the pandemic.  So we have

23 to have a thing to understand as soon as the

24 pandemic hits, even more staff are needed on the

25 ongoing residents.
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 1             Residents need reassuring and

 2 interaction with staff.  The lack of social

 3 activities and interaction is a major issue.  We

 4 need -- I -- well, there should be staff whose role

 5 is to interact and do activities with residents,

 6 talking with them, playing music with them, doing a

 7 game, doing things to help stimulate them.  There's

 8 many ways that things could be done, but it needs

 9 staff in order to do that.

10             It -- the vaccinations are a game

11 changer.  The only way that residents are going to

12 get COVID is by it coming in, and you can minimize

13 that by having -- ensuring staff are vaccinated.

14             Other comments is there's -- during

15 COVID, there was other services that were cut back

16 such as physiotherapy which is critical to prevent

17 decline.  And without that physical therapy, you

18 are minimizing physical therapy.

19             A lot of the staff -- of the residents

20 did decline because of that.  And at that age and

21 with their situation, you don't regain it.  You

22 need to keep those things up.

23             Dental hygienists not coming in.  I can

24 understand all these things, but how do we -- how

25 do we continue to have some of these services?
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 1             Footcare:  You know, when you don't do

 2 that for ten months, it makes a difference.

 3             I think, also, only having two

 4 designated caregivers, like as one of the other

 5 participants was saying -- like, in my family, we

 6 have four children.  Only two of us can go in, and

 7 we're not allowed to change it.

 8             So if you change it, it's a permanent

 9 change, so it would be nice if it could be more

10 than two.

11             Those are my main ones.  Thank you so

12 much.  There's so much that could be said, but

13 we're trying to minimize this -- our time.  Thank

14 you.

15             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.

16 It does give everyone a chance to --

17             PARTICIPANT 5:  Thank you.

18             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Participant 6,

19 please?

20             PARTICIPANT 6:  Okay.  I just wanted to

21 continue with the presentation that I had.  I don't

22 know if, Angeline, could you please put that back

23 up where we continued?  Perfect.

24             So just to describe some of the

25 challenges some of the family who spoke today have
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 1 already covered.

 2             But basically staff-to-resident ratio:

 3 More staff is required to simply manage the care of

 4 the residents.  They are fully dependant which is

 5 why a lot of them are there.  They require help

 6 with feeding, hygiene, mental and emotional

 7 stimulation.

 8             Although there is a recreation staff,

 9 they simply don't have the manpower to keep

10 residents mentally engaged in an isolated setting

11 without the same access to volunteers and family

12 and friends.

13             The residents do rely on staff or some

14 form of excitement or activity, and needs for those

15 in dementia are even greater because, overall,

16 there is that desperate need to engage residents.

17 And without that, you are going to see a

18 significant decline in their abilities.  And many

19 ideas are presented.  However, without the adequate

20 staffing, it simply isn't possible.

21             So I'm just going to touch on the

22 challenges, and then I do have solutions next.

23             The second challenge is the touch and

24 human engagement.  Human touch is simply

25 irreplaceable.  Touch of a hand, a hug, a pedicure.
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 1 Positive touch can calm an anxious mind, help a

 2 loved one feel less isolated, reduce their stress

 3 and anxiety, and simply help fight disease.

 4             Without socialization and human

 5 engagement, a senior simply can sink down a

 6 slippery slope.  Many residents don't have anything

 7 to look forward to.  And without stimulating their

 8 mind positively, they will get depressed, if not

 9 already, and, little by little, deteriorate.

10             Currently, services, as you just

11 mentioned, like hair salon services, are not

12 permitted.  But that also gives them a source of

13 normalcy, so if we can, you know, at least -- I'll

14 talk to that afterwards.

15             But long-term care demographics are

16 diversified more than ever, and there is a need to

17 create a sense of inclusiveness to include certain

18 comforts for minority groups.

19             And communication:  Communication is a

20 huge one.  With limited means in which a family

21 member can get updates on a loved one, this creates

22 added stressors on a family.

23             Sometimes it is very difficult to get

24 through to staff or speak to a doctor or other

25 healthcare providers regarding the ever-changing
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 1 health conditions.  And without clear

 2 communication, it simply raises the anxieties of

 3 loved ones.

 4             The gap in relaying info in a timely

 5 fashion causes different stressors for caregivers

 6 which, in turn, causes stress for staff.

 7             Some of my solutions, if we can just

 8 move to the next screen...

 9             Oops, sorry, Angeline?

10             ANGELINE HAWTHORN:  Are you not seeing

11 the solutions here?  Sorry, that's what --

12             PARTICIPANT 6:  Sorry, it is there.

13 Sorry, it's --

14             ANGELINE HAWTHORN:  Okay.

15             PARTICIPANT 6:  I was trying to

16 change...

17             In terms of solutions, yes, just

18 looking for government funding to hire more staff

19 and resident care and the implementation of more

20 efficient systems/programs and care for residents.

21             So there are creative ways.  I know the

22 dollar can only be stretched so much, but I think

23 it's putting the dollar in the value of what it's

24 being spent on and not, per se, look at the cost.

25 Because there's a lot you could do in a
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 1 cost-sensitive manner.

 2             Using the military to get immediately

 3 involved in assisting homes that are really

 4 struggling just to completely diminish COVID in

 5 those homes.  What's happened in different homes --

 6 I'm sure everybody's heard in the media -- it's

 7 just -- it simply should not be happening.  It

 8 should not get to that point.

 9             Permit volunteers to assist with the

10 same testing as staff and essential caregivers.

11 I'm sure, like we were talking about before, this

12 is something that impacts the entire world, and

13 there are people that are healthy, well, willing to

14 take the vaccine, willing to go through the same

15 sort of testing as essential caregivers are going

16 through in order to assist and aid in the current

17 situation.

18             So if we can permit them to come back

19 in, you know, given the current guidelines, I think

20 that's free labour, and we should be definitely

21 making that happen.

22             In terms of touch and engagement, pet

23 therapy.  Privy to -- or previous to COVID-19, I

24 would go in with my kids, our dog, everything.  Not

25 only does my mother -- but I'd visit the entire
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 1 floor and other residents that we see there.  But

 2 given that it's COVID, that has all completely

 3 stopped.

 4             But perhaps looking at doing simple

 5 things like even offering a cat, bird, fish, a dog

 6 per ward, right, whatever the case maybe, but at

 7 least having some form of life outside that gives

 8 unconditional love.

 9             Allowing services in long-term homes to

10 resume.  Simple things like hair, pedicure,

11 massage.  That touch and engagement with that

12 caregiver -- whether it be for half an hour while

13 they get their hair styled or get their feet looked

14 at or, you know, receive massage, the benefits of

15 that is irreplaceable.

16             Using technology:  There's technology

17 that exists out there that's affordable and

18 available in our current situation.

19             Virtual reality, for example, you can

20 create an immersive experience in a touch-free way

21 by using projection screens.  Having a room set up

22 where you can wheel a resident in with their wheel

23 chair and be able to create an outdoor experience

24 while keeping them safe.  It will be lifelike, and

25 it's so possible and available now.
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 1             Staff -- like, instead of having just,

 2 you know, their masks or shields and everything

 3 covered, for residents to actually know who's

 4 interacting with them by having even a larger badge

 5 with a picture -- whether it be a silly picture or

 6 something that they like or something to engage in

 7 conversation so that these people who are used to

 8 dealing with people, who are seniors, our loved

 9 ones who are in there and just dealing with almost

10 like robots -- because, first of all, staff are

11 rushed, but there's no human interaction, no

12 expression in a way that they can even understand.

13             So just to -- even to have that label

14 and that tag, that picture so they know who they're

15 dealing with so that they understand at least

16 something.

17             And just having Wi-Fi readily available

18 like hospitals to connect via devices.  My kids,

19 you know, are my tech support.  I joke around --

20 and one of them actually helped me with this

21 presentation.

22             But, you know, we have an Alexa for my

23 mom.  It doesn't make sense for us to have full

24 Wi-Fi because unless she's able to manage it, she

25 can't really do anything.  And if it's on Wi-Fi, we
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 1 can do things remotely.

 2             But even things like FaceTime and being

 3 able to do things remotely and how that's set up

 4 for residents, if it's readily available without

 5 interruption, it's possible to still have that

 6 sense of connectivity from home or have that

 7 ability to talk to staff, or staff could reach us,

 8 whatever the case might be.

 9             Hallway bingo was a suggestion of my

10 son.  He's just like "why don't they do bingo?

11 Seniors just love bingo."  And even if they can be

12 in their rooms and they're being called per floor,

13 there's ways that you can do things distantly and

14 safely and just make it possible.  But it's

15 thinking creatively and out of the box.

16             In terms of communication, approve an

17 instant messaging portal with family and staff

18 where healthcare providers can provide updates, ask

19 questions, find out test results, be notified,

20 discuss medicine changes, and find out risks and

21 benefits.

22             Perhaps something similar to the site

23 where we currently find out COVID tests, ideally

24 making it a two-way communication portal is best so

25 that if there is a concern, when the doctor is able
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 1 to address it, they can do so.

 2             And then perhaps even offering a family

 3 social page.  I know there are privacy issues, but

 4 maybe do it per ward where everybody who's in

 5 agreement can be on that where we can offer support

 6 to one another.  Maybe engage with seniors who are

 7 celebrating birth dates and know that -- you know

 8 what? -- even though they can't do it with their

 9 family and friends, the essential caregivers that

10 do regularly visit at least can, you know, drop off

11 a card or do something for that person to make them

12 feel like they exist instead of being left alone.

13             And then even just to be able to create

14 smaller task forces per ward within long-term care

15 homes.

16             And then next one.

17             And then I have, like, some examples of

18 different solutions, but I know somebody touched on

19 it earlier.

20             But church services:  You know, the

21 importance of spiritual hope for seniors to allow

22 services to resume or at least make sure that it's

23 available online by offering Wi-Fi or being able to

24 set up a room where they can actually attend church

25 online or whatever the case might be, it's such an
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 1 important part, especially at this stage in life.

 2 And to not have that at this point is really,

 3 really disturbing.

 4             As I mentioned, my mom being in

 5 hospital, it's really scary.  At one point, we

 6 thought we had to have her last rites said, and we

 7 were trying to figure out at what point could

 8 somebody come in to do that.  And it's concerning

 9 to me because that meant so much and has meant so

10 much to her throughout her whole life.

11             Music therapy:  The importance of, you

12 know --

13             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Sorry, Participant 6?

14             PARTICIPANT 6:  Yeah?

15             ALISON DRUMMOND:  I'm sorry.  I think

16 it's great to have the slide -- the slide deck, and

17 I think everybody has really gained from seeing it,

18 but I do need to give the other people a chance to

19 speak, if that's okay.

20             PARTICIPANT 6:  Can I just wrap up,

21 then, go to next slide?

22             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Yeah.

23             PARTICIPANT 6:  Those are just examples

24 of some of my suggestions which will be available

25 for everybody to review and commissioners to review
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 1 later.

 2             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you.

 3             PARTICIPANT 6:  And then as we talked

 4 about before, social isolation and what the risks

 5 are:  45 percent increase of premature death, 32

 6 percent elevated risk of stroke, 50 percent

 7 increase of risk of developing dementia, and

 8 59 percent risk of absolute functional decline.

 9             And I just have my conclusion.  And

10 just basically that these lives, you know, of

11 residents and loved ones that are in long-term care

12 are totally reliant on us, and they need basic

13 care.

14             They are quickly declining as more time

15 is being taken to take action as we already know

16 what is needed.  We must act now to help honour our

17 seniors who are suffering in social isolation.

18             The insufficient care during this

19 pandemic has shown that serious decline, and I just

20 sincerely ask that we move forward with plans to

21 immediately increase staffing for personal care,

22 offer more programs, stimulation, and engagement,

23 and offer communication to caregivers to simply

24 improve the basic standard of care in long-term

25 care homes.
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 1             And I just wanted to say thank you

 2 again for this opportunity to speak, and thank you

 3 to all the frontline caregivers who have helped us

 4 get through this far.

 5             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much,

 6 Participant 6.  We really appreciate -- we really

 7 appreciate that.

 8             I'm going to move on to Participant 7

 9 now, if I may.

10             PARTICIPANT 7:  Okay.  The first one is

11 our communication.  It seems like it's a common

12 thread from some of the items that people have

13 talked about.

14             And when you look at the type of

15 communication you get either from the different

16 levels of government -- from federal or provincial

17 or regional, even -- to the home, it changes even

18 if you are hearing the information the same day.

19             It's -- whether or not it's just not

20 clear or everybody gets to take the decision at one

21 level and make changes as it goes down, I know,

22 even home to home, there can be different

23 interpretations or different positions being made

24 which adds to the problem under communications.

25             It needs to be more transparent.  And I
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 1 was thinking about a single idea that might help

 2 the transparency, and that might be if even through

 3 the family council, we had one comment section in

 4 our monthly-or-so meetings that would say "this is

 5 how -- the top three measurements, the top five

 6 measurements of our home" and that we would share

 7 it.  It might be something that the home might not

 8 be -- but if you can get your home to participate,

 9 then perhaps the family councils can do something

10 to gather the information and even send it to the

11 Family Council of Ontario.  They might put it out

12 on their monthly or communication formats that they

13 use.

14             One other wild card idea was wouldn't

15 it be nice to have a seat on the board -- someone

16 maybe from the family council or some member have a

17 seat on the board?  And if that's too far

18 outreaching, at least an invite to go speak to the

19 board of the home on a more frequent basis.

20             Another idea would be even for families

21 who call in to try and get some information, it's

22 always -- does the phone get picked up, I guess, is

23 the first.  And then if it does get picked up, you

24 normally have to leave a message.  And then once

25 the message happens, it's three days later you may
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 1 get that someone calling you back with just the

 2 question you called.

 3             I'm thinking of a position at each home

 4 that would be something called, like, a navigator.

 5 So you've got one call to make to say "who do I

 6 speak to about this" or "how do I get a response on

 7 this?"  And that's that person's job, to make sure

 8 that there's open and clear communication, or at

 9 least you'll get a phone call.

10             So that's some of the things on

11 communication.  And I'll just add an example of

12 where between a federal, provincial, regional home

13 it gets really confusing, and that's -- people have

14 mentioned vaccinations right now.  And everybody's

15 excited, and rightfully so, about vaccination

16 clinics coming into the home.

17             My home has had their first dose at the

18 vaccination clinic.  We were all excited.  I also

19 told you that our home had two outbreaks.  One was

20 back in April.  There were 14 residents that had

21 COVID; four died.

22             So, you know, I may have that number

23 wrong, but there are ten residents left with --

24 that have had COVID back in April.  They were told

25 the day before -- or the POA was told the day
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 1 before that they would not be getting the

 2 vaccination on the day of the clinic.

 3             With questions being asked, initially,

 4 it was talked about supply, and there was also an

 5 indication that there was felt there was some

 6 immunity.  And due to the supply issue, they

 7 wouldn't.

 8             There has been some work done on it

 9 from our home that resulted in us calling -- just

10 about all now are done -- 34 public health units.

11 There are only two health units that have said that

12 they have denied anybody at the home -- a long-term

13 care resident at the home who previously had

14 COVID -- denied them getting a vaccination.

15             And that's something that speaks loudly

16 to me about the lack of communication.  Because on

17 the news, you're hearing all the time "all

18 long-term care residents are being vaccinated.  All

19 will be done by a certain date."

20             That is either they don't know, or

21 they're not being transparent.  So that's the most

22 recent example I have on that one.

23             I will follow that up with an example

24 that you can get an antibody test to find out

25 whether or not your loved one had any or has any
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 1 antibodies.  I have found out that, in one case,

 2 the test came back negative.  No antibodies.  So

 3 I'm not quite sure whether that's going to make a

 4 difference, but, again, if you're in a home where

 5 that comes up, that's an idea.

 6             One of the other areas to consider for

 7 the commission would be staff and the training.  I

 8 know everybody's looking for making sure that we

 9 move as fast as we can from the current number of

10 point-of-care hours each resident gets to -- I

11 think it's hopefully moving to four hours.  But

12 what is coming out now is what year they'll

13 possibly be able to hit that goal, and that's out

14 quite a few years right now.

15             I don't know what that four hours

16 includes, but one of the things that I'm talking

17 about for improvements is I found it amazing how

18 much time had to be spent by training people for

19 wounds, for IPAC -- infection control.

20             There was a lot of time that was being

21 spent to train people during the COVID period.  I

22 think that the learning is that that shouldn't be

23 something that's just one time or once a year.

24 That should be an ongoing certification that

25 happens so we never get caught short again.
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 1             As you know, there's a big turn -- at

 2 least there is a big turn of staff in the home that

 3 I'm involved in.  So there's always new people

 4 coming on board.

 5             There was over 120 new people hired

 6 during the last 12 months, and that's a lot of new

 7 bodies coming in that probably don't have the

 8 training because they're not coming in with it.

 9 They're having to get it in the home.  So that's

10 one of the things about staff and training.

11             And when I think about staff and what

12 they're doing, keep an eye out for time wasters.

13 My example will be the annual care conference or

14 the annual care conference that I've just had with

15 my brother, and I looked at the annual care plan.

16             It was dated 2018 with one exception

17 for every single line item on it.  It was reviewed

18 by someone in -- a week before the annual care

19 conference, and they just put the name to it and

20 said it was reviewed.

21             I'm not quite sure, when I look at that

22 annual care plan, if it's just something that the

23 Ministry requires to be done or whether or not it

24 does add value.

25             Are they looking at the content of the
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 1 annual care plan, or are they just looking to make

 2 sure that the home completes one per resident?  But

 3 I do believe from what I read it is a time waster

 4 because who looks at it?  Not that PSW who walks

 5 into the room to help your family member.

 6             I know there's a short form of it.  I

 7 have not seen that yet.  But the amount of time and

 8 effort that's put on that annual care plan, I

 9 question.  Does it fall under a time waster?  And

10 given that we want to have people more -- doing

11 more work with the residents, let's not get them

12 buried in paperwork that has no value.

13             I think there is value more than what's

14 being used now in the family council.  I told you

15 my story of how the family council got together at

16 our home to do some nightly reporting as we were

17 going through the first COVID outbreak.

18             So I believe that the family councils

19 could be used a bit more if the home was a little

20 bit more looking at them as a resource.  I think

21 there's a lot of talent on the family council

22 that's not being used.  And not everybody's got the

23 time to do it, but some people do want to get

24 involved that way.

25             And I'm leaving the last one for --
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 1 which is the biggest one.  Please get that

 2 single-site rule put in place.  We cannot go back

 3 again in having staff moving from home to home to

 4 home.  And that covers a whole bunch of things that

 5 have to be figured out: the pay, the hourly rates,

 6 the number of sick days, part-time versus

 7 full-time, wherever the line.

 8             So there's a lot that goes under

 9 single-site.  Why do people just don't want to work

10 at one place?  Well, they can't afford to.

11             So I think of all the things that I've

12 said under what are some of the things to

13 recommendations, the very top one is that

14 single-site rule has got to stay.

15             That's it.

16             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.

17             I'm going to go to Participant 8 now,

18 please.

19             You're still on mute, sorry.

20             PARTICIPANT 8:  Okay.  Sorry.  I agree

21 with everything that's been said, and I'd just like

22 to elaborate on a few of those things.  There's

23 four areas that I'm interested in providing some

24 recommendations.

25             The first one is about the regulation
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 1 and oversight, and I believe that the federal

 2 government should have -- who has a role in

 3 healthcare should have some input or some

 4 assistance or create some transparent nation-wide

 5 standards that are tied to provincial funding and

 6 support, and I think they need to be involved.

 7             There need to be sufficient provincial

 8 inspectors, and those inspectors have to have

 9 adequate regulatory power to enforce those

10 standards, and there have to be penalties in place.

11             I have been around through multiple

12 homes where their people come in.  They chat with

13 other individuals.  They -- you know, afterwards,

14 if you ask, you get the report, and you hear "oh,

15 everything was fine" when, as other people have

16 said, you know it's not.

17             The regulatory framework should apply

18 equally to both public and private organizations in

19 my view who provide long-term care, and they

20 shouldn't be advised in advance of inspections, as

21 someone else said.  They have to be unannounced.

22             My second recommendation is around

23 staffing and training.  There needs to be -- I

24 don't think it's just about staffing.  There needs

25 to be a comprehensive recruitment and retention
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 1 strategy implemented.  And what I think belongs in

 2 that is financial support for students taking PSW

 3 training.

 4             Now, I understand that the province has

 5 just implemented a 30-week pilot for that to

 6 provide training and financial support.  That needs

 7 to be expanded and made as a regular sort of a

 8 thing so that we can bring people in.

 9             We need creation of more full and

10 part-time, regular positions.  It's no good just to

11 give everybody temporary jobs.  That's why, you

12 know, as the last speaker spoke about, people go

13 from one home to another because they can't support

14 themselves just working in one home unless they're

15 paid properly and they have regular jobs.

16             And they -- we need to give them

17 supportive benefits.  It's -- those are very tough

18 jobs.  They need to have sick leave, and they need

19 to have employee assistance programs to help them.

20             I believe if employees had regular jobs

21 in one location and sick leave, we would never have

22 seen the explosive spread of COVID that we did

23 initially when these people were moving back and

24 forth.

25             I think there need to be -- and, again,
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 1 someone else has spoken about this -- clear

 2 training standards and exams for PSWs.  There also

 3 needs to be management training because my

 4 experience is that many of the people who are

 5 supposed to be accountable for the PSWs, for

 6 example, have virtually no management training

 7 whatsoever, and oftentimes they're -- the PSWs are

 8 left on their own.

 9             There need to be appropriate job

10 descriptions so people know what it is that they're

11 supposed to be doing, and you can evaluate what

12 that is.  And I think there needs to be a marketing

13 campaign to counter the unfavourable reports about

14 care giving as a profession.

15             And we need to publicize the home

16 support worker pilot that the federal government

17 has in place.  They introduced that in 2019 to

18 attract foreign workers to these types of jobs.

19 And, you know, these kind of thing is are below the

20 radar, so I think they need to be given more

21 profile.

22             In terms of standards of care, most of

23 the people have spoken about this.  There needs to

24 be -- so my main concern is that the numbers and

25 the mix of care do not correspond with the levels
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 1 of care that's required.

 2             So ten mobile and conversant seniors

 3 don't require the same -- the same care and the

 4 same numbers of people as someone like my dad, for

 5 example.  The minimum of four hours of direct care

 6 that they're speaking about should be implemented

 7 now.  Why in 2025?  I don't understand.

 8             There needs to be continuity in the

 9 delivery and stability of care.  So I would propose

10 cohorting people in groups so that people become

11 familiar with them.  The family members become

12 familiar with them.

13             And they can be on various shifts, but

14 it's not right to have 60 different people

15 coming -- looking after one individual in any given

16 week.  And then the family caregivers could be part

17 of that team.

18             And then as someone else said, I don't

19 think there should be any limit on the number of

20 designated caregivers.  As long as we're doing --

21 you know, we're registered with the home, we're

22 doing the PPE or whatever requirements --

23             This would be helpful in terms of an

24 extra pair of hands and helpful to the residents.

25 And speaking as the only person who's been looking
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 1 after my parents for all these years, it would be

 2 helpful to me as well if I could bring other people

 3 in.

 4             So, finally, I'd like to talk about

 5 communication, and I have a slightly different take

 6 on it.  I think there needs to be an ombudsperson

 7 and function for family caregivers.  Now, whether

 8 that's in the individual organizations or a broader

 9 one, I think that would be important to advocate

10 for family members.

11             Now, I've belonged to probably five

12 different family councils over the time my parents

13 were ill or in long-term -- in needing care, and

14 they're all different.  And some are great

15 advocates, and others are just cheerleaders for the

16 organization and don't want to hear anything.  So I

17 think there needs to be that separate function.

18             And I also believe, as someone just

19 recently said, that we should have access to the

20 healthcare reports and charts of our individual

21 family members.  We -- you know, I love my MyChart,

22 that I can see what's going on, and it would be

23 great if I could see that about my parents.

24             I also think -- because I know many

25 people have -- they're caring from afar for their
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 1 family members.  So it would be really great if

 2 they could have access to that if they're in

 3 Calgary or something, and their family member's in

 4 Ottawa.

 5             So thank you.  Those are my views.  I

 6 hope I didn't take to long.

 7             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.

 8 You got through them very well.  Thank you.

 9             Participant 9, is there anything you'd

10 like to add to your points about the legislation or

11 other recommendations?

12             PARTICIPANT 9:  Oh, I have several

13 points to add, but obviously I'm just -- I'm just

14 going to take this out for a bit, before I go back

15 to the proclamation, to setting up things where

16 caregivers could speak and where these issues could

17 be resolved.

18             I do think we need a senior's advocate

19 in this province.  I think we need an office of the

20 senior advocate that can provide experience,

21 forums, link people up, have navigators, tell them

22 about the dispute resolution mechanisms.

23             We don't have Bill 218.  We're not

24 going to be suing the government, so what are we

25 going to do?  So it's -- we need that kind of thing
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 1 in place, and I think Family Council Ontario is a

 2 good sort of model to branch that out from because

 3 they've been doing that for all of us.

 4             I think there are a lot of us that

 5 couldn't speak without the work that they've done

 6 connecting us to different forums, different

 7 doctors, places where we can participate.

 8             For example, I was volunteering on

 9 Dr. Tara Moriarty's forum.  I've been -- we've

10 been -- constantly been involved in everything.

11             So I think that -- and technology was a

12 big thing.  Family Councils Ontario came out at the

13 beginning of the COVID pandemic and offered Google

14 Hubs.  There was a touchless device that could have

15 been put in homes offered with free care -- free

16 training for the staff.  Nobody took up on it.

17             Technology's a big item.  Putting

18 strips on the bottom of diapers so that it tells

19 you when you're wet, and you don't have to get PSWs

20 in.

21             Portals:  There's Evoke Health.

22 Evoke Health kind of apps where you can just go in

23 and write -- and their HIPAA-approved --

24 HIPAA-approved, privacy-law approved, are ready.

25 You can instantly message.
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 1             The nurse who called me today to give

 2 me my mother's diabetic stance could be sending

 3 that on the phone and going "are you okay with the

 4 doctor changing that tonight?"  I can see what

 5 activities my mother did today.  I can't see what

 6 activities my mother does.

 7             They take her out.  They take her to

 8 the activity room, but I can't see.  I'm only

 9 allowed in the resident's room.  I can only walk

10 her around her room.  That's it.

11             So we need these kind of reporting

12 features.  We need that kind of information.  And

13 it exists, and there's no reason we can't be doing

14 it now.

15             We definitely need to get to the point

16 where we need mandatory vaccination.  What are we

17 waiting for?  Are we going to wait for the

18 mandatory testing thing that we waited for?  We

19 wrote so many letters.  We appealed so many places.

20             We need the mandatory vaccination now.

21 Yes, I mean it.  Yeah, I know it means overriding

22 of a pillar of employment law that we don't just

23 test people random -- you know, enforce medical

24 procedures on people, and I understand what the

25 reasoning for that is.
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 1             But we're in a war for people's lives.

 2 We have the highest mortality rate in the world in

 3 long-term care, 82 percent.  No one did worse than

 4 we did as a country, and we didn't do much better

 5 in this province.

 6             So we can't be sitting around waiting

 7 for things to happen anymore.  There has to be

 8 short-term plans, intermediate plans, and long-term

 9 plans, and we've got to get going on that right

10 away.

11             And caregivers provided 35 percent of

12 the care in those homes, and we're not there when

13 we can't do it.  That's $4 billion worth a year.  I

14 have a bill to present to my long-term care home.

15 You got my services for free all these years plus I

16 paid the bill.  It's --

17             And so how do we expect them to be able

18 to, you know, even listen to us?  I mean, we don't

19 even exist.  We're inadvisable.  We're -- we don't

20 have voices.  No one listens to us.

21             So that's why I was saying use

22 something like family councils, Seniors Advocate,

23 that kind of thing.  But proclaim Section 30.1 of

24 the Act.  Because that little change -- it will

25 show -- it will show a political well that the
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 1 government is interested in listening to

 2 caregivers.

 3             It will stop the infraction of their

 4 Charter 7 rights, the duty of fairness.  I mean,

 5 it's recognized.  That's why they created that

 6 procedure in Section 30.1.

 7             It will make us deal with the problems

 8 that happen on secure units, that people get

 9 isolated, left alone, the whole thing that's

10 happened to everybody else during COVID-19, the

11 7/24/365 lockup you guys have all experienced.

12             Yeah, well, start dealing with those

13 things because other jurisdictions don't use secure

14 units.  They're not used in modern, Nordic

15 countries.  There's other ways of dealing with

16 this.  Having enough staff; including people with

17 dementia.  80 percent of us will have dementia.  I

18 am my mother in 13 years.

19             Do I pass some kind of best-by date

20 where all of a sudden I get two showers a week,

21 food that's reheated, locked up in a room and told

22 I can't go anywhere for -- what was my crime? --

23 walking?

24             Please proclaim that provision, and we

25 can start including family caregivers at the table.
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 1 It exists.  It already exists.  That's all it is is

 2 a proclamation and funding the process.

 3             And it sends -- it sends a signal

 4 through to the government about collaboration with

 5 family givers.  Let's move up to 50,000 feet.  It

 6 sends that signal.

 7             We collaborate with family caregivers.

 8 We commit to providing a quality of care.  We have

 9 a quality and services.  We don't discriminate

10 against this group of older adults.  We wouldn't

11 treat children this way.  We wouldn't treat

12 disabled people this way.  We change those things.

13             Canada is not a signatory to the UN

14 convention on human rights for the elderly.  We're

15 not, and it's a reflection of where we stand or

16 what needs to change.  And the only way that's

17 going to change is if we're at the table.

18             I say to my family member councils and

19 the administrators "no decisions about us without

20 us."  We should be there for policy decisions at

21 every table.  We should be providing feedback.

22             We tried that from the beginning of

23 COVID-19.  You're trying to schedule caregiver

24 visits.  Let's help you figure out how to share it.

25 Test it on us.  We'll tell you the problems that
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 1 are wrong upfront.

 2             The vaccine communication rollout in

 3 the last two weeks, we got a 24-hour turnaround

 4 where we had to provide a blank consent form with

 5 our name on top.  We signed on the bottom.  That's

 6 not informed consent by any stretch of the

 7 imagination anywhere in any system.  So why do we

 8 treat these people this way?

 9             So let's open it up.  That's my plea on

10 declaring Section 30.1.  I think that will help.

11 Talk to the administrators about -- family councils

12 can help.  We're like patient advisory committees

13 in hospitals.

14             Look at what you heard from Orchard

15 Villa, how they went in and they worked with the

16 Family Council.  They brought them in.  They have

17 them there on the floor for everything.

18             We're a resource.  Some of us are

19 management consultants.  Some of us have other

20 backgrounds.  We're technology-wise.  We can talk

21 about these things.  We can help and let you know

22 what's going on.  But as soon as we try to do that,

23 we're shut down.

24             And you know what?  We know more about

25 our residents' care than anyone else.  We looked
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 1 after them for years.  We know their behaviours.

 2 We know -- I know what to do with my mom when she

 3 wanders off at night, the sleep hygiene she needs.

 4 I can see it now.  I know what to do when she

 5 wanders in someone else's room.  I can -- you offer

 6 my mom and cookie, and she'll follow you anywhere.

 7 So we can do a lot -- we've got a 228-room hotel

 8 with no manager at night.

 9             I mean, all those things, we could

10 provide feedback on.  We do, and we want to, but

11 they've got to start using privacy as a shield and

12 open the door.  They've got to start the dialogue.

13 It has to happen.

14             And I just want to thank the commission

15 for listening to us.  And if I could suggest -- I

16 think family members have a lot more to say.  I

17 know the commission rolls up their investigation in

18 terms of listening to us, and our submissions were

19 ended on January the 31st, and I know the deadline

20 won't be extended.

21             But we could have family members still

22 submitting submissions in writing.  It could be an

23 appendix, and it could be said "these submissions

24 were not reviewed by the commission."

25             But there would be information and
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 1 learning to drive the process forward, and that's

 2 where we've got to go.  We've got to be at the

 3 table.

 4             ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much,

 5 Participant 9.

 6             PARTICIPANT 9:  Thank you.

 7             ALISON DRUMMOND:  And, of course, what

 8 everybody has said will be on the transcript which

 9 will be posted on the commission website, so people

10 will have their say publicly.

11             I'd like to thank everybody.  I'd like

12 to thank everyone who participated.  I'd like to

13 thank everyone who got this set up including

14 Tiffany but also Dawn's team, including Angeline

15 who you've all been talking to.  And I'll hand that

16 back to Dr. Kitts.  Thanks.

17             COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Well, thank

18 you, Alison.  Just a couple of comments.  I want to

19 assure you that we have listened to you this

20 evening.  We've taken notes, and we have a

21 transcript to make sure we didn't miss anything.

22             I want to thank you for your courage to

23 share your experiences.  They've been very

24 difficult for you, difficult for us to hear.  But

25 they've -- your messages have been very heartfelt
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 1 and have made this whole pandemic a little bit more

 2 real for all of us who have not experienced what

 3 you and your loved ones have experienced, so I want

 4 to thank you for that.

 5             You've also given us a lot of very good

 6 recommendations.  Each and every one of you

 7 probably could've used more time.  There's never

 8 enough time.

 9             But, again, we've listened, taken

10 notes, and we have the transcripts, and we even

11 have a slideshow to remind us of what's been said,

12 so thank you.

13             We will do our very best to write a

14 report that is a call to action and does invoke

15 change in the long-term care.  And I think as

16 you've all said -- I think Participant 2 said "how

17 can we call ourselves a civilized society when we

18 can't even take care of our most vulnerable people,

19 our elders?"

20             And that will stick with us, and we

21 will do our best to change that, bring dignity and

22 respect and safety back to our most vulnerable.  So

23 thank you all again, and take care.

24             COMMISSIONER ANGELA COKE:  Thank you

25 very much.
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 1             COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Bye-bye.

 2

 3 -- Adjourned at 6:12 p.m.
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 01  -- Upon commencing at 4:00 p.m.
 02  
 03              COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Hi.  Good
 04  afternoon, everyone.
 05              IDA BIANCHI:  Good afternoon,
 06  Commissioner Kitts.
 07              And just for the group, Commissioner
 08  Coke is also here in the meeting.
 09              COMMISSIONER ANGELA COKE:  Good
 10  afternoon.
 11              PARTICIPANT 1:  Hello.
 12              IDA BIANCHI:  I think we have ten
 13  participants again, so we'll just give it a few
 14  more minutes to let everyone in the meeting.
 15              COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Sounds good.
 16              -- OFF-THE-RECORD DISCUSSION --
 17              IDA BIANCHI:  Good afternoon, everyone.
 18  And I think I've met you all, but I'll just state
 19  for the transcript my name is Ida Bianchi, and I'm
 20  one of the lawyers with the commission.
 21              I am facilitating this meeting today
 22  together with my colleague Alison Drummond who is
 23  the assistant deputy minister of the secretariat
 24  that supports the commission's work.
 25              You'll see in the background -- their
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 01  faces aren't visible, but -- a number of my
 02  colleagues with the commission.  Rose Bianchini,
 03  Adriana Diaz Choconta, Dawn Palin Rokosh, and
 04  Angeline Hawthorn have been busy setting up this
 05  meeting because it's a bit more challenging in the
 06  environment we're in to have this kind of a
 07  meeting.  So thanks to my colleagues.
 08              I'd also like to point out that
 09  Tiffany Fearon who works with Family Councils
 10  Ontario is present on the call.  And Family
 11  Councils Ontario, from the start of this
 12  commission's work, has been really helpful, first
 13  of all, during a wonderful presentation to the
 14  commission about their work and about the issues of
 15  families and also partnering with us to get the
 16  word out that we want to hear from families.  So
 17  thank you, Tiffany, very much.
 18              We also have two of our commissioners.
 19  We have three -- this commission has three
 20  commissioners.  Commissioner Marrocco may join us,
 21  but the other two are already present.  That would
 22  be Dr. Jack Kitts who is leading the session today
 23  and Ms. Angela Coke who is going to be listening.
 24              The session is being recorded, and
 25  you'll see someone named McKaya McDonald who is our
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 01  transcriptionist.  She's preparing the transcript,
 02  and the transcript is going to be put on our
 03  website so that the public can hear your stories.
 04  That, to us, is very critical that your story be
 05  told.
 06              Our commission has made great efforts
 07  to be as transparent as possible because this is a
 08  story that the public needs to hear.  So we're very
 09  grateful to you coming to us and participating in
 10  this session.
 11              You're going to be identified on the
 12  transcript only by your participant number.  So
 13  that gives you a bit of a degree of anonymity, but
 14  I just want to underline now that that's not a
 15  guarantee of confidentiality.  Someone could go
 16  into the transcript and figure out who you are.
 17              So if you're really concerned about
 18  information that you want to share with us that it
 19  not be on the website, by all means, call one of us
 20  after the meeting, and we can take that information
 21  and make sure that the commissioners hear it.
 22              So I'd like to start by telling you
 23  we'll be posing two questions to you.  And at the
 24  pre-meeting, we did talk about those questions
 25  and -- to give you some time to reflect on it
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 01  before the meeting.
 02              As I said at the pre-meeting, we know
 03  that there's lots that you want to say, and we
 04  would like to hear it.  But given our time
 05  constraints and the number of people that want to
 06  speak to the commission, we've had to limit your
 07  answers to four minutes, which seems so
 08  insufficient, I'm sure, to you, as it does to us.
 09  But if you could please keep your comments to four
 10  minutes, we would appreciate it.
 11              If you -- for example, if you, in the
 12  first question, have things that you want to say
 13  that you didn't get to say, I would suggest that
 14  you -- you can go back to it when we go to
 15  Question 2.  So just keep that in mind as you're
 16  speaking to the commission.
 17              I'm going to call upon you in the order
 18  that you came into the meeting, so Participant 1
 19  goes first, unless Participant 1 feels really
 20  nervous about going first in which case I can call
 21  on somebody else.  But with the smile I'm seeing, I
 22  think it will be okay.  You're on mute,
 23  Participant 1.
 24              PARTICIPANT 1:  Okay.  Can you hear me
 25  now?
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 01              IDA BIANCHI:  I can.
 02              PARTICIPANT 1:  Okay.  Good.  All
 03  right.  So --
 04              IDA BIANCHI:  Oh, no, no.  We're not
 05  ready.  I was just going to say that if you don't
 06  want us to call on you first, I can go to another
 07  participant.  We're not ready to proceed with the
 08  questions yet, so I --
 09              PARTICIPANT 1:  Oh, I see.  Okay.
 10              IDA BIANCHI:  That's okay.
 11              PARTICIPANT 1:  I'm just not sure how
 12  much of I should divulge of my ID, or maybe I'll
 13  just stick with Participant 1 and --
 14              IDA BIANCHI:  Yeah, makes sense.
 15              PARTICIPANT 1:  -- and not bother
 16  with -- not bother with an intro at all of who I am
 17  and what I'm doing or...
 18              IDA BIANCHI:  Sure.  And if any of you
 19  want to skip your turn, you just let me know, and
 20  we can come back to you after if you're feeling
 21  like you're unable to speak when I call upon you.
 22              The commissioners are really interested
 23  in hearing what you have to say.  And so without
 24  further ado, I'm going to turn it over to Dr. Kitts
 25  who is the commissioner leading the meeting today
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 01  to open the meeting.
 02              Commissioner Kitts?
 03              COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Okay.  Well,
 04  thank you very much, Ida.  And hello, everyone.
 05  I'm delighted you're able to join us here today.
 06              This is a really important session for
 07  us, so thank you for being here.  As Ida said a
 08  little earlier, my name is Jack Kitts, and I'm one
 09  of the three commissioners on this commission.
 10              I'm joined by my colleague Commissioner
 11  Angela Coke.  And the third commissioner, Frank
 12  Marrocco, wasn't able to join us today, so Angela
 13  and I will be here with you.
 14              As you are, in no doubt, aware, this
 15  commission was set up to investigate the spread of
 16  COVID-19 in the long-term care homes and the impact
 17  it's had on the residents, families, and staff.
 18  And you're the -- you're the family members of the
 19  loved ones, so...
 20              But before we get on, I want to give a
 21  bit of a primer on commissions in general and our
 22  commission, more specifically.
 23              Governments will often set up
 24  commissions of inquiry after a tragic event has
 25  occurred.  The purpose of a commission is to
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 01  investigate why the tragedy happened and to make
 02  recommendations on how to prevent it from happening
 03  again.  Most commissions begin their investigations
 04  after the tragedy has occurred.  In our case, we're
 05  conducting our investigation as the crisis
 06  continues to unfold.
 07              Our final report and recommendations
 08  will be submitted to government at the end of April
 09  this year.  However, we have submitted two interim
 10  letters of recommendations to government because we
 11  believe they will help manage the pandemic as it
 12  continues to unfold.
 13              Our commission is independent of
 14  government.  Our role is to report our findings and
 15  recommendations to the government.  The decision to
 16  accept and implement our recommendations is that of
 17  government.
 18              As I stated earlier, an important part
 19  of our investigation is to learn how residents,
 20  staff, and family members have been impacted by the
 21  spread of COVID-19 in long-term care homes.
 22              So today, as Ida said, we're asking you
 23  to help us understand, truly, the impact as seen
 24  through your eyes and tell us what you would
 25  recommend to prevent such tragedies in the future.
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 01              We understand that many of you are
 02  nervous and have shown a lot of courage
 03  participating in this meeting today, and we want
 04  you to know that we truly appreciate -- because,
 05  again, realizing the impact, knowing your
 06  experience, hearing it directly from you is very
 07  important for both the public and government to
 08  understand what truly happened here.
 09              Now, before we begin, I will ask you to
 10  join me in observing a moment of silence in memory
 11  of those residents and staff of long-term care
 12  homes who have lost their lives in COVID-19.
 13              Thank you very much.  And I will now
 14  pass it back to Ida and Alison to take us through
 15  the meeting.  Thank you.
 16              IDA BIANCHI:  All right.  I'm going to
 17  start with the first question, and I'll read it
 18  out.  And if you'd like me to read it out again
 19  before your turn, just let me know when I call on
 20  you.
 21              Participant 1, please tell us about
 22  your experience caring for a loved home in the
 23  long-term care home during the pandemic.  How has
 24  the pandemic impacted you or your loved one?  Is
 25  there anything in particular that concerns you?
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 01              And you're on mute, so just before you
 02  start, you need to unmute yourself.
 03              PARTICIPANT 1:  Okay.  Unmute.
 04              Hi.  First of all, I just want to say
 05  thank you to everyone for the effort that you're
 06  putting into this commission and for the hope that
 07  hopefully will be forthcoming down the pipe.
 08              So I know you've probably heard these
 09  stories over and over, and they all seem to have
 10  the same theme.  So I won't elaborate on my
 11  personal story of my experience.
 12              But to -- just to start off, with the
 13  start of the pandemic, my mom has been in long-term
 14  care for 12 years.  She has MS and some dementia.
 15  And trying not to get emotional, but it's a very
 16  difficult subject.
 17              And the strongest impact with this
 18  whole COVID and the start of it was not just that
 19  it was COVID, but it was the unpreparedness of the
 20  leadership and the management in the long-term care
 21  facility.  And I'm hearing this from, you know,
 22  people across the country that there was this
 23  unpreparedness of how to deal with a crisis.
 24              And in my eyes, that should not exist.
 25  I mean, a crisis occurs with any outbreak.  It
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 01  could be a flu.  It could be a war.  It could be a
 02  physical disaster.  But to see not just long-term
 03  care but the whole country in such a status of
 04  unpreparedness for this crisis really, really
 05  leaves me very concerned.  So that's on the large
 06  scale.  That's on, you know, the country's scale.
 07              Then it comes to long-term care and to
 08  the facility that my mom is in.  And like I said,
 09  there has been issues -- there have been issues
 10  that have been existing way before COVID.  And the
 11  main concern is the lack of transparency, the lack
 12  of communication, the lack of involvement and
 13  inclusion of residents living in long-term care,
 14  their family members, and even their frontline
 15  staff.
 16              Many people have been left -- and I
 17  think majority of Canadians will attest to this.
 18  They have been left in the shadows.  They are not
 19  able to contact the managers or the management or
 20  the owners of the facilities whether they're
 21  privately owned or non-profit.  They all seem to be
 22  only interested in the bottom line, the financial
 23  equation.
 24              So in that process, you know, we end up
 25  with a crisis on hand.  We end up with human
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 01  beings, as my mother had to experience for a year,
 02  the hardships that she had to endure.  And the
 03  hardships were so severe that she almost died.
 04              But she didn't die from getting COVID.
 05  She died from -- almost died from neglect, and it
 06  was the neglect in the care that brought her to the
 07  brink of extinction.  And this is what I have my
 08  biggest grief with is the fact that these
 09  facilities, whether they're privately owned or not
 10  for profit, they are not putting the residents
 11  first.
 12              They are putting the profits first.
 13  And in that process, the seniors, these vulnerable
 14  people, are suffering.  And I can attest to the
 15  lack of care because I was unable to go and take
 16  care of my mom.  She's been there for 12 years.  I
 17  have been her caregiver all along.
 18              I've got a nursing background for many
 19  years of nursing, and I would do her care because
 20  they never had enough staff.  They never had enough
 21  products.  They never had supplies.  But staffing
 22  is the biggest issue.
 23              And, you know, I can't justify that a
 24  facility stays in business when they claim to be
 25  non-profit; they have no staff to provide the care
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 01  for their clients.  These people are paying to stay
 02  in these facilities.  These are not prisons or
 03  institutions.  These people are paying rent to live
 04  in these facilities.
 05              And whoever owns these facilities are
 06  not being responsible in their commitment to
 07  provide the care that their mission statement
 08  states they give.  They're being negligent, and
 09  nobody is holding them accountable to that.
 10              For a non-profit organization, how do
 11  you justify them not having enough staff to take
 12  immediate care of a person who's restricted to
 13  their room for five -- 50 days?  As just an
 14  example, one of the outbreaks was 50 days, 24/7 in
 15  their room with two PSWs to take care of 31 of
 16  these people on one unit.  That's without a major
 17  outbreak.
 18              The home has not had a major outbreak,
 19  and that's only thankful to the frontline staff
 20  because they are doing what they can with what they
 21  can.  And to go back to what I was heading into was
 22  that, you know, it's a non-profit organization, and
 23  every year the ED expects and gets a lucrative
 24  financial bonus for meeting the bottom line.
 25              And in order to meet that bottom line,
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 01  one example is getting rid of, you know, 10 or 12
 02  PSWs in September so they can have a clear budget
 03  for the end of the year, and she gets her bonus.
 04  This is non-profit.  Can you explain to me how that
 05  is not a criminal offence?
 06              In the meantime, you know, the
 07  residents have no care to take care of them.
 08  Nobody's allowed in.  The families were all
 09  restricted from going in.  Caregivers like
 10  myself -- I'm an essential caregiver with umpteen
 11  years of nursing practice and experience, and
 12  management ignores everything.
 13              They don't even discuss any of these
 14  policies or restrictions or directives that they
 15  put in place with combination with Public Health.
 16  They've left the families completely out of the
 17  equation.  And so, you know, we could have been a
 18  great help to taking care of our loved ones and to
 19  make sure that they don't deteriorate to the point
 20  of extinction.  My mother had to end up in the
 21  hospital for simply dehydration and a UTI.  That's
 22  just neglect.
 23              IDA BIANCHI:  Thanks, Participant 1.
 24  I want to speak to --
 25              PARTICIPANT 1:  Is it over already?
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 01              IDA BIANCHI:  A little bit more, but
 02  that's okay.  I didn't want to -- I didn't want to
 03  stop you sooner.  I did want to address one thing
 04  you said earlier about -- maybe it's your concern
 05  that we've heard this before, that the
 06  commissioners have heard it.
 07              It doesn't matter that we've heard it
 08  before, if we have, and we have heard stories
 09  similar to that.  But what's important for us to
 10  understand is the scale of how many people suffered
 11  the same things so that we can draw conclusions or
 12  that the commissioners, rather -- I'm not one of
 13  the commissioners -- that they can draw conclusions
 14  based on what they're hearing.
 15              So thank you so much for sharing that.
 16  And to the rest of you, if your experiences are
 17  similar to Participant 1, that doesn't mean we
 18  don't want to hear them.  So with that, I'll just
 19  go to Participant 2.
 20              PARTICIPANT 1:  Okay.  Thank you.
 21              IDA BIANCHI:  Thank you.
 22              PARTICIPANT 1:  Thanks.
 23              IDA BIANCHI:  Participant 2, are you
 24  there?  Okay.
 25              PARTICIPANT 2:  Thank you.  I'd like to
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 01  thank the commission for giving me the opportunity
 02  to tell our family's story.
 03              And it starts with -- at the beginning
 04  of the pandemic when we weren't allowed to visit,
 05  and we were unable to contact my mother.  We
 06  couldn't get through to her by telephone.
 07              And this was confusing for us because
 08  in front of her wheelchair is normally one of those
 09  hospital tables that normally fits across a bed.
 10  And on that table, she has her phone and her water,
 11  and that's where she would take her meals if she
 12  wasn't going to the dining room.
 13              So we called all hours of the day, and
 14  we weren't able to contact my mother.  So we kept
 15  calling the nursing station.  And on occasion, we'd
 16  have somebody talk to us who would reassure us that
 17  the residents were in their room and everything was
 18  okay.
 19              And it was after one of these telephone
 20  calls one evening where the person that I spoke to
 21  told me that they were receiving their meals in
 22  Styrofoam containers that I woke up in the middle
 23  of the night at 4 o'clock in the morning thinking
 24  "oh, my God.  She's not strong you have to open a
 25  Styrofoam container."  My mother was 105 at that
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 01  time.
 02              And so I contacted a woman whose father
 03  was down the hall who had a camera and a tablet in
 04  the father's room.  I asked her if she could do the
 05  same for us, and so she did.  So by late March, we
 06  had a tablet and a camera in the room.  And I
 07  arranged it with the families so that my mother was
 08  monitored from 7 o'clock in the morning until
 09  midnight.  So what we saw is both heartbreaking and
 10  infuriating.
 11              First of all, we saw a lack of PPE, and
 12  then we saw rationing of PPE.  Because we were able
 13  to talk to the caregivers through the camera, we
 14  were able to hear a little about their story as
 15  well as see the horrors that they were going
 16  through.
 17              So even though the guideline was early
 18  on, two masks a day per caregiver, they were
 19  rationed to one mask a day.  And what was most
 20  upsetting -- and this went on for months because
 21  the hospital that's -- or the long-term -- our
 22  long-term care is in the Sunnybrook catchment, and
 23  Sunnybrook didn't come to the table until 30 or 40
 24  people in the home had died.
 25              They were very late unlike some
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 01  hospitals that jumped in realizing that, because
 02  the error in judgment has been -- was made as to
 03  where the surge would happen, obviously Sunnybrook
 04  had its own problems and didn't respond to the
 05  needs of our long-term care home.
 06              When they did, there was IPAC which was
 07  very helpful.  But until they showed up there, the
 08  virus rampaged through the place.  By the end of
 09  April, 26 of the staff had been infected.  And by
 10  the end of June, of 168 residents, 72 had died, 48
 11  directly to -- assigned to COVID.
 12              But what we saw was a lot of
 13  well-meaning caregivers who had absolutely no idea
 14  of the use of PPE.  They thought it was for their
 15  own personal protection.
 16              And we go to the point where these
 17  people were so run off their feet that we decided
 18  that any human contact for my mother was better
 19  even if it meant infected human contact.
 20              So gloves weren't changed; masks
 21  weren't changes.  A woman I know whose both parents
 22  were on the same floor as my mother was allowed in
 23  because her father was dying, and she was with her
 24  father.  And one of the caregivers came in to
 25  perform some service for her father who was
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 01  coughing and sputtering in his final hours, and
 02  then this woman went across the hall to go into her
 03  mother's room who was yet to be infected, and she
 04  had to stop her at the door and say "you can't go
 05  in there with that dirty PPE."
 06              But there was no concept on these
 07  well-meaning people of what PPE was for.  So when
 08  Sunnybrook finally did come and talk to people
 09  about infection control, things improved
 10  drastically.
 11              But the image I have of my mother who
 12  was always a very active person in her community
 13  and very intelligent and engaged woman who would
 14  set out her clothes the day before so that they all
 15  matched and had her pearls --
 16              So of all the pictures I have of my
 17  mother over the years, first as a young nurse/first
 18  responder during the bombing of London to all the
 19  beautiful family occasions we have, the one that's
 20  burned into my mind forever is her lying there in a
 21  wet diaper without even a blanket to cover her with
 22  her arm up, stretched in the air begging for water
 23  and asking God why he had forsaken her when the
 24  priests always told her that he would never abandon
 25  her.  So it's not something that you forget.
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 01              And it wasn't only my mother who was
 02  crying alone in the dark.  It was other people.
 03  One of the women down the hall who was allowed in
 04  with her mother when she was dying -- her mother
 05  passed at 3 o'clock in the morning, and she walked
 06  through all the halls of the place looking for
 07  somebody to come and declare her mother dead, and
 08  she couldn't find anybody in the whole building.
 09              We found out later that they do have to
 10  have -- the funding envelope provides for one
 11  registered nurse for the two buildings: the
 12  retirement home that's connected and the long-term
 13  care home.  At 10 o'clock in the morning, somebody
 14  finally showed up -- she sat with her mother's body
 15  all that time -- and asked her to put her mother's
 16  body into a body bag.
 17              Another woman I know whose father fell
 18  out of bed, and she called and called and called.
 19  Couldn't contact anybody.  And --
 20              (TECHNICAL INTERRUPTION).
 21              IDA BIANCHI:  Can we -- I'm sorry.
 22              Participant 2, I'm not able to hear
 23  you.  Is that just me, or is everybody having the
 24  same problem?  Everyone's --
 25              Sorry, Participant 2, we can't hear
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 01  you.
 02              PARTICIPANT 2:  Um...
 03              IDA BIANCHI:  Okay.  You're back.
 04  Sorry.
 05              PARTICIPANT 2:  Am I back?
 06              IDA BIANCHI:  You are.
 07              PARTICIPANT 2:  You can hear me?
 08              IDA BIANCHI:  I can, yes.
 09              PARTICIPANT 2:  Okay.  So how it
 10  impacted me is I saw my mother's human rights
 11  stripped away from her, the human rights that she's
 12  guaranteed under the Ontario Human Rights Code.
 13              There was no equal treatments to
 14  services, good, and facilities.  What we saw was
 15  something that you would expect to see in a
 16  third-world country where people were not given
 17  water or were given cold food, or food withheld,
 18  having their diapers unchanged, and no human
 19  contact.
 20              In fact, the animals in the Humane
 21  Society had their needs met better than my mother
 22  did this spring, and I'm left with one question.
 23  And the question is how can we call ourselves a
 24  civilized society when we allow companies to profit
 25  off the neglect of our elderly?
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 01              IDA BIANCHI:  Thank you, and I'm very
 02  sorry that you have to have that enduring image of
 03  your mom.  That's really tragic.
 04              PARTICIPANT 2:  Horrible, yeah.  Thank
 05  you.
 06              IDA BIANCHI:  Participant 3?
 07              PARTICIPANT 3:  Thank you for the
 08  opportunity for family members to have a voice.
 09  Caregiving for my loved one did not stop when my
 10  mom entered long-term care.  Myself or another
 11  family member were with her daily whether it be
 12  reminiscing over tea, attending activities,
 13  assisting with physio, taking her to outings, or
 14  being with her at supper.
 15              While her physical care was being met
 16  by the facility, our family provided the support
 17  that allowed Mom a decent quality of life.  Then we
 18  were locked out March 14th.
 19              Immediately, I made arrangements with
 20  staff to have window visits as my mom was on the
 21  ground floor.  Every day for close to six months, I
 22  called her on the phone as I stood outside the
 23  window.
 24              Mom was okay for about the first six
 25  weeks.  She seemed to understand why we could not
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 01  go in.  She was generally alert and able to engage
 02  in the conversation.  We would have tea with the
 03  window between us.
 04              As time went on, Mom started to
 05  deteriorate before my eyes.  She could no longer
 06  hold the phone.  It had to be put on speaker.
 07  Conversation was almost nonexistent.  She could not
 08  hold her teacup.  And more and more often, she was
 09  asleep in her wheelchair.
 10              With the activities within the
 11  long-term care facility curtailed for months, Mom
 12  was left without meaningful engagement.  I could
 13  see what the isolation from family and the lack of
 14  social interaction was doing to her.
 15              Every day brought further cognitive,
 16  mental, and physical decline.  I tried the outdoor
 17  and indoor masked, distanced visits, but Mom did
 18  not recognize me with the mask on, and I had to
 19  shout at her.  It was better for me -- for her to
 20  see my face through the window and to hear a
 21  soothing voice and a wee song.
 22              Five months to the day that I was
 23  locked out, Mom told staff she wanted to give up.
 24  Who could blame her being locked out in a pandemic
 25  prison away from your support persons and those you
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 01  love?  What was there to live for?
 02              That day, she was in bed, and the staff
 03  moved her closer to the window.  She woke up once
 04  and reached out for my siblings and me, but we
 05  could only put our palms against the window.  That
 06  is the image which haunts me every day.
 07              I really thought that she would pass
 08  away without any of us being allowed back in.
 09  However, Mom had deteriorated enough that I was
 10  allowed in a few days before September 9th when the
 11  guidance was that caregivers were to be allowed in.
 12              During the time that caregivers were
 13  allowed out -- were locked out, sorry, Mom fell out
 14  of bed twice.  I was not allowed in to comfort her.
 15  She choked and had CPR and suction done.
 16              I was allowed a one-hour compassionate
 17  visit.  After this choking incident, I was called
 18  and asked if there should be a change in texture of
 19  her meals.  I had no way of assessing if she was
 20  having additional difficulties swallowing as I was
 21  not allowed in to watch her eat.
 22              Her muscles atrophied, and she lost her
 23  ability to walk.  She has a permanent swollen big
 24  toe due to unknown trauma, and she was so bored
 25  that she started licking her lips which has
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 01  developed into such a habit that her lip area is
 02  now raw.
 03              Today she is content and happy that my
 04  sister and I are allowed in to be with her as
 05  essential caregivers one at a time.  We do her
 06  hair, daily exercises, polish her nails, play
 07  cards, draw, read, or on days when she is tired, we
 08  just hold her hand and reminisce.
 09              I am thankful to the frontline staff.
 10  Being able to communicate with them regularly
 11  helped, but they also had to follow the rules even
 12  if they could see what the isolation from family
 13  was doing.
 14              Mom, being locked up away from her
 15  support system, was just cruel and inhumane.  She
 16  is a human being and deserved so much better.
 17  Thanks.
 18              IDA BIANCHI:  Thank you, Participant 3.
 19  It's very difficult to hear these stories, so I can
 20  only imagine how difficult it is to have
 21  experienced it.
 22              Participant 4?
 23              PARTICIPANT 4:  Hi.  Thanks for the
 24  opportunity.  I hesitate to say that I feel very
 25  lucky when I listen to the other stories.  They're
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 01  heartbreaking.
 02              My mom's 93.  She has three children
 03  left, me and my two sisters.  She's been in
 04  long-term care for two years, and she has advanced
 05  dementia.  And she's now wheelchair bound, and --
 06  but she's still -- you know, up until the lockdown,
 07  she was still engaging with us quite a bit.
 08              And between my sisters and I, we would
 09  visit -- one of us would visit almost every day.
 10  She just actually lives right down the street from
 11  me which is -- which was wonderful.
 12              But just prior to the lockdown, due to
 13  her declining kidney function and -- you know, she
 14  was limiting what she was eating.  She was put on
 15  palliative protocols.  So, you know, we were sort
 16  of figuring that she was starting to be at the end
 17  of her life.  So the -- when the lockdown came, we
 18  were quite frightened that perhaps we wouldn't see
 19  her again.
 20              I will say I'm very grateful that the
 21  home she's in -- it's a non-profit home and, quite
 22  frankly, relative to some of the stories, I mean,
 23  the care has been phenomenal.  That being said,
 24  even before -- you know, with the dementia, we --
 25              Without my sisters and I there, she
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 01  just doesn't get any emotional support.  I mean,
 02  definitely she's well taken care of on the Zoom
 03  calls that we had during the lockdown.  I could see
 04  that she was clean, and she looked reasonably
 05  happy.
 06              But no one really engages with her.
 07  She just basically rolls up and down the halls.
 08  But I guess relative to what I've heard, that --
 09  you know, that seems actually fabulous.  I can't
 10  believe that I'm saying that.
 11              And I noticed, like, we were very
 12  lucky, too, because the staff in her particular
 13  area -- she's in a locked down area within the home
 14  because she's in wanderers.
 15              And so, in fact, the staff in that area
 16  were restricted to that particular spot, and so we
 17  didn't have trouble about people moving around the
 18  home, and there haven't been any outbreaks.
 19              There's been a couple little scares
 20  with a couple of staff members, but no residents
 21  have succumbed to COVID-19 or even had it at all.
 22  So in that case, you know, I feel very, very lucky.
 23              But the problem is -- I guess my
 24  biggest concern has been that, in the pandemic, she
 25  has just lost, really, all of her emotional
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 01  support.  And being that -- she's become less and
 02  less communicative.  The visits, like one of the
 03  other participants mentioned, sitting 10 feet away
 04  from her and shouting at her has been really
 05  useless.
 06              She's kind of lost all her language in
 07  the last couple of months.  So now that we've been
 08  able to go back in over the last -- or up until
 09  recently over the last few weeks, she's lost most
 10  of her language.  I noticed that in going every
 11  day, when we were able to, you know, when we would
 12  get tested and were able to go in, she was starting
 13  to bounce back.
 14              But that was one -- a big problem, too.
 15  Because we found that when we were getting tested
 16  weekly, like, you'd have maybe -- you'd wait two or
 17  three days to get your tests back, and then you
 18  would go in for a couple of days.  And it was a
 19  struggle between my two sisters and I.
 20              We would also -- I would have to ask
 21  the home to change who were the essential
 22  caregivers because one of the biggest problems
 23  we've had is that, to me, very arbitrary that
 24  there's only two essential caregivers allowed into
 25  the home, and I believe that's province-wide.
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 01              But in our case, we're three sisters
 02  that all provided equal amounts of support to my
 03  mother.  So it's been a bit -- like, it was a bit
 04  of a Sophie's choice.  Like, who gets to go and
 05  visit her?  And when --
 06              What I didn't realize -- and I guess
 07  maybe it's poor communication -- is that once you
 08  were named an essential visitor and when you were
 09  on the list, I had no idea until I was informed
 10  that that was going to relate to getting the COVID
 11  vaccines, you know, as a priority.
 12              So luckily for me, I didn't
 13  know that -- like, I would have had to pick which
 14  of the three of us would get our vaccines, and so
 15  that's been really a tension amongst me and my
 16  sisters.  And it's kind of heartbreaking to sort of
 17  have to leave one person out of being able to get
 18  the vaccines and priority.
 19              That, to me, has been really horrible
 20  because, you know, there's always tensions in a
 21  family with someone in long-term care to begin
 22  with.  But that's been just terrible.  We're not
 23  even talking right now because, well, there's
 24  offence of "well, why did you get it, and why
 25  couldn't I?"
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 01              And as much as I -- I'd asked the home
 02  to see if there was anybody that maybe wasn't using
 03  theirs.  I mean, obviously that's not fair either.
 04  But that would be, for me, probably one of the
 05  biggest impacts is this notion that somebody is
 06  suddenly allowed to have only two people visit.
 07  And that's just -- I don't know who that works for,
 08  but it certainly hasn't worked for us as a family.
 09              IDA BIANCHI:  Well, what's lovely about
 10  that, Participant 4, is that what I've heard from
 11  talking directly to staff is that many residents
 12  don't even have anyone visiting them.
 13              PARTICIPANT 4:  Well, no, and that's I
 14  feel -- like I say, I feel almost lucky in the
 15  situation we're in, but it's not very lucky.  So
 16  what I'm --
 17              IDA BIANCHI:  No, no.  All I'm -- I
 18  didn't mean to imply that you were lucky.
 19              PARTICIPANT 4:  No, no.
 20              IDA BIANCHI:  I meant -- I just meant
 21  to say that it's lovely that your mom has such
 22  devoted children.  It's lovely to hear.
 23              PARTICIPANT 4:  Yeah, well, and I guess
 24  that's the thing.  Because like Participant 3, it's
 25  like the rug gets pulled out.  There's -- she has
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 01  nothing now, and I can't even communicate to know
 02  if that affects her, you know?  Like, she can't
 03  tell me.  I just know that she's livened up a bit
 04  since we've been allowed to go back in.
 05              So I guess, for us, it's just been this
 06  feeling like a big wall was put up.  And as much as
 07  I communicate as much as I can with the home, I
 08  really -- I feel like she's just been left like a
 09  baby in traffic, and it's heartbreaking and very
 10  guilt-inducing, though I know that the home is
 11  doing the very best they can.
 12              So I'll leave it there because I know a
 13  lot of people have a lot worse things to say than
 14  that.
 15              IDA BIANCHI:  Thank you, Participant 4.
 16              Participant 5?
 17              You're on mute.  There you go.
 18              PARTICIPANT 5:  Okay.  Thank you.  I
 19  just had to find the right button.
 20              My mom's 98.  She has some dementia
 21  with difficulty learning new things and -- but she
 22  still knows what goes -- what's going on.  She
 23  might not always understand it fully but fairly
 24  good.  She loves to socialize.  She's confined to
 25  her wheelchair, so very dependent on others.
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 01              Prior to COVID, I was coming in five to
 02  six days a week for two to four hours every day,
 03  and other family members were also coming in, and
 04  she was still enjoying life.  Then COVID hit.  Mom,
 05  fortunately, is in a city-run home where only one
 06  resident tested positive without any severe
 07  implications that I know of.  And the residents'
 08  basic needs have been looked after, and this home
 09  seems to have the PPE and doing appropriate
 10  screening and everything.
 11              However, there's other major impacts
 12  due to the pandemic similar to what Participant 4
 13  was saying.  All residents are significantly
 14  declining mentally, socially, physically, and
 15  spiritually because of other things that -- they're
 16  being physically looked after but just in the most
 17  minimal, basic ways.
 18              And it's really -- so -- and they're
 19  suffering mainly due to lack of family interaction,
 20  lack of activities and stimulation, and shortage of
 21  staff.
 22              Our family was locked out, as many of
 23  you, for six months.  So for six months, Mom was
 24  being looked after by strangers, totally.  And the
 25  first three months, there was no ability to visit
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 01  her at all.  Then they started to allow either an
 02  outdoor visit where you had -- separated by 8 feet
 03  with two fences between you or a window visit where
 04  the window was closed plus you're 8 feet from the
 05  window, and you're talking over the phone.  So not
 06  an effective way to go.  Or you could do a Skype
 07  call.  And, actually, the Skype call worked pretty
 08  good.
 09              However, you could only do one of
 10  those, an outdoor visit or a window visit or a
 11  video call, once a week for 30 minutes.
 12              So she went from having so much
 13  contact -- and as a matter of fact, originally, we
 14  didn't even have a phone in her room because she
 15  was getting confused in it.  But fortunately we got
 16  that installed during the early part of the
 17  pandemic.
 18              The other thing that was hard on the
 19  residents is confinement in their room.  Mom was
 20  confined to her room for four to five months out of
 21  the ten months.  That's when, really, there was no
 22  outbreak.  I'm going to say no outbreak.  The fact
 23  that, to me, a worker tested positive but no one
 24  else got it, to me, isn't what I consider an
 25  outbreak.
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 01              Mom was confined to her room for eight
 02  weeks straight because, every week, another
 03  resident -- another worker would test positive.
 04              People living in their own houses are
 05  complaining -- who have no physical limitations are
 06  complaining during COVID about how devastating and
 07  emotionally draining it is.  So when people in
 08  long-term care are in a situation like that, it's
 09  hard.
 10              So my mom, who's extremely social, was
 11  confined to her room.  What do you do 24 hours a
 12  day, 7 days a week looking at the walls?
 13              The other thing that we all know is the
 14  long-term care staff -- was very understaffed.
 15  Mom's in a pretty good one, so it was better than
 16  most.  But I've calculated out how much one-on-one
 17  time does she have with PSWs considering that PSWs
 18  have a few other duties to do other than just one
 19  on one.
 20              And I figured she has less than
 21  30 minutes a shift of them to do all the personal
 22  care that's needed.  30 minutes a shift to get her
 23  out of bed, get her dressed, brush her teeth, take
 24  her to the toilet, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.
 25              They have to do everything on a
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 01  whirlwind, and they're very, very pleasant, but Mom
 02  just feels like she's being pulled here and pulled
 03  there.  And it's not the staff.  The staff has been
 04  exceptional.  We're very fortunate.
 05              The other thing is there's more than
 06  just physical care.  There's the activities and
 07  stimulation that's important.  So even prior to
 08  COVID, there was only three to five short
 09  activities a week that Mom was involved in, and
 10  then they stopped all that.
 11              Now, I must commend our long-term care.
 12  They hired some extra people whose role was to just
 13  do some interaction.  But it's still, of course, a
 14  limited amount, but at least there was some people
 15  trying to just spend a little bit of time.
 16              The other concern is the staff
 17  vaccinations.  Vaccinations are going to be a game
 18  changer here.  But Mom's home, 45 percent of the
 19  staff are not wanting to get vaccinated, and they
 20  think that's a legit -- the staff -- certain staff
 21  are defending that.  My brother overheard someone
 22  the other day -- one of them talking about that
 23  when he was in there.
 24              The only way residents will get COVID
 25  is from staff and essential workers that come in.
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 01  If they don't come in with it -- so if they get
 02  vaccinated, you're really eliminating the risk, and
 03  then life can get back to normal.  You can stop --
 04  you don't have to have as many restrictions.
 05              IDA BIANCHI:  Okay.  Thank you,
 06  Participant 5.
 07              Participant 6?
 08              PARTICIPANT 6:  Hello, everybody.
 09  Thank you for the opportunity to speak today.  I'm
 10  trying not to get emotional, but I can't help it.
 11              My mom's currently in the hospital
 12  right now, the last two weeks, so I'm speaking from
 13  a point of -- I'm living this reality in a very
 14  hard way; not to do with COVID, but similar to
 15  Participant 1 where it's -- sorry, I think it was
 16  Participant 2, pardon me.  I keep on forgetting.
 17              But Mom went into a comatose state, and
 18  I went from my regular visit to feed her lunch and
 19  found her totally unresponsive.  In fact, I thought
 20  she was dead.
 21              She was in the main dining area ready
 22  for lunch.  And anyhow, as a result, rushed her to
 23  the hospital with a blood pressure of 210 over 80,
 24  and we're dealing with that right now.  So I don't
 25  want to get into that too much because I do want to
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 01  stay on track with your timeline, and what I want
 02  to actually share.
 03              And I'm sharing on behalf of members of
 04  our family council, other family who was -- who
 05  have loved ones in long-term care, as well as my
 06  own personal experience.  And what I'd like to
 07  share with you is a presentation that I prepared
 08  last week while my mom was still in hospital
 09  because I just think it's so important, and I think
 10  this opportunity to share experiences is even more
 11  important now than ever before.
 12              IDA BIANCHI:  Please go ahead.
 13              PARTICIPANT 6:  Sorry, let me just get
 14  my face off this.  I don't want to see myself.
 15  There we go.
 16              So I've prepared this presentation.
 17  Basically a quick summary:  For Question Number 1,
 18  I'm looking at Slides 1 through 4 and a basic
 19  introduction of my story, my mom's story, and what
 20  we did.
 21              This picture is actually taken in the
 22  hospital in emerge with my mother.  That's my hand
 23  holding hers and the reality of what's currently
 24  happening.
 25              COVID-19 is a global pandemic and it's
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 01  affected every area of life as we know it.  During
 02  this time, our seniors who have made this country
 03  what it is today are suffering the most.
 04              In particular, those in long-term care
 05  are asked to remain in isolation away from those
 06  they love without the same touch, without
 07  programming, way of life as they know it and
 08  they've learned -- and what they've learned to
 09  adapt to.
 10              As a daughter, a primary caregiver for
 11  my mother, a wife, a mother of two teenagers who
 12  have their own level of stress through this
 13  pandemic, the stress of COVID-19 has been
 14  overwhelming.  And I fall into that category of the
 15  "sandwich generation."  However you want to
 16  categorize it, it's a reality.  You're dealing with
 17  your own family and dealing with your loved ones
 18  who are ageing.
 19              I don't know how I can go to the next
 20  slide...
 21              Okay.  Thank you.  So my mom was
 22  actually a retired nurse.  She is 81 years of age
 23  and worked as an ob-gyn nurse in Toronto for over
 24  33 years.  She developed Parkinson's disease and
 25  has been slowly losing her independence, physical
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 01  strength, memory, and her ability to speak.
 02              My mom always believed in helping
 03  others and treating everyone the way you would want
 04  to be treated.  Parkinson's is a degenerative
 05  disease.  And prior to moving into the long-term
 06  care, Mom was active in the community running
 07  seniors programs.  She exercised, went to church
 08  regularly, was social, and loved spending time with
 09  her grandkids, family, friends, and even her new
 10  puppy.  Without exercise, music, touch, and church,
 11  her Parkinson's disease has advanced as well as her
 12  dementia.
 13              In our current COVID situation, any
 14  social or group programs have been cancelled.
 15  Residents are asked to stay in isolation in their
 16  rooms for most of the time, and there's only
 17  limited activity.  Residents are permitted to leave
 18  their room and cannot visit with loved ones or
 19  other residents.
 20              Mom's current long-term care situation
 21  has been doing a great job.  I'm very grateful for
 22  what they have been doing.  Previously, last year,
 23  in the spring, late spring, they got up to 38
 24  residents that tested positive for COVID, 10 staff,
 25  and the loss of 14 lives.
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 01              Thankfully, the current situation is
 02  zero resident cases and four staff in isolation.
 03  And I do believe it's because they did put diligent
 04  strategies in place that helped to isolate and end
 05  the spread of COVID with residents through the use
 06  of proper PPE, staff training, resident and
 07  essential caregiver testing, the vaccinations, and
 08  obviously the government-mandated protocols.
 09              Recreation staff has -- have arranged
 10  FaceTime and WhatsApp calls with loved ones which
 11  was better than no visits at all.  They did have
 12  Santa and special holiday meals through the
 13  Christmas holidays and music in the dining room and
 14  in the hallways.  Virtual concerts have been played
 15  in common rooms, and I was also part of a family
 16  council thing where we worked with elementary
 17  school kids providing cards -- Christmas cards to
 18  the seniors so that they do feel interacted and
 19  connected with society.
 20              So I can continue that part after for
 21  Question 2.  I think that falls into that.
 22              IDA BIANCHI:  Okay.
 23              PARTICIPANT 6:  Thank you.
 24              IDA BIANCHI:  Thanks, Participant 6.
 25              Participant 7?
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 01              PARTICIPANT 7:  Hi.
 02              IDA BIANCHI:  Hi.
 03              PARTICIPANT 7:  First of all, it's my
 04  brother who's in long-term care.  And similar to
 05  Participant 6, he has Parkinson's, but he has
 06  late-stage Parkinson's.  He's had it for about 18
 07  years, and it is progressive.
 08              So it's very difficult to -- even when
 09  there were outdoor visits, to visit because he is
 10  not mobile.  He cannot see, and he's in the whisper
 11  mode.  So to be able to talk to him, you pretty
 12  much have got to be right nose to nose, and you can
 13  imagine that that's not going to be any part of a
 14  visit during COVID time.
 15              So to answer the question about how has
 16  it impacted my family member, I'm not quite sure
 17  whether or not I can really clearly answer that
 18  question.  I last saw him on an outdoor visit in
 19  August, and I did an annual care conference by Zoom
 20  with him in his room and one of the caregivers
 21  there to help me through the care conference, and
 22  he really wasn't participating in that.
 23              But I am part of the family council for
 24  the home that he lives in, and we got pretty active
 25  pretty early with what we could do because we were
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 01  seeing things that didn't make sense to us through
 02  people talking to other people and just lack of
 03  communication.
 04              So one of the impacts that we had was
 05  trying to figure out how to improve the
 06  communication for people that wanted to know what
 07  was going on in the home, particularly as we had
 08  two outbreaks.
 09              We had one outbreak that was back in
 10  April that lasted for 45 days.  So throughout that
 11  period of time, there was a lot of stress going on
 12  with all families trying to find out what was
 13  happening, the numbers...
 14              And what we ended up doing there is --
 15  with the deal that we made with the executive
 16  director, we didn't want to read anything in the
 17  newspaper.  We wanted the nightly report and that
 18  the family council would provide support to do that
 19  nightly report, and we did that for 45 days.  So I
 20  think that helped us a bit.
 21              Whether or not it -- that would have
 22  been something we would have expected from the
 23  home, we just agreed with the home that we could
 24  support that need.  As the group decided that what
 25  we had heard out with other homes -- and you may
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 01  have experienced as well -- is there was a lot of
 02  robot calls going on that just called with a very
 03  robotic voice saying whatever numbers that they
 04  had, and there was no one to answer any questions.
 05  So we took a little bit of a different stance.
 06              As I said, we had two outbreaks.  One
 07  was 45 days back in April, and the last one was
 08  December 26th, but it only lasted for the 14 days.
 09  And in both cases, it was a staff member, one staff
 10  member, who brought it into the home.
 11              The one thing I wanted to talk about
 12  that made it very difficult for us was the types of
 13  news reporting that we initially had to rely on for
 14  a while and how difficult that made it for a number
 15  of people and, particularly, the measurements that
 16  they were using such as "we are improving the
 17  number of tests that we were doing in long-term
 18  care," and that seemed to be something that was the
 19  measurement they were running with.
 20              I really do believe that that was a
 21  wrong measurement.  It should be how much test
 22  results.  Because I will tell you one of the things
 23  that happened at our home after Doug Ford said all
 24  staff and residents will be tested for COVID back
 25  in April, we, at one point, had 121 swab tests
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 01  outstanding for 17 days before the results came in.
 02              And as everybody knows, at that point,
 03  whatever the results were, they were -- it was not
 04  a result that anybody could do anything with.  So I
 05  think that impacted the majority of all family
 06  members at the home I was at.
 07              The final thing that I'll mention as
 08  far as when the test results did start to come
 09  back -- there seemed to be a confusion as to who
 10  was getting the phone call and the information for
 11  the test results whether or not it was coming from
 12  the public health unit, whether or not it was
 13  coming from the lab.
 14              And back in the day when we did not
 15  have single-site employees, the test results were
 16  coming back from the health unit which was where
 17  the staff member lived, not where the staff member
 18  was working.  And that created, again, much
 19  confusion and poor communications.  So I'll end it
 20  there and turn it back over to you.
 21              IDA BIANCHI:  Thank you very much.
 22  Thanks.  Participant 8?
 23              PARTICIPANT 8:  Hi.
 24              IDA BIANCHI:  Hello.
 25              PARTICIPANT 8:  Hi.  So, again, thank
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 01  you.  So 16 years ago -- I'm going to read, if you
 02  don't mind, because I'm going to start to cry if I
 03  don't focus on something.
 04              IDA BIANCHI:  Okay.
 05              PARTICIPANT 8:  16 years ago, my
 06  parents entered a series of private retirement
 07  residences and public long-term care facilities.
 08  I've been their sole caregiver for that period of
 09  time.
 10              My mother is deceased, but my father
 11  has lived in long-term care for five and a half
 12  years, so I am familiar with the problems in both
 13  public and private settings.  And to be honest, I
 14  think, for the most part, they're the same in both
 15  types of facilities.
 16              My dad is in his hundredth year.  He
 17  has always been a sweet, kind man helping other
 18  people.  But from the outset of COVID and the
 19  introduction of extreme lockdown measures, his
 20  physical and his mental health, as the others have
 21  spoken about, has deteriorated incredibly as a
 22  result of the extreme isolation, being in his room
 23  all the time, the absence of family support, and
 24  the lack of adequate human resources.
 25              He has dementia and doesn't understand
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 01  the pandemic, and I'm sure this is a big problem
 02  when you try to explain why you're wearing masks
 03  and you're doing all of this.
 04              He's now afraid to be alone, and he
 05  sits outside one of the satellite nursing stations
 06  much of the day when I and the other caregiver that
 07  I've recently hired privately are not there.  All
 08  he sees is a revolving door of masks and faces in
 09  masks, and he doesn't understand why he's not
 10  having any visitors.  It's heartbreaking to watch.
 11              And after today, when I had my 33rd
 12  COVID test so I can continue to see him, I'm
 13  emotionally exhausted and continue in a day-to-day
 14  struggle with the facility he lives in to ensure
 15  he's getting the level of care he deserves.
 16              While it's tempting to blame COVID for
 17  all that's wrong in long-term care, I have
 18  witnessed a lack of funding, inadequate staffing,
 19  deficient and variable management of care, and lack
 20  of provincial or federal oversight for many years
 21  now.  All of this has been swept under the carpet.
 22              And I'm in my 70th year, a senior
 23  caring for another senior, because the system our
 24  parents are in can't cope, and it's time to make
 25  some changes.
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 01              So my dad -- I'd like to give you just
 02  a little -- a sample of what his life has been
 03  like.  He lives on a floor with 15 to 20 elderly
 04  residents in their 80s, 90s, and over a hundred.
 05  Most have dementia.  There are only two PSWs -- and
 06  this was a major thing, and someone else had spoken
 07  about this as well -- and many of which are new and
 08  inexperienced at any given time.
 09              When my dad needs to go to the toilet,
 10  get up, get dressed, go to a meal, have a shower,
 11  or go to bed, it takes two PSWs to extract him from
 12  his bed or his wheelchair and put him in a huge
 13  mechanical lift to complete the task.
 14              And what happens to the other residents
 15  on that floor, the other 18 people, for example, in
 16  the same situation as him if they need something
 17  while the two PSWs are in his room?
 18              Well, good question.  There's no one
 19  else on the floor attending to the other residents
 20  unless there's an emergency.  Many of the residents
 21  on this floor require this high level of care on an
 22  ongoing basis, and they're heard daily -- and
 23  because I'm there, I see all of this.
 24              They're heard daily crying out for
 25  needs to be met or out of loneliness, and no one is
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 01  available to respond.  It's not the fault of the
 02  PSWs or the nurses who are working so hard.  But
 03  despite the ever-increasing needs of residents, the
 04  staffing ratios are not increasing.
 05              This is really dangerous because
 06  there's a revolving door of PSWs, RPNs, and nurses
 07  over three shifts of the week.  That's potentially
 08  15 or more different staff members interacting with
 09  my father on any given day and 60 or more on a
 10  weekly basis.  He's afraid, basically.
 11              With this constant turnover, it's not
 12  possible either -- and this is a huge thing.  They
 13  can't familiarize themselves with the care plans of
 14  these residents, so there are serious consequences
 15  if mistakes are made.
 16              We, the family members, are often the
 17  ones who catch the mistakes or the oversights:
 18  feeding the wrong type of food, transferring
 19  residents incorrectly, dispensing the wrong
 20  medications.
 21              Sadly, the vast majority of these
 22  elderly patients cannot speak for themselves.  I
 23  often find myself training the new PSW staff and
 24  telling them what's in the care plan because no one
 25  else does.  "He needs his leg protectors."  "He's
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 01  supposed to have a headrest on."  "He uses a straw
 02  to drink."  Sometimes there's not even anyone to
 03  help him have a drink.  And "his nails haven't been
 04  cut in weeks."
 05              But rest assured, though, the time is
 06  spent by staff filling out charts.  So if things
 07  look good on paper and administrators are happy
 08  with the statistics...
 09              But it's never really clear that
 10  there's any accountability or anybody supervising
 11  what's gone on on the floor.
 12              Finally, when concerns arise with the
 13  care of our loved ones, family members are often
 14  left out in the cold.  And, again, someone else
 15  mentioned this.
 16              Communication is poor between the
 17  ever-changing staff and family caregivers.  The
 18  PSWs are afraid to speak with family members in
 19  regard to anything substantive in case they are
 20  reprimanded even though they are the ones caring
 21  for our family members all day long.  We are not
 22  recognized as legitimate members of the care team.
 23              And, more importantly, we don't have
 24  access on day-to-day information about our loved
 25  ones' care.  We have no one to consult or complain
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 01  to if we see serious health or safety issues at
 02  play despite the fact that the designated family
 03  caregivers are there day in and day out.
 04              When complaints are launched, there are
 05  a litany of excuses.  I call it "supervision by
 06  omission."  No one's really on charge or on top of
 07  the deficiencies until something goes wrong and
 08  somebody gets injured or a family member complains.
 09              So in closing off my first few minutes,
 10  I would like to say that I have read the interim
 11  report of the commission, and I am in 500 percent
 12  agreement with the findings to date and the
 13  recommendations.  Thank you.
 14              IDA BIANCHI:  Thank you.  Thanks very
 15  much for the feedback, too, on the recommendations.
 16              Participant 9?
 17              PARTICIPANT 9:  Boy, ditto for
 18  Participant 8.  Everything she said, I could have
 19  said.  So I can get right to my point.
 20              I think we're at the point now -- I'll
 21  just tell you a bit -- a little bit about my
 22  mother.  She's on a secure unit.  That means she's
 23  locked up for walking.  She got sent to prison.
 24  Her Section 7 Charter Rights were violated.
 25  There's no duty of fairness.  There's no duty of
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 01  procedural fairness.
 02              The government has recognized this --
 03  they recognized it by including Section 30.1 of the
 04  Act which allows for procedural fairness and cures
 05  this injustice.  The governments have refused to
 06  proclaim it into force.  That's all it needs is to
 07  be proclaimed into force.
 08              And it establishes a special advisor
 09  which allows people like me, a substitute
 10  decision-maker to review the decisions that are
 11  made on the mandatory transfer to prison in
 12  long-term care, and that is what secure units are.
 13              So for all of you that are seeing the
 14  lockdown for the 24/7/365 for the last ten months,
 15  my mother's lived in that for three years.  And
 16  what was her crime?  She was a walker.
 17              She was a nurse that worked until she
 18  was 74 on a secure unit.  She was nurse in charge
 19  in the building at night.  Yeah, the one RN on.
 20  She had to run up and down to every floor, and then
 21  something happened after my father died, and her
 22  brain blew out.
 23              So I had her in the home care.  I had
 24  her in the day program.  I did everything.  You've
 25  seen the newspaper article in the Toronto Star
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 01  about me.  I would have never put my mother in
 02  long-term care if I knew that somebody would have
 03  committed a mandatory transfer of her into
 04  long-term care prison.
 05              And now you see the effects.  Because
 06  for the last three years, I have watched people
 07  dying after they fall.  They may fall -- well, just
 08  so you know, falls are only recorded if it's an
 09  injury or if they go to the hospital.  If they fall
 10  and die four months later, that's not a fall death.
 11  That's a death just because they were dementia and
 12  ageing.
 13              My mother's secure unit has no infinity
 14  walk.  That means she paces up and down a hallway.
 15  Walkers follow each other.  There may be a group of
 16  five of them that gets trapped behind a door
 17  together.  They fall.  Injuries happen.  They get
 18  hurt.  It's a tragedy.
 19              We have no infinity walk.  I have
 20  talked to our administrators about it.  I've talked
 21  to the region about it.  They worked on a dementia
 22  strategy for the last two and a half year.  They
 23  never talked to caregivers once.  I'm angry.  I'm
 24  really angry.
 25              And in terms of COVID-19 on the secure
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 01  unit, you cannot control those residents.  They
 02  walk.  They touch everything.  They're shoppers.
 03  Who the heck would put all those residents together
 04  on one unit?  You know why they're on that unit?
 05  Because the home has no way of monitoring them and
 06  finding them.
 07              They have no cameras in the home,
 08  there's no GPSs on them, and there's not staff to
 09  distract a wanderer.  Or maybe like we found out
 10  now, the only reason my mother wanders at night is
 11  because the sleep hygiene is horrible.  They leave
 12  lights on, doors open, overhead lights above her
 13  bed, wake her up at 3 o'clock in the morning and
 14  get her out of bed.
 15              How did I discover this all?  A
 16  security camera.  What else did we discover?
 17  Anything else we bring up and try to communicate
 18  through the home is a problem.  Our rights aren't
 19  recognized.  They're not recognized under
 20  Section 30 of the Act.
 21              This is not a question about capacity
 22  or consent.  I have a capacity.  I'm a substitute
 23  decision-maker.  I can make decisions.  I mean, at
 24  least the last time I looked I had capacity, but
 25  I'm prevented from looking at any of those records,
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 01  appealing any of those decisions.
 02              And the transfers back and forth are
 03  bad.  I've seen, during COVID-19, they transferred
 04  someone off his floor who lost 12 pounds, went into
 05  a total withdrawal, and then got the pleasure of
 06  getting COVID-19.
 07              It's criminal what they're doing, and
 08  it has to be stopped.  There is a solution for it.
 09  It's criminal that they're risking their lives now
 10  during COVID-19.  They can't isolate these people.
 11  We just went through a 14-day isolation, the second
 12  one, as a result of exposure from staff.
 13              If it gets into that unit, the doctor
 14  has told me they will be sedated.  That will
 15  further damage their brain.  They have dementia
 16  already.  Let's sedate them?  No.  Very bad idea.
 17  That's what will happen.
 18              I've asked can they move them off into
 19  a hotel or another location so we don't house
 20  positive and negative residents together that can't
 21  be isolated.  I'm treated like an idiot.
 22              Right now, I'm going to get called up
 23  in front and disciplined at the director of seniors
 24  services -- yes, it's a municipal home -- to be
 25  disciplined basically for breaching privacy laws
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 01  and my communications as Family Council chair.
 02              Somebody better tell them that the
 03  privacy laws don't apply to me.  I'm not an
 04  employee.  I'm speaking out because we have to rip
 05  the bandage off, all of us, and we've got to do
 06  something about these things.  We have to do it
 07  right away.
 08              And whether it's caregiver rights
 09  enshrined in the legislation already for SDMs like
 10  there is in Section 30.1, which just needs to be
 11  proclaimed, we've got to do it.  We've got to start
 12  empowering caregivers.  We've got to start
 13  empowering staff, or this is going to continue for
 14  the other next 15 years, and I won't be here for
 15  that.  And my mother didn't want to be here for
 16  that either.
 17              If she could have done maid, she would,
 18  but she doesn't have the right to do that with
 19  dementia.  And she worked in long-term care, and
 20  she cared about people.
 21              So I'm angry.  Yeah, I'm really angry.
 22  And they better start validating our -- and thank
 23  you to the commission for listening to family
 24  members and validating our concerns.  That's all
 25  I'll say, and then I'll go to solutions after.
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 01              IDA BIANCHI:  Thanks, Participant 9.
 02  And I'm sorry about your troubles with the
 03  municipality.
 04              Anyway, I'm now going to turn it over
 05  to my colleague Alison Drummond who's going to
 06  question -- or pose the second question and gauge
 07  your thoughts on that.  Thank you.  Thanks for your
 08  time.
 09              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you.  And
 10  thanks very much, Ida.  And so the next question is
 11  more forward-looking.  And so I'll read it to you
 12  in full, and as before, if anybody wants to go over
 13  it again when we get to you, that's -- I would be
 14  happy to do that.
 15              So the full question is reflecting on
 16  your experience, is there anything that could have
 17  been done that would have made the situation
 18  better?  What's the most important thing that the
 19  commissioners need to know as they consider
 20  recommendations?
 21              And so I'll turn to Participant 1, and
 22  we'll go through in order again.
 23              PARTICIPANT 1:  Hi.  Well, after
 24  hearing Participant Number 8 who covered everything
 25  that I could imagine or even list in my umpteen
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 01  lists and Participant Number 9 who has expressed
 02  the anger that I'm sure everybody harbours
 03  regarding the situation, it's time to act.  It was
 04  I'm to act years ago.  The government was aware of
 05  these problems years ago.  The government needs to
 06  take action immediately if not yesterday.  This is
 07  not just COVID.  COVID just put the fuse on the
 08  bomb.
 09              What we need to see is we need to see
 10  change, and we need to see it immediately.  The
 11  management that is in place now in most long-term
 12  care facilities has been proven to be inadequate.
 13  The administration is inadequate.  The boards'
 14  directors are inadequate.  Family members and
 15  residents and even staff are unable to even reach
 16  some of these administrative personnel to discuss
 17  anything with them.  There's absolutely no going
 18  forward with the existing management, and I'm
 19  speaking from my mom's facility.  We have had
 20  issues for years.  Nothing is being done.
 21              The government needs to mandate a
 22  change, and I've noticed that the commissioners
 23  have made recommendations to the provincial
 24  government, which Minister Fullerton has addressed,
 25  and I'm happy to see that there is some
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 01  advancement.
 02              However, it looks good on paper.  When
 03  is this going to happen?  We need this to happen
 04  immediately.  People are dying from neglect.
 05  People are dying, and nothing is being done.
 06              So what I could see as an improvement
 07  is everything that was mentioned by Participant 8.
 08  All those issues need to be addressed and fixed
 09  with management, and that starts with strong
 10  leadership, competent leadership right from the
 11  get-go.  So whoever owns these facilities, whoever
 12  manages these facilities, they need to be reviewed,
 13  and they need to be reviewed immediately.
 14              Now, you recommend that they do site
 15  visits and inspections, and this whole system has
 16  been functioning like this for years.  It's corrupt
 17  in many instances.  It's corrupt, and there's
 18  nobody to monitor them.  There's no one who can go
 19  in and check every facility to see how it's being
 20  managed.
 21              We have had personal issues with
 22  management, with Board of Directors who simply
 23  discard our issues, fail to listen.  Family members
 24  need to be heard.  Residents need to be heard.  We
 25  need to be included in the decision-making for
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 01  policies that are put in place in these facilities.
 02  Right now, we don't have a say.  We can't even
 03  reach them to get an answer for something as simple
 04  as a vaccination date.
 05              I think people are tired of being left
 06  out of the equation for these decisions, these
 07  important decisions, which affect the lives of our
 08  loved ones.  And I don't see anything changing
 09  unless the government really looks into or even the
 10  public, you know, agencies like Family Council of
 11  Ontario.
 12              They should have family councils across
 13  Canada, not just in Ontario.  We need to have
 14  advocates who have a voice, and we need to have
 15  these advocates recognized as such and taken
 16  seriously by all these facilities, by all the
 17  managers and administrations to be part of the
 18  decision-making and the policies that they make.
 19              It's frustrating.  It's disheartening
 20  to see what is happening.  I mean, we've heard from
 21  umpteen senior advocacy groups, you know, in the
 22  last year during COVID, and they have solutions,
 23  you know?  There is -- there is some
 24  recommendations.  And, like, the staffing study
 25  that was released, you know, it has answers.
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 01              But who's going to implement it?  Who's
 02  going to make sure that it's implemented?  And the
 03  other factor that I'm concerned about is the
 04  federal government, you know, allows so much money
 05  and funding to provincial governments to take care
 06  of healthcare in their province, and I want to know
 07  where that money goes.
 08              Because just as an example, the
 09  $461 million that was allocated for the PSWs'
 10  increase in pay this last year which was mandated
 11  by the federal government, given to the provincial
 12  government.  On October the 1st, they were supposed
 13  to roll it out.  They held onto this money until
 14  the end of December and into January making an
 15  interest on that instead of giving the money where
 16  it's due.
 17              And so allocation of funding from
 18  federal government and provincial government going
 19  to these facilities, that needs to be monitored.
 20  Who's responsible for dishing out the money when
 21  they get it?
 22              It's same with the hospitals.  Money is
 23  being handed out, you know, hand over fist to all
 24  these institutions, and where's the allocation of
 25  the funds?  Who's responsible for where that money
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 01  goes?  Is that public knowledge?  No.  We never get
 02  an answer.
 03              Families and public don't get an answer
 04  where the money has gone.  When we call the office
 05  for the provincial constituents office, you know,
 06  then they realize that people are aware that
 07  they're hanging onto this money that was given to
 08  them prior to October to be handed out.
 09              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much,
 10  Participant 1.  I'm going to --
 11              PARTICIPANT 1:  We need action now.
 12              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you.
 13              PARTICIPANT 1:  Thanks.
 14              ALISON DRUMMOND:  I'm going to go onto
 15  Participant 2, if I may.
 16              PARTICIPANT 2:  Thank you.  I've
 17  written down some suggestions.
 18              I think, firstly, we should assign
 19  hospitals to the long-term care homes in the
 20  catchment.  It shouldn't be a by-choice thing.  It
 21  should be a designation and a responsibility that
 22  the hospitals have.
 23              Two, I think IPAC in-services should be
 24  done on a regular basis and be mandatory for
 25  everybody who works in long-term care homes.
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 01              Three, I think, of course, there should
 02  be inspectors again.  And when they go into the
 03  homes, I think they should actually inspect the
 04  floors, not just talk to the people in the office.
 05              I know this is a big ask, but I think
 06  it would be nice if staff was required to
 07  quarantine during a lockdown, and that would stop
 08  some of the spread of the infection.
 09              Obvious one is increase the funding.
 10              And I think we should do away with
 11  for-profit long-term care homes and start investing
 12  in long-term care infrastructure just like we do
 13  for schools.  Like, it's unconscionable to think
 14  that we would farm out the care for, say, neonatal
 15  units to for-profit organizations, and yet we do
 16  that for equally our most vulnerable people.
 17              So, you know, I think it's time to put
 18  that one to rest and start looking at how we
 19  support the residents -- people who live in this
 20  province.
 21              This is the second commission in recent
 22  years, and I'm asking that they please do something
 23  with the recommendations.  Gives people back the
 24  dignity.  And to use the expression "put your money
 25  where your mouth is" and actually uphold the human
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 01  rights of our most vulnerable taxpayers, and get
 02  Ontario out of this third-world mortality towards
 03  the aging.
 04              And, also, I think that the people who
 05  are the decision-makers should not be permitted to
 06  have policy jobs on boards of long-term care
 07  commissions because it looks like it's a payback
 08  for policy implementation, and that's just wrong.
 09              And I think that our current story of
 10  Ontario has to change.  Right now, the story is
 11  that if you're a taxpayer and you pay your taxes
 12  all your life, at the end of your life when you're
 13  most vulnerable, your government just might leave
 14  you alone without water or food in the dark to die
 15  alone, and this just has to stop.  Thank you.
 16              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.
 17              I couldn't hear all of that.  I don't
 18  know if other people were having problems.  Could
 19  you just repeat your third recommendation about the
 20  inspectors?
 21              PARTICIPANT 2:  Sorry, yes.  I think,
 22  of course, there should be inspectors.  And when
 23  inspectors go into the homes, I think that they
 24  should actually walk the floors and not just talk
 25  to the people in the office.
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 01              Because what was happening when the
 02  inspection did happen in our home is that they
 03  never got a chance to see people suffering from
 04  dehydration and hunger.
 05              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.
 06  I really appreciate it.
 07              I'm going to move on to Participant
 08  Number 3 now, if I may.
 09              PARTICIPANT 3:  Thank you.  While I
 10  understand the initial lockout of all family due to
 11  a new virus, there were supposed to be pandemic
 12  plans in place.  Preventive measures such as the
 13  use of PPE, screening, distancing, and testing
 14  should have been immediate strategies.
 15              Caregivers should have been allowed
 16  back into long-term care once standard processes
 17  were in place.  Isolation also kills, and there's a
 18  lot of deterioration without meaningful engagement.
 19              The first day I was allowed back in, I
 20  was shocked at the deterioration of all residents.
 21  Caregivers must be legislated as essential.  It is
 22  a constant battle for loved ones to access the
 23  family caregivers even now.
 24              Additionally, on-floor, skilled
 25  staffing must be increased immediately.  There was
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 01  not enough staff -- there was not enough on-floor
 02  staff before the pandemic and certainly less now.
 03              Best practices for IPAC measures needs
 04  to be implemented and adhered to -- particularly
 05  adhered to.  We need rapid response teams to go in
 06  quicker when outbreaks are declared.  Waiting means
 07  too many residents and staff are infected, and the
 08  residents stuffed due to lack of staffing.
 09              There needs to -- there needs to be the
 10  unannounced inspections with measures to enforce
 11  violations such as fines and actually revoking
 12  licenses.  There has to be accountability for care.
 13  Right now, there is none.
 14              And, finally, we have to make sure our
 15  loved ones receive the care that they are entitled
 16  to and are treated with dignity, respect, and
 17  humanity.  We are in a humanitarian crisis right
 18  now with the current wave, and there are
 19  preventible deaths happening every single day, and
 20  that breaks my heart.  Thanks.
 21              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.
 22  I'm going to go to Participant Number 4 now,
 23  please.
 24              PARTICIPANT 4:  Hi.  Thanks.  I guess I
 25  have a couple of things I think we could have all
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 01  benefitted from: clear and more frequent
 02  communication about the lockdown and the regular
 03  changes that were occurring.  Because, you know, as
 04  much as I was spending all my time at it, I still
 05  found it very confusing and had to keep
 06  double-checking, you know, how many people, when,
 07  how, which tests, how often the tests had to be
 08  administered in order to be able to visit.
 09              I think my biggest recommendations --
 10  residents need to be treated as individuals and not
 11  as a collective known as, you know, "old,"
 12  "elderly," "long-term" -- because I feel that in
 13  all of this, everyone is sort of treated the same
 14  way regardless of how they were -- what their
 15  lifestyle choices were prior to the pandemic.
 16              So in our case, we visited, very
 17  regularly, my mother.  And, as many of you, you
 18  were visiting your loved one regularly, yet the
 19  pandemic was the great equalizer, that they all got
 20  reduced to nothing.
 21              I mean, some people, very sadly, didn't
 22  have visitors beforehand, and so I don't know
 23  how -- you know, how different life was under the
 24  lockdown for them.  But I know for our family and
 25  for many of yours that it was just a drastic
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 01  change.
 02              I would love to see that -- you know,
 03  going forward, that we make use of on-site, rapid
 04  testing as opposed to this notion where you would
 05  have to go -- I mean, obviously vaccines is going
 06  to change all that.  But if, in future, such
 07  situations of on-site rapid testing could be
 08  deployed and used so at least you could, you know,
 09  have some contact that you required with your loved
 10  ones.
 11              But I think even before this pandemic
 12  occurred -- and not to be morbid about it, but even
 13  before this terrible situation, which only
 14  solidifies my belief -- and, I'm sure, probably
 15  other people feel the same way -- I have no plans
 16  ever to go into long-term care -- and I'm sure none
 17  of you do either -- certainly under the situation
 18  that exists now.
 19              And I think that the covers need to be
 20  pulled off of this one because I alert all my
 21  friends -- obviously, my age group, we're all
 22  dealing with ageing parents.  And I think people
 23  really need to understand the realities of
 24  long-term care.
 25              And I'm speaking from a situation where
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 01  I think my mother's actually in probably the best
 02  situation I've ever heard of when I compare with my
 03  friends and when I listen to all of you.
 04              But I have absolutely no plans, and
 05  I've made it very clear to my family that there's
 06  going to be a Plan B.  Because even in the best of
 07  times, that's not a place for anyone, certainly no
 08  one that's worked their entire lives and paid
 09  taxes.
 10              And, quite frankly, I think the
 11  Thelma & Louise is a much better approach, and I
 12  would like all people to be aware of where they're
 13  heading.  And I think, you know, people need to go
 14  in --
 15              My personal idea is that all high
 16  school students right from the age of being a
 17  teenager should be required to go in and work in a
 18  long-term care home.  I think people need to be
 19  sensitized as to where we're all heading if we
 20  don't make other plans.
 21              And it's a sad fact, but the pandemic's
 22  just sort of confirmed my resolve that I won't be
 23  doing that.  I don't know what I'll be doing, but
 24  it won't be that.  Anyway, that's -- those are my
 25  thoughts for today.  Thank you.
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 01              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.
 02              Participant 5, did you have
 03  recommendations?
 04              PARTICIPANT 5:  Yes.  I agree that many
 05  changes are needed, and we can't go through the
 06  typical bureaucratic long process before changes
 07  are implemented.
 08              I think it was a shame that essential
 09  caregivers were locked out for six months.  It's
 10  just beyond a thought that any reason that had to
 11  be done for that like the time.
 12              It's -- the essential caregivers are
 13  essential.  They're critical to the resident's
 14  well-being.  It gives family connection.  It
 15  provides consistency, familiar faces, critical
 16  social interactions, and simulation.
 17              We do an extensive amount of personal
 18  care and support supplementing the staff, and
 19  things can be done to keep residents safe even with
 20  essential caregivers in there, especially now with
 21  the vaccine and rapid testing.
 22              Isolation -- what can be done to try to
 23  minimize the amount of confinement to -- alone in a
 24  room?  We need to minimize this.  People will
 25  decline, and they'll go crazy and give up all hope
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 01  of life.
 02              Can we require all those entering the
 03  building to be vaccinated and be tested?  Almost
 04  assured to eliminate the virus getting in and,
 05  therefore, eliminate the need -- the likelihood of
 06  having to minimize the -- the likelihood of someone
 07  getting -- needing to go into lockdown.
 08              Do not lock down the whole building if
 09  the person who had the virus was just in a small
 10  area of the building.
 11              Staffing levels definitely need to be
 12  increased.  Most residents in long-term care these
 13  days need everything done for them.  It's not like
 14  it was 20 years ago where a fair number of them had
 15  a degree of independence.  So they need a lot of
 16  help and support.  30 minutes a shift to perform
 17  one-on-one care is not -- is not adequate.  So this
 18  was issues prior to COVID, and it's just been
 19  accentuated.
 20              When -- but COVID is here or when a
 21  pandemic is on, staff have more duties and things,
 22  take more time because of the pandemic.  So we have
 23  to have a thing to understand as soon as the
 24  pandemic hits, even more staff are needed on the
 25  ongoing residents.
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 01              Residents need reassuring and
 02  interaction with staff.  The lack of social
 03  activities and interaction is a major issue.  We
 04  need -- I -- well, there should be staff whose role
 05  is to interact and do activities with residents,
 06  talking with them, playing music with them, doing a
 07  game, doing things to help stimulate them.  There's
 08  many ways that things could be done, but it needs
 09  staff in order to do that.
 10              It -- the vaccinations are a game
 11  changer.  The only way that residents are going to
 12  get COVID is by it coming in, and you can minimize
 13  that by having -- ensuring staff are vaccinated.
 14              Other comments is there's -- during
 15  COVID, there was other services that were cut back
 16  such as physiotherapy which is critical to prevent
 17  decline.  And without that physical therapy, you
 18  are minimizing physical therapy.
 19              A lot of the staff -- of the residents
 20  did decline because of that.  And at that age and
 21  with their situation, you don't regain it.  You
 22  need to keep those things up.
 23              Dental hygienists not coming in.  I can
 24  understand all these things, but how do we -- how
 25  do we continue to have some of these services?
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 01              Footcare:  You know, when you don't do
 02  that for ten months, it makes a difference.
 03              I think, also, only having two
 04  designated caregivers, like as one of the other
 05  participants was saying -- like, in my family, we
 06  have four children.  Only two of us can go in, and
 07  we're not allowed to change it.
 08              So if you change it, it's a permanent
 09  change, so it would be nice if it could be more
 10  than two.
 11              Those are my main ones.  Thank you so
 12  much.  There's so much that could be said, but
 13  we're trying to minimize this -- our time.  Thank
 14  you.
 15              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.
 16  It does give everyone a chance to --
 17              PARTICIPANT 5:  Thank you.
 18              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Participant 6,
 19  please?
 20              PARTICIPANT 6:  Okay.  I just wanted to
 21  continue with the presentation that I had.  I don't
 22  know if, Angeline, could you please put that back
 23  up where we continued?  Perfect.
 24              So just to describe some of the
 25  challenges some of the family who spoke today have
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 01  already covered.
 02              But basically staff-to-resident ratio:
 03  More staff is required to simply manage the care of
 04  the residents.  They are fully dependant which is
 05  why a lot of them are there.  They require help
 06  with feeding, hygiene, mental and emotional
 07  stimulation.
 08              Although there is a recreation staff,
 09  they simply don't have the manpower to keep
 10  residents mentally engaged in an isolated setting
 11  without the same access to volunteers and family
 12  and friends.
 13              The residents do rely on staff or some
 14  form of excitement or activity, and needs for those
 15  in dementia are even greater because, overall,
 16  there is that desperate need to engage residents.
 17  And without that, you are going to see a
 18  significant decline in their abilities.  And many
 19  ideas are presented.  However, without the adequate
 20  staffing, it simply isn't possible.
 21              So I'm just going to touch on the
 22  challenges, and then I do have solutions next.
 23              The second challenge is the touch and
 24  human engagement.  Human touch is simply
 25  irreplaceable.  Touch of a hand, a hug, a pedicure.
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 01  Positive touch can calm an anxious mind, help a
 02  loved one feel less isolated, reduce their stress
 03  and anxiety, and simply help fight disease.
 04              Without socialization and human
 05  engagement, a senior simply can sink down a
 06  slippery slope.  Many residents don't have anything
 07  to look forward to.  And without stimulating their
 08  mind positively, they will get depressed, if not
 09  already, and, little by little, deteriorate.
 10              Currently, services, as you just
 11  mentioned, like hair salon services, are not
 12  permitted.  But that also gives them a source of
 13  normalcy, so if we can, you know, at least -- I'll
 14  talk to that afterwards.
 15              But long-term care demographics are
 16  diversified more than ever, and there is a need to
 17  create a sense of inclusiveness to include certain
 18  comforts for minority groups.
 19              And communication:  Communication is a
 20  huge one.  With limited means in which a family
 21  member can get updates on a loved one, this creates
 22  added stressors on a family.
 23              Sometimes it is very difficult to get
 24  through to staff or speak to a doctor or other
 25  healthcare providers regarding the ever-changing
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 01  health conditions.  And without clear
 02  communication, it simply raises the anxieties of
 03  loved ones.
 04              The gap in relaying info in a timely
 05  fashion causes different stressors for caregivers
 06  which, in turn, causes stress for staff.
 07              Some of my solutions, if we can just
 08  move to the next screen...
 09              Oops, sorry, Angeline?
 10              ANGELINE HAWTHORN:  Are you not seeing
 11  the solutions here?  Sorry, that's what --
 12              PARTICIPANT 6:  Sorry, it is there.
 13  Sorry, it's --
 14              ANGELINE HAWTHORN:  Okay.
 15              PARTICIPANT 6:  I was trying to
 16  change...
 17              In terms of solutions, yes, just
 18  looking for government funding to hire more staff
 19  and resident care and the implementation of more
 20  efficient systems/programs and care for residents.
 21              So there are creative ways.  I know the
 22  dollar can only be stretched so much, but I think
 23  it's putting the dollar in the value of what it's
 24  being spent on and not, per se, look at the cost.
 25  Because there's a lot you could do in a
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 01  cost-sensitive manner.
 02              Using the military to get immediately
 03  involved in assisting homes that are really
 04  struggling just to completely diminish COVID in
 05  those homes.  What's happened in different homes --
 06  I'm sure everybody's heard in the media -- it's
 07  just -- it simply should not be happening.  It
 08  should not get to that point.
 09              Permit volunteers to assist with the
 10  same testing as staff and essential caregivers.
 11  I'm sure, like we were talking about before, this
 12  is something that impacts the entire world, and
 13  there are people that are healthy, well, willing to
 14  take the vaccine, willing to go through the same
 15  sort of testing as essential caregivers are going
 16  through in order to assist and aid in the current
 17  situation.
 18              So if we can permit them to come back
 19  in, you know, given the current guidelines, I think
 20  that's free labour, and we should be definitely
 21  making that happen.
 22              In terms of touch and engagement, pet
 23  therapy.  Privy to -- or previous to COVID-19, I
 24  would go in with my kids, our dog, everything.  Not
 25  only does my mother -- but I'd visit the entire
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 01  floor and other residents that we see there.  But
 02  given that it's COVID, that has all completely
 03  stopped.
 04              But perhaps looking at doing simple
 05  things like even offering a cat, bird, fish, a dog
 06  per ward, right, whatever the case maybe, but at
 07  least having some form of life outside that gives
 08  unconditional love.
 09              Allowing services in long-term homes to
 10  resume.  Simple things like hair, pedicure,
 11  massage.  That touch and engagement with that
 12  caregiver -- whether it be for half an hour while
 13  they get their hair styled or get their feet looked
 14  at or, you know, receive massage, the benefits of
 15  that is irreplaceable.
 16              Using technology:  There's technology
 17  that exists out there that's affordable and
 18  available in our current situation.
 19              Virtual reality, for example, you can
 20  create an immersive experience in a touch-free way
 21  by using projection screens.  Having a room set up
 22  where you can wheel a resident in with their wheel
 23  chair and be able to create an outdoor experience
 24  while keeping them safe.  It will be lifelike, and
 25  it's so possible and available now.
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 01              Staff -- like, instead of having just,
 02  you know, their masks or shields and everything
 03  covered, for residents to actually know who's
 04  interacting with them by having even a larger badge
 05  with a picture -- whether it be a silly picture or
 06  something that they like or something to engage in
 07  conversation so that these people who are used to
 08  dealing with people, who are seniors, our loved
 09  ones who are in there and just dealing with almost
 10  like robots -- because, first of all, staff are
 11  rushed, but there's no human interaction, no
 12  expression in a way that they can even understand.
 13              So just to -- even to have that label
 14  and that tag, that picture so they know who they're
 15  dealing with so that they understand at least
 16  something.
 17              And just having Wi-Fi readily available
 18  like hospitals to connect via devices.  My kids,
 19  you know, are my tech support.  I joke around --
 20  and one of them actually helped me with this
 21  presentation.
 22              But, you know, we have an Alexa for my
 23  mom.  It doesn't make sense for us to have full
 24  Wi-Fi because unless she's able to manage it, she
 25  can't really do anything.  And if it's on Wi-Fi, we
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 01  can do things remotely.
 02              But even things like FaceTime and being
 03  able to do things remotely and how that's set up
 04  for residents, if it's readily available without
 05  interruption, it's possible to still have that
 06  sense of connectivity from home or have that
 07  ability to talk to staff, or staff could reach us,
 08  whatever the case might be.
 09              Hallway bingo was a suggestion of my
 10  son.  He's just like "why don't they do bingo?
 11  Seniors just love bingo."  And even if they can be
 12  in their rooms and they're being called per floor,
 13  there's ways that you can do things distantly and
 14  safely and just make it possible.  But it's
 15  thinking creatively and out of the box.
 16              In terms of communication, approve an
 17  instant messaging portal with family and staff
 18  where healthcare providers can provide updates, ask
 19  questions, find out test results, be notified,
 20  discuss medicine changes, and find out risks and
 21  benefits.
 22              Perhaps something similar to the site
 23  where we currently find out COVID tests, ideally
 24  making it a two-way communication portal is best so
 25  that if there is a concern, when the doctor is able
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 01  to address it, they can do so.
 02              And then perhaps even offering a family
 03  social page.  I know there are privacy issues, but
 04  maybe do it per ward where everybody who's in
 05  agreement can be on that where we can offer support
 06  to one another.  Maybe engage with seniors who are
 07  celebrating birth dates and know that -- you know
 08  what? -- even though they can't do it with their
 09  family and friends, the essential caregivers that
 10  do regularly visit at least can, you know, drop off
 11  a card or do something for that person to make them
 12  feel like they exist instead of being left alone.
 13              And then even just to be able to create
 14  smaller task forces per ward within long-term care
 15  homes.
 16              And then next one.
 17              And then I have, like, some examples of
 18  different solutions, but I know somebody touched on
 19  it earlier.
 20              But church services:  You know, the
 21  importance of spiritual hope for seniors to allow
 22  services to resume or at least make sure that it's
 23  available online by offering Wi-Fi or being able to
 24  set up a room where they can actually attend church
 25  online or whatever the case might be, it's such an
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 01  important part, especially at this stage in life.
 02  And to not have that at this point is really,
 03  really disturbing.
 04              As I mentioned, my mom being in
 05  hospital, it's really scary.  At one point, we
 06  thought we had to have her last rites said, and we
 07  were trying to figure out at what point could
 08  somebody come in to do that.  And it's concerning
 09  to me because that meant so much and has meant so
 10  much to her throughout her whole life.
 11              Music therapy:  The importance of, you
 12  know --
 13              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Sorry, Participant 6?
 14              PARTICIPANT 6:  Yeah?
 15              ALISON DRUMMOND:  I'm sorry.  I think
 16  it's great to have the slide -- the slide deck, and
 17  I think everybody has really gained from seeing it,
 18  but I do need to give the other people a chance to
 19  speak, if that's okay.
 20              PARTICIPANT 6:  Can I just wrap up,
 21  then, go to next slide?
 22              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Yeah.
 23              PARTICIPANT 6:  Those are just examples
 24  of some of my suggestions which will be available
 25  for everybody to review and commissioners to review
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 01  later.
 02              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you.
 03              PARTICIPANT 6:  And then as we talked
 04  about before, social isolation and what the risks
 05  are:  45 percent increase of premature death, 32
 06  percent elevated risk of stroke, 50 percent
 07  increase of risk of developing dementia, and
 08  59 percent risk of absolute functional decline.
 09              And I just have my conclusion.  And
 10  just basically that these lives, you know, of
 11  residents and loved ones that are in long-term care
 12  are totally reliant on us, and they need basic
 13  care.
 14              They are quickly declining as more time
 15  is being taken to take action as we already know
 16  what is needed.  We must act now to help honour our
 17  seniors who are suffering in social isolation.
 18              The insufficient care during this
 19  pandemic has shown that serious decline, and I just
 20  sincerely ask that we move forward with plans to
 21  immediately increase staffing for personal care,
 22  offer more programs, stimulation, and engagement,
 23  and offer communication to caregivers to simply
 24  improve the basic standard of care in long-term
 25  care homes.
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 01              And I just wanted to say thank you
 02  again for this opportunity to speak, and thank you
 03  to all the frontline caregivers who have helped us
 04  get through this far.
 05              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much,
 06  Participant 6.  We really appreciate -- we really
 07  appreciate that.
 08              I'm going to move on to Participant 7
 09  now, if I may.
 10              PARTICIPANT 7:  Okay.  The first one is
 11  our communication.  It seems like it's a common
 12  thread from some of the items that people have
 13  talked about.
 14              And when you look at the type of
 15  communication you get either from the different
 16  levels of government -- from federal or provincial
 17  or regional, even -- to the home, it changes even
 18  if you are hearing the information the same day.
 19              It's -- whether or not it's just not
 20  clear or everybody gets to take the decision at one
 21  level and make changes as it goes down, I know,
 22  even home to home, there can be different
 23  interpretations or different positions being made
 24  which adds to the problem under communications.
 25              It needs to be more transparent.  And I
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 01  was thinking about a single idea that might help
 02  the transparency, and that might be if even through
 03  the family council, we had one comment section in
 04  our monthly-or-so meetings that would say "this is
 05  how -- the top three measurements, the top five
 06  measurements of our home" and that we would share
 07  it.  It might be something that the home might not
 08  be -- but if you can get your home to participate,
 09  then perhaps the family councils can do something
 10  to gather the information and even send it to the
 11  Family Council of Ontario.  They might put it out
 12  on their monthly or communication formats that they
 13  use.
 14              One other wild card idea was wouldn't
 15  it be nice to have a seat on the board -- someone
 16  maybe from the family council or some member have a
 17  seat on the board?  And if that's too far
 18  outreaching, at least an invite to go speak to the
 19  board of the home on a more frequent basis.
 20              Another idea would be even for families
 21  who call in to try and get some information, it's
 22  always -- does the phone get picked up, I guess, is
 23  the first.  And then if it does get picked up, you
 24  normally have to leave a message.  And then once
 25  the message happens, it's three days later you may
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 01  get that someone calling you back with just the
 02  question you called.
 03              I'm thinking of a position at each home
 04  that would be something called, like, a navigator.
 05  So you've got one call to make to say "who do I
 06  speak to about this" or "how do I get a response on
 07  this?"  And that's that person's job, to make sure
 08  that there's open and clear communication, or at
 09  least you'll get a phone call.
 10              So that's some of the things on
 11  communication.  And I'll just add an example of
 12  where between a federal, provincial, regional home
 13  it gets really confusing, and that's -- people have
 14  mentioned vaccinations right now.  And everybody's
 15  excited, and rightfully so, about vaccination
 16  clinics coming into the home.
 17              My home has had their first dose at the
 18  vaccination clinic.  We were all excited.  I also
 19  told you that our home had two outbreaks.  One was
 20  back in April.  There were 14 residents that had
 21  COVID; four died.
 22              So, you know, I may have that number
 23  wrong, but there are ten residents left with --
 24  that have had COVID back in April.  They were told
 25  the day before -- or the POA was told the day
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 01  before that they would not be getting the
 02  vaccination on the day of the clinic.
 03              With questions being asked, initially,
 04  it was talked about supply, and there was also an
 05  indication that there was felt there was some
 06  immunity.  And due to the supply issue, they
 07  wouldn't.
 08              There has been some work done on it
 09  from our home that resulted in us calling -- just
 10  about all now are done -- 34 public health units.
 11  There are only two health units that have said that
 12  they have denied anybody at the home -- a long-term
 13  care resident at the home who previously had
 14  COVID -- denied them getting a vaccination.
 15              And that's something that speaks loudly
 16  to me about the lack of communication.  Because on
 17  the news, you're hearing all the time "all
 18  long-term care residents are being vaccinated.  All
 19  will be done by a certain date."
 20              That is either they don't know, or
 21  they're not being transparent.  So that's the most
 22  recent example I have on that one.
 23              I will follow that up with an example
 24  that you can get an antibody test to find out
 25  whether or not your loved one had any or has any
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 01  antibodies.  I have found out that, in one case,
 02  the test came back negative.  No antibodies.  So
 03  I'm not quite sure whether that's going to make a
 04  difference, but, again, if you're in a home where
 05  that comes up, that's an idea.
 06              One of the other areas to consider for
 07  the commission would be staff and the training.  I
 08  know everybody's looking for making sure that we
 09  move as fast as we can from the current number of
 10  point-of-care hours each resident gets to -- I
 11  think it's hopefully moving to four hours.  But
 12  what is coming out now is what year they'll
 13  possibly be able to hit that goal, and that's out
 14  quite a few years right now.
 15              I don't know what that four hours
 16  includes, but one of the things that I'm talking
 17  about for improvements is I found it amazing how
 18  much time had to be spent by training people for
 19  wounds, for IPAC -- infection control.
 20              There was a lot of time that was being
 21  spent to train people during the COVID period.  I
 22  think that the learning is that that shouldn't be
 23  something that's just one time or once a year.
 24  That should be an ongoing certification that
 25  happens so we never get caught short again.
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 01              As you know, there's a big turn -- at
 02  least there is a big turn of staff in the home that
 03  I'm involved in.  So there's always new people
 04  coming on board.
 05              There was over 120 new people hired
 06  during the last 12 months, and that's a lot of new
 07  bodies coming in that probably don't have the
 08  training because they're not coming in with it.
 09  They're having to get it in the home.  So that's
 10  one of the things about staff and training.
 11              And when I think about staff and what
 12  they're doing, keep an eye out for time wasters.
 13  My example will be the annual care conference or
 14  the annual care conference that I've just had with
 15  my brother, and I looked at the annual care plan.
 16              It was dated 2018 with one exception
 17  for every single line item on it.  It was reviewed
 18  by someone in -- a week before the annual care
 19  conference, and they just put the name to it and
 20  said it was reviewed.
 21              I'm not quite sure, when I look at that
 22  annual care plan, if it's just something that the
 23  Ministry requires to be done or whether or not it
 24  does add value.
 25              Are they looking at the content of the
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 01  annual care plan, or are they just looking to make
 02  sure that the home completes one per resident?  But
 03  I do believe from what I read it is a time waster
 04  because who looks at it?  Not that PSW who walks
 05  into the room to help your family member.
 06              I know there's a short form of it.  I
 07  have not seen that yet.  But the amount of time and
 08  effort that's put on that annual care plan, I
 09  question.  Does it fall under a time waster?  And
 10  given that we want to have people more -- doing
 11  more work with the residents, let's not get them
 12  buried in paperwork that has no value.
 13              I think there is value more than what's
 14  being used now in the family council.  I told you
 15  my story of how the family council got together at
 16  our home to do some nightly reporting as we were
 17  going through the first COVID outbreak.
 18              So I believe that the family councils
 19  could be used a bit more if the home was a little
 20  bit more looking at them as a resource.  I think
 21  there's a lot of talent on the family council
 22  that's not being used.  And not everybody's got the
 23  time to do it, but some people do want to get
 24  involved that way.
 25              And I'm leaving the last one for --
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 01  which is the biggest one.  Please get that
 02  single-site rule put in place.  We cannot go back
 03  again in having staff moving from home to home to
 04  home.  And that covers a whole bunch of things that
 05  have to be figured out: the pay, the hourly rates,
 06  the number of sick days, part-time versus
 07  full-time, wherever the line.
 08              So there's a lot that goes under
 09  single-site.  Why do people just don't want to work
 10  at one place?  Well, they can't afford to.
 11              So I think of all the things that I've
 12  said under what are some of the things to
 13  recommendations, the very top one is that
 14  single-site rule has got to stay.
 15              That's it.
 16              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.
 17              I'm going to go to Participant 8 now,
 18  please.
 19              You're still on mute, sorry.
 20              PARTICIPANT 8:  Okay.  Sorry.  I agree
 21  with everything that's been said, and I'd just like
 22  to elaborate on a few of those things.  There's
 23  four areas that I'm interested in providing some
 24  recommendations.
 25              The first one is about the regulation
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 01  and oversight, and I believe that the federal
 02  government should have -- who has a role in
 03  healthcare should have some input or some
 04  assistance or create some transparent nation-wide
 05  standards that are tied to provincial funding and
 06  support, and I think they need to be involved.
 07              There need to be sufficient provincial
 08  inspectors, and those inspectors have to have
 09  adequate regulatory power to enforce those
 10  standards, and there have to be penalties in place.
 11              I have been around through multiple
 12  homes where their people come in.  They chat with
 13  other individuals.  They -- you know, afterwards,
 14  if you ask, you get the report, and you hear "oh,
 15  everything was fine" when, as other people have
 16  said, you know it's not.
 17              The regulatory framework should apply
 18  equally to both public and private organizations in
 19  my view who provide long-term care, and they
 20  shouldn't be advised in advance of inspections, as
 21  someone else said.  They have to be unannounced.
 22              My second recommendation is around
 23  staffing and training.  There needs to be -- I
 24  don't think it's just about staffing.  There needs
 25  to be a comprehensive recruitment and retention
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 01  strategy implemented.  And what I think belongs in
 02  that is financial support for students taking PSW
 03  training.
 04              Now, I understand that the province has
 05  just implemented a 30-week pilot for that to
 06  provide training and financial support.  That needs
 07  to be expanded and made as a regular sort of a
 08  thing so that we can bring people in.
 09              We need creation of more full and
 10  part-time, regular positions.  It's no good just to
 11  give everybody temporary jobs.  That's why, you
 12  know, as the last speaker spoke about, people go
 13  from one home to another because they can't support
 14  themselves just working in one home unless they're
 15  paid properly and they have regular jobs.
 16              And they -- we need to give them
 17  supportive benefits.  It's -- those are very tough
 18  jobs.  They need to have sick leave, and they need
 19  to have employee assistance programs to help them.
 20              I believe if employees had regular jobs
 21  in one location and sick leave, we would never have
 22  seen the explosive spread of COVID that we did
 23  initially when these people were moving back and
 24  forth.
 25              I think there need to be -- and, again,
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 01  someone else has spoken about this -- clear
 02  training standards and exams for PSWs.  There also
 03  needs to be management training because my
 04  experience is that many of the people who are
 05  supposed to be accountable for the PSWs, for
 06  example, have virtually no management training
 07  whatsoever, and oftentimes they're -- the PSWs are
 08  left on their own.
 09              There need to be appropriate job
 10  descriptions so people know what it is that they're
 11  supposed to be doing, and you can evaluate what
 12  that is.  And I think there needs to be a marketing
 13  campaign to counter the unfavourable reports about
 14  care giving as a profession.
 15              And we need to publicize the home
 16  support worker pilot that the federal government
 17  has in place.  They introduced that in 2019 to
 18  attract foreign workers to these types of jobs.
 19  And, you know, these kind of thing is are below the
 20  radar, so I think they need to be given more
 21  profile.
 22              In terms of standards of care, most of
 23  the people have spoken about this.  There needs to
 24  be -- so my main concern is that the numbers and
 25  the mix of care do not correspond with the levels
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 01  of care that's required.
 02              So ten mobile and conversant seniors
 03  don't require the same -- the same care and the
 04  same numbers of people as someone like my dad, for
 05  example.  The minimum of four hours of direct care
 06  that they're speaking about should be implemented
 07  now.  Why in 2025?  I don't understand.
 08              There needs to be continuity in the
 09  delivery and stability of care.  So I would propose
 10  cohorting people in groups so that people become
 11  familiar with them.  The family members become
 12  familiar with them.
 13              And they can be on various shifts, but
 14  it's not right to have 60 different people
 15  coming -- looking after one individual in any given
 16  week.  And then the family caregivers could be part
 17  of that team.
 18              And then as someone else said, I don't
 19  think there should be any limit on the number of
 20  designated caregivers.  As long as we're doing --
 21  you know, we're registered with the home, we're
 22  doing the PPE or whatever requirements --
 23              This would be helpful in terms of an
 24  extra pair of hands and helpful to the residents.
 25  And speaking as the only person who's been looking
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 01  after my parents for all these years, it would be
 02  helpful to me as well if I could bring other people
 03  in.
 04              So, finally, I'd like to talk about
 05  communication, and I have a slightly different take
 06  on it.  I think there needs to be an ombudsperson
 07  and function for family caregivers.  Now, whether
 08  that's in the individual organizations or a broader
 09  one, I think that would be important to advocate
 10  for family members.
 11              Now, I've belonged to probably five
 12  different family councils over the time my parents
 13  were ill or in long-term -- in needing care, and
 14  they're all different.  And some are great
 15  advocates, and others are just cheerleaders for the
 16  organization and don't want to hear anything.  So I
 17  think there needs to be that separate function.
 18              And I also believe, as someone just
 19  recently said, that we should have access to the
 20  healthcare reports and charts of our individual
 21  family members.  We -- you know, I love my MyChart,
 22  that I can see what's going on, and it would be
 23  great if I could see that about my parents.
 24              I also think -- because I know many
 25  people have -- they're caring from afar for their
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 01  family members.  So it would be really great if
 02  they could have access to that if they're in
 03  Calgary or something, and their family member's in
 04  Ottawa.
 05              So thank you.  Those are my views.  I
 06  hope I didn't take to long.
 07              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much.
 08  You got through them very well.  Thank you.
 09              Participant 9, is there anything you'd
 10  like to add to your points about the legislation or
 11  other recommendations?
 12              PARTICIPANT 9:  Oh, I have several
 13  points to add, but obviously I'm just -- I'm just
 14  going to take this out for a bit, before I go back
 15  to the proclamation, to setting up things where
 16  caregivers could speak and where these issues could
 17  be resolved.
 18              I do think we need a senior's advocate
 19  in this province.  I think we need an office of the
 20  senior advocate that can provide experience,
 21  forums, link people up, have navigators, tell them
 22  about the dispute resolution mechanisms.
 23              We don't have Bill 218.  We're not
 24  going to be suing the government, so what are we
 25  going to do?  So it's -- we need that kind of thing
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 01  in place, and I think Family Council Ontario is a
 02  good sort of model to branch that out from because
 03  they've been doing that for all of us.
 04              I think there are a lot of us that
 05  couldn't speak without the work that they've done
 06  connecting us to different forums, different
 07  doctors, places where we can participate.
 08              For example, I was volunteering on
 09  Dr. Tara Moriarty's forum.  I've been -- we've
 10  been -- constantly been involved in everything.
 11              So I think that -- and technology was a
 12  big thing.  Family Councils Ontario came out at the
 13  beginning of the COVID pandemic and offered Google
 14  Hubs.  There was a touchless device that could have
 15  been put in homes offered with free care -- free
 16  training for the staff.  Nobody took up on it.
 17              Technology's a big item.  Putting
 18  strips on the bottom of diapers so that it tells
 19  you when you're wet, and you don't have to get PSWs
 20  in.
 21              Portals:  There's Evoke Health.
 22  Evoke Health kind of apps where you can just go in
 23  and write -- and their HIPAA-approved --
 24  HIPAA-approved, privacy-law approved, are ready.
 25  You can instantly message.
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 01              The nurse who called me today to give
 02  me my mother's diabetic stance could be sending
 03  that on the phone and going "are you okay with the
 04  doctor changing that tonight?"  I can see what
 05  activities my mother did today.  I can't see what
 06  activities my mother does.
 07              They take her out.  They take her to
 08  the activity room, but I can't see.  I'm only
 09  allowed in the resident's room.  I can only walk
 10  her around her room.  That's it.
 11              So we need these kind of reporting
 12  features.  We need that kind of information.  And
 13  it exists, and there's no reason we can't be doing
 14  it now.
 15              We definitely need to get to the point
 16  where we need mandatory vaccination.  What are we
 17  waiting for?  Are we going to wait for the
 18  mandatory testing thing that we waited for?  We
 19  wrote so many letters.  We appealed so many places.
 20              We need the mandatory vaccination now.
 21  Yes, I mean it.  Yeah, I know it means overriding
 22  of a pillar of employment law that we don't just
 23  test people random -- you know, enforce medical
 24  procedures on people, and I understand what the
 25  reasoning for that is.
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 01              But we're in a war for people's lives.
 02  We have the highest mortality rate in the world in
 03  long-term care, 82 percent.  No one did worse than
 04  we did as a country, and we didn't do much better
 05  in this province.
 06              So we can't be sitting around waiting
 07  for things to happen anymore.  There has to be
 08  short-term plans, intermediate plans, and long-term
 09  plans, and we've got to get going on that right
 10  away.
 11              And caregivers provided 35 percent of
 12  the care in those homes, and we're not there when
 13  we can't do it.  That's $4 billion worth a year.  I
 14  have a bill to present to my long-term care home.
 15  You got my services for free all these years plus I
 16  paid the bill.  It's --
 17              And so how do we expect them to be able
 18  to, you know, even listen to us?  I mean, we don't
 19  even exist.  We're inadvisable.  We're -- we don't
 20  have voices.  No one listens to us.
 21              So that's why I was saying use
 22  something like family councils, Seniors Advocate,
 23  that kind of thing.  But proclaim Section 30.1 of
 24  the Act.  Because that little change -- it will
 25  show -- it will show a political well that the
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 01  government is interested in listening to
 02  caregivers.
 03              It will stop the infraction of their
 04  Charter 7 rights, the duty of fairness.  I mean,
 05  it's recognized.  That's why they created that
 06  procedure in Section 30.1.
 07              It will make us deal with the problems
 08  that happen on secure units, that people get
 09  isolated, left alone, the whole thing that's
 10  happened to everybody else during COVID-19, the
 11  7/24/365 lockup you guys have all experienced.
 12              Yeah, well, start dealing with those
 13  things because other jurisdictions don't use secure
 14  units.  They're not used in modern, Nordic
 15  countries.  There's other ways of dealing with
 16  this.  Having enough staff; including people with
 17  dementia.  80 percent of us will have dementia.  I
 18  am my mother in 13 years.
 19              Do I pass some kind of best-by date
 20  where all of a sudden I get two showers a week,
 21  food that's reheated, locked up in a room and told
 22  I can't go anywhere for -- what was my crime? --
 23  walking?
 24              Please proclaim that provision, and we
 25  can start including family caregivers at the table.
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 01  It exists.  It already exists.  That's all it is is
 02  a proclamation and funding the process.
 03              And it sends -- it sends a signal
 04  through to the government about collaboration with
 05  family givers.  Let's move up to 50,000 feet.  It
 06  sends that signal.
 07              We collaborate with family caregivers.
 08  We commit to providing a quality of care.  We have
 09  a quality and services.  We don't discriminate
 10  against this group of older adults.  We wouldn't
 11  treat children this way.  We wouldn't treat
 12  disabled people this way.  We change those things.
 13              Canada is not a signatory to the UN
 14  convention on human rights for the elderly.  We're
 15  not, and it's a reflection of where we stand or
 16  what needs to change.  And the only way that's
 17  going to change is if we're at the table.
 18              I say to my family member councils and
 19  the administrators "no decisions about us without
 20  us."  We should be there for policy decisions at
 21  every table.  We should be providing feedback.
 22              We tried that from the beginning of
 23  COVID-19.  You're trying to schedule caregiver
 24  visits.  Let's help you figure out how to share it.
 25  Test it on us.  We'll tell you the problems that
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 01  are wrong upfront.
 02              The vaccine communication rollout in
 03  the last two weeks, we got a 24-hour turnaround
 04  where we had to provide a blank consent form with
 05  our name on top.  We signed on the bottom.  That's
 06  not informed consent by any stretch of the
 07  imagination anywhere in any system.  So why do we
 08  treat these people this way?
 09              So let's open it up.  That's my plea on
 10  declaring Section 30.1.  I think that will help.
 11  Talk to the administrators about -- family councils
 12  can help.  We're like patient advisory committees
 13  in hospitals.
 14              Look at what you heard from Orchard
 15  Villa, how they went in and they worked with the
 16  Family Council.  They brought them in.  They have
 17  them there on the floor for everything.
 18              We're a resource.  Some of us are
 19  management consultants.  Some of us have other
 20  backgrounds.  We're technology-wise.  We can talk
 21  about these things.  We can help and let you know
 22  what's going on.  But as soon as we try to do that,
 23  we're shut down.
 24              And you know what?  We know more about
 25  our residents' care than anyone else.  We looked
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 01  after them for years.  We know their behaviours.
 02  We know -- I know what to do with my mom when she
 03  wanders off at night, the sleep hygiene she needs.
 04  I can see it now.  I know what to do when she
 05  wanders in someone else's room.  I can -- you offer
 06  my mom and cookie, and she'll follow you anywhere.
 07  So we can do a lot -- we've got a 228-room hotel
 08  with no manager at night.
 09              I mean, all those things, we could
 10  provide feedback on.  We do, and we want to, but
 11  they've got to start using privacy as a shield and
 12  open the door.  They've got to start the dialogue.
 13  It has to happen.
 14              And I just want to thank the commission
 15  for listening to us.  And if I could suggest -- I
 16  think family members have a lot more to say.  I
 17  know the commission rolls up their investigation in
 18  terms of listening to us, and our submissions were
 19  ended on January the 31st, and I know the deadline
 20  won't be extended.
 21              But we could have family members still
 22  submitting submissions in writing.  It could be an
 23  appendix, and it could be said "these submissions
 24  were not reviewed by the commission."
 25              But there would be information and
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 01  learning to drive the process forward, and that's
 02  where we've got to go.  We've got to be at the
 03  table.
 04              ALISON DRUMMOND:  Thank you very much,
 05  Participant 9.
 06              PARTICIPANT 9:  Thank you.
 07              ALISON DRUMMOND:  And, of course, what
 08  everybody has said will be on the transcript which
 09  will be posted on the commission website, so people
 10  will have their say publicly.
 11              I'd like to thank everybody.  I'd like
 12  to thank everyone who participated.  I'd like to
 13  thank everyone who got this set up including
 14  Tiffany but also Dawn's team, including Angeline
 15  who you've all been talking to.  And I'll hand that
 16  back to Dr. Kitts.  Thanks.
 17              COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Well, thank
 18  you, Alison.  Just a couple of comments.  I want to
 19  assure you that we have listened to you this
 20  evening.  We've taken notes, and we have a
 21  transcript to make sure we didn't miss anything.
 22              I want to thank you for your courage to
 23  share your experiences.  They've been very
 24  difficult for you, difficult for us to hear.  But
 25  they've -- your messages have been very heartfelt
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 01  and have made this whole pandemic a little bit more
 02  real for all of us who have not experienced what
 03  you and your loved ones have experienced, so I want
 04  to thank you for that.
 05              You've also given us a lot of very good
 06  recommendations.  Each and every one of you
 07  probably could've used more time.  There's never
 08  enough time.
 09              But, again, we've listened, taken
 10  notes, and we have the transcripts, and we even
 11  have a slideshow to remind us of what's been said,
 12  so thank you.
 13              We will do our very best to write a
 14  report that is a call to action and does invoke
 15  change in the long-term care.  And I think as
 16  you've all said -- I think Participant 2 said "how
 17  can we call ourselves a civilized society when we
 18  can't even take care of our most vulnerable people,
 19  our elders?"
 20              And that will stick with us, and we
 21  will do our best to change that, bring dignity and
 22  respect and safety back to our most vulnerable.  So
 23  thank you all again, and take care.
 24              COMMISSIONER ANGELA COKE:  Thank you
 25  very much.
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 01              COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Bye-bye.
 02  
 03  -- Adjourned at 6:12 p.m.
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